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EDITORIAL

CELEBRATING THE DYNAMISM OF

African poetry
Siphiwo Mahala, PhD
Editor-in-Chief

T

he occasion to celebrate the 25th
anniversary of Poetry Africa festival
presents us with an opportunity to take
a retrospective look at the road we
have travelled over the past quarter of
a century. Poetry Africa was established
shortly after the birth of South Africa’s democratic
dispensation and there is reason to believe that the
jettisoning of official apartheid and the ushering in of
democratic rule inspired the founding of this festival.
The dawn of democracy brought about renewed
hope and a sense of optimism about the future
of the South African society in its various facets.
Poetry, in particular, seemed to be gaining momentum
and well-deserved respect, starting from the high
echelons of power down to the grassroots level.
Shortly after the prison doors were flung open to set
Nelson Mandela free after 27 years of incarceration,
praise singer Zolani Mkiva was by his side to “sweep
the floor” ahead of his public speeches. This included
political rallies during his campaign leading to the
landmark April 1994 national government elections,
culminating with Mandela’s inauguration as the first
democratically elected President in May 1994.

“I am An African” eulogy, on the occasion of the
adoption of the new South African Constitution in
1996. Mbeki’s rendition of a tribute poem, “Isinamva
Liyabukwa”, on the occasion of Mandela’s farewell
ceremony held in the National Assembly in March
1999, was evocative even to non-Xhosa speakers.
In his second term of office, which he won with an
overwhelming two-thirds majority, Mbeki appointed
another politician who is a known literary enthusiast
and, at the time, leading intellectual in the ruling
party, the African National Congress, Pallo Jordan
whose parents A.C. Jordan and Phyllis Ntantala,
were internationally acclaimed writers and academics
in their own right. Jordan appointed an equally
respected individual and well-known poet, Keorapetse
Kgositsile, as his Special Advisor. Under Jordan, the
Department of Arts and Culture supported the
establishment of the National Poet Laureate Prize
in 2005, the South African Literary Awards a year
later, and reprinted the largely out-of-print classics
in the nine constitutionally recognised indigenous
languages.

Mandela’s deputy, the University of Sussex educated
Thabo Mbeki, who would in 1999 take over the reigns
of power, was himself a deeply cultured individual
with a penchant for the verse. Initially perceived to
be an English classical fanatic because his speeches
were peppered with verse from the classical poets,
Mbeki soon proved that he was as passionate
and well-versed with African poetry, citing S.E.K.
Mqhayi as he did with Shakespeare. In one of his
most memorable speeches, Mbeki dazzled the South
African and global community with his rendition of
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Zolani Mkiva singing praises of then Minister of Arts
and Culture, Z. Pallo Jordan
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Mazisi Kunene, who had been writing poetry mainly
in isiZulu for almost 30 years of his exile life, was
appointed as the first National Poet laureate of South
Africa. Kunene passed away in 2006, and Kgositsile
succeeded him. Kgositsile passed away in January
2018, after 12 years at the helm. He was replaced
by another former exile and liberation struggle
activist, Wally Serote, who remains South Africa’s
National Poet laureate. Serote was one of the leading
proponents of Black Consciousness alongside the
likes of Don Mattera, Mafika Gwala, Chris Van Wyk
in the 1970s.
These developments evince a country that is
hopeful and a leadership that values poetry. This
was hardly surprising as poets had occupied the
frontline trenches in the struggle for freedom
alongside other activists, both conscientising and
mobilising the oppressed against apartheid. During
the tumultuous 1980s, the lanky Mzwakhe Mbuli,
with his booming voice and verse that thrived on
explosive rhymes and repetition, rendered poetry
that galvanised and exhorted people into action. In
every rural village, peri-urban settlement and urban
township across South Africa and its Bantustans,
there were many aspirant Mbuli’s reciting poetry
in school halls, community halls, political rallies and
funerals, as they blurted the words:
Listen to the voice of reason;
Words of wisdom have to be uttered;
A better world has to be built;
Listen to the voice of the reason.
Although purists have argued that Mbuli’s verse was
more prosaic than poetic, there is no denying that
it resonated with the masses of the oppressed. In
“Jazzy Poetry”, Gloria Bosman reminisces about the
1980s and how the echoes of Mbuli’s “Ngizwa izigi”
roared across Soweto, the most populous township
in South Africa.
The literary snobbery that seeks to dismiss Mbuli’s
brand of poetry is no different from the erasure
suffered by the likes of Nontsizi Mgqwetho years
earlier. Although she wrote and published poetry
in newspapers like Umteteli Wa Bantu, Mgqwetho
was not as prominent as her male counterparts like
Mqhayi and J.J.R. Jolobe, for instance. Until recently,
Mgqwetho had been left out of the annals of South
African literary history. It has taken historians and
modern feminist scholars to accord her the dignity
she deserves.
Sadly, the optimism about the celebration of poetry
and cultural workers by politicians started waning.
Perhaps, as I argued elsewhere previously, the trouble
is in the idiom that we habitually embraced – the
Rainbow Nation – as conceived by the beloved

man of the cloth, Emeritus Bishop Desmond Tutu,
in his capacity as the Chairperson of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission (TRC). A rainbow, by its
nature, is not a permanent phenomenon. It appears
after the rain and thrives on optical illusion. Its
semblance of magnificent colours adorn the horizon,
and disappears within no time, leaving grey skies in
its wake. In her essay, “From Decolonising the Self to
Liberating the Senses”, Zuleika Bibi Sheik echoes this
sentiment as she argues, “Rainbows by their nature
are not meant to last and can only be seen under
very specific conditions.”

Through a
partnership with
the University of
KwaZulu-Natal’s
Centre for Creative
Arts, we bring
together no less
than 50 African
voices.
In her keynote address, Ugandan poet, scholar
and activist, Stella Nyanzi, reminds us that “The
bill of rights which is central to all the supreme
laws of the different states in Africa provides the
constitutional right to freedom of expression,
freedom of conscience, freedom of thought, free
press, free speech, academic freedom, the right to
peaceful demonstration, and freedom of association
with like-minded others.” Having listed the different
types of Constitutionally guaranteed freedoms, she
adds that all must enjoy them. “These freedoms are
not only provided for government praise-singers who
applaud the strengths of power holders in public
office, but also to those who criticize the violations,
vices, violence and excesses of those in power.” In her
activism, and as a staunch critic of President Yoweri
Museveni, who has been in power for more than 30
years, she knows incarceration, treachery and torture.
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The late Keorapetse Kgositsile, Linton Kwesi Johnson and Don Mattera are some of the giants on
whose shoulders the new generation of poets stands.

Nyanzi’s argument is in line with Jordan’s conception
of the role of a poet in society, which he described as:
The traditional “Imbongi” was anything but a
praise-singer. True, poets would heap praises
and laurels on the historic figures whose actions
they thought praise worthy. But an imbongi
could be more scathing and derogatory than
even the sharpest modern political cartoonist…
An imbongi had the unquestioned licence to
employ every known literary and poetic device
to mock, jeer, castigate and criticise anyone in his
community from the king down to the lowliest
subject. Pre-colonial African societies accepted
this as one of numerous checks on the power
of rulers.
The validity of this assertion has been put to a test
by a group of artists who occupied the offices of the
National Arts Council (NAC) for two months. Led
by opera singer Sibongile Mngoma, they branded
themselves as “Abahlali base NAC”, demanding
that the institution pay the cultural workers after
unilaterally reneging on contracts. This happened in
the backdrop of the devastating Covid-19 imposed
restrictions, which saw many cultural workers unable
practise their craft and suffering tremendously as
a result. In his review of Hashtag Poetry (2021), a
publication that features a plethora of dynamic South
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African voices, Sandile Ngidi writes: “Renowned
South African poet and actress Lebo Mashile salutes
Mngoma in her distinctive and extraordinary portrait
of a seemingly mad and selfless Black woman holding
a government building hostage, thrown by harsh
circumstances to give voice to an emerging artists’
movement.”
Mashile has been a celebrated voice since she burst
into the male-dominated South African poetry scene
after the turn of the century, and turned it on its
head. She and three acquaintances, Napo Masheane,
Ntsiki Mazwai and the late Myesha Jenkins, under
the rubric of Feelah Sister Collective, stamped their
authority on the cultural landscape. It was during
the same period that Mashile took poetry to the
screen with her show, L’atitude, thus giving hope to
a plethora of both aspiring and seasoned poets in
various parts of the country. However, despite her
popularity, Mashile never lost sight of the fact that
she stood on the shoulders of giants like Kgositsile,
Gcina Mhlophe, Don Mattera and now Mngoma,
whom she pays tribute to in Hashtag Poetry.
Affirming one another is an integral part of the South
African poetry scene. Kgositsile, both in his poetry
and in his personal interactions, is known for affirming
other artists, young and old. In his collection,
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This Way I Salute You (2004), he pays tribute to fellow
artists including Gloria Bosman, Johnny Dyani, David
Rubadiri, Cassandra Wilson, etc. Similarly, in this
edition the legendary Don Mattera pays homage to
Nomzamo Winnie Mandela, about whom he says:
Looking back, Nomzamo,
I see you in the raging tide;
bellows, tempests of derision
subdued and spent
against the unyielding rocks
of your immovable spirit
The articles and essays in this publication also
pay particular attention to the marginalised and
peripheral, situated away from the limelight of big
cities and television. In his essay, “Poetic Innovation
and Its Bottlenecks in Post-Apartheid South African
Poetry”, Vonani Bila alludes to various initiatives
around the country, in big and small towns, and joins
Ngidi in decrying the negligence of poetry in African
languages. He argues that “despite South Africa’s
wealth of languages, the canonical voices of poetry
in the land are usually those that write in English.” In
this publication, we feature works in various African
languages. There is no better way of representing
the poetic voices of Phomelelo Mamampi Moshapo,
Zolani Mkiva, Anthony Molosi, etc. other than in their
indigenous languages.
Although this publication is not exhaustive in
representing contemporary poets from South Africa,
Africa and the diaspora, it makes a strong statement
about its commitment to amplifying African voices.
The new generation of poets include Siphokazi
Jonas, the featured poet at this year’s Poetry Africa,
the phenomenal Koleka Putuma, and Page, who
developed through the ranks of Poetry Africa as a
regular participant in their Poetry Slam component,
continue to entrench their voices on the cultural
landscape.
Imbiza exists because poets, writers and scholars exist
and need publishing platforms. This edition of Imbiza
is inspired by the dynamism of African poetry which
is evident in the lineup of Poetry Africa festival. My
sentiments about the significance of Poetry Africa are
best captured in Steve Kretzmann’s article, “Poetry
Africa: a Hopeful Celebration of the Word”, where
he says: “Poetry Africa and other arts festivals in
uniting people, not through a patriotism that serves
power, but through the sharing of stories and ideas
rooted in the celebration of the imagination, the joy
of conversation. Through listening to one another,
dancing together, and crying together. And educating
one another.”

Acclaimed South African writer and poet
Gcina Mhlophe has long flown the flag
for spoken word at Poetry Africa and other stages.

Through a partnership with the University of
KwaZulu-Natal’s Centre for Creative Arts, we bring
together no less than 50 African voices in this edition
of Imbiza. Guest-edited by erudite scholars and
distinguished cultural practitioners in their own right,
Ongezwa Mbele and Nomcebisi Moyikwa, this edition
of Imbiza presents a feast of poetry and articles on
African poetry.

Siphiwo Mahala, PhD.
Editor-in-Chief
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DEMOCRACY
UNLIMITED:
POWER TO
THE POETS
Muting does not only dilute or diminish or decrease the extent of democracy in any context, but it threatens the very foundations of real freedom.

Stella Nyanzi, PhD

H

appy silver anniversary to the
Poetry Africa Festival of 2021! It
is a wonderful privilege for me to
give the keynote address as we
celebrate 25 years of this Poetry
Africa Festival, which has firmly
established itself as a platform that supports social
justice. I thank the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s
Centre for Creative Arts for honouring me with the
invitation to deliver my thoughts under the title
DEMOCRACY UNMUTED: POWER TO THE POETS!

Autocratic dictatorships systematically mute
critical poets
It is very empowering to publicly talk about unmuting.
For many years in my country Uganda, I have been
struggling hard to unmute my poetic voice. Simply
because of my poetic writings that are critical of
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Uganda’s militant autocratic dictator, I have variously
faced political persecution including even being a
political prisoner of conscience. In addition to serving
18 months of imprisonment in maximum security
prison for my poetic writings published on Facebook
that offended dictator Yoweri Museveni who has
ruled Uganda for 36 years, I have also been arrested
twice, charged twice, prosecuted twice, and tried
twice. For my poetic writings against the excesses
and failings of the dictator’s wife who is patronizingly
called Mama Janet in public, and who masquerades
around as the Minister of Education although she
lacks the requisite education for this public office, I
was unjustly subjected to repeated suspensions with
half-pay for five years from my prestigious permanent
and pensionable position at Uganda’s oldest public
university called Makerere University (see Nyanzi
2021a for my discussion about academic freedom
within militant autocratic dictatorships).
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In addition to freezing my formal employment in
Uganda’s public universities and public service, my
name was also put onto the widely feared “No Fly
List”, I was slapped with a travel ban that I shook
off through a three-year court case, and I was once
physically removed from an outbound flight at
Entebbe International Airport by an entire squad
of armed anti-terrorism soldiers. During my first
court trial for offending dictator Museveni with my
poetic writing that metaphorically likened him to
just a pair of buttocks (in Nyanzi 2021b I discuss
the importance of satirically laughing at our political
leaders in Africa), not only did the state prosecutors
apply to the chief magistrate’s court to subject me to
involuntary mental examination, but the lower court
magistrate assigned to my case denied my lawyers
the opportunity to table before him my application
for bail and instead remanded me to Luzira Women’s
Prison for a month before he could entertain the
reception of my constitutional right to apply for
bail. In addition to physically fighting off two male
government psychiatrists who tried to commence
involuntary mental examinations on me when I
was a remanded prisoner at this maximum-security
prison, I also challenged the archaic colonial relic of
the Mental Treatment Act (1934) (under which this
application for forceful mental examination was made)
by petitioning the Constitutional Court of Uganda
to review the constitutionality of pathologising
all government critics. Furthermore, I contributed
critical review and recommendations for revising
this repressive law to the Health Committee of the
Parliament of Uganda which was in the process of
amending this colonial repressive law created with
the intention of discrediting all natives who criticised
the colonisers – on grounds of insanity established
by psychiatrists working in the service of colonial
administrators. On top of all this political persecution,
criminalisation, pathologisation and alienation staged
to deter me and others from further deploying
poetry to harshly criticise the violence, violations,
vices and virulence of Museveni’s dictatorship in
Uganda, police raided my home several times – often
confiscating my computers and research data, my
children’s private vehicle was often trailed as they
travelled between school and home, my children
went into safe protection homes on at least five
different occasions, my bank accounts were frozen,
I was once abducted from a private vehicle by
masked gunmen (Human Rights Council 2017), and
received several death threats via telephone, email
and social media. All these state-instituted modes of
political persecution were aimed at muting my poetic
creativity that incessantly and crudely criticised the
multiple death-blows to democracy, justice, freedom,
equality and peace in Uganda under the repressive
dictator Museveni’s reign of terror.

Resisting the state machinery and mechanisations
deployed to mute critical voices has thus become
second nature to me. Within this national context
of militant repression, corruption, lawlessness,
misogyny, closure of civic space, diminution of
academic freedom, and muzzling of the public press,
I am honing the skills of constantly UNMUTING
myself as a poet, writer, thinker, community organiser,
opposition politician, and defiant dissident.
If democracy is to thrive in the different countries
and societies that comprise our African continent,
then creative thinkers, writers, artists, and performers
must be allowed freedom of expression. Poets must
be unsilenced, unmuted, the gags torn and the boots
on our Adam’s apples lifted. Unmuting critical creative
voices is mandatory for democracy to thrive.

Democracy necessitates unmuting creative critics
In a poignant interview she gave to Krishnan
Guru-Murthy of the British Channel 4 News on 13
June 2018, my dissident role model who passed on
earlier this year, Egyptian prolific writer Nawal El
Saadawi, made the strong assertion:
“We must be clear: democracy is an illusion! We
cannot have democracy in a capitalist, imperialist,
patriarchal, religious system… Because what is
democracy? Democracy is real freedom” (El
Saadawi 2018).
If it is true that democracy is indeed real freedom, then
for democracy to be attained, freedom of expression
must be actualised. Any form of muting, which takes
away or takes from the voices – particularly produced
by critics – is an attack on democracy. Muting does
not only dilute or diminish or decrease the extent of
democracy in any context, but it threatens the very
foundations of real freedom.
The bill of rights, which is central to all the supreme
laws of the different states in Africa, provides the
constitutional right to freedom of expression,
freedom of conscience, freedom of thought, free
press, free speech, academic freedom, the right to
peaceful demonstration, and freedom of association
with likeminded others. To these one must add
digital freedom and internet freedom, given the vast
technological advances of our day. These freedoms
are not only provided for government praise-singers
who applaud the strengths of power holders in public
office, but also to those who criticise the violations,
vices, violence and excesses of those in power.
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However, increasingly in autocratic militant
national contexts, repression ushers in the
muzzling, constriction, penaliasation, criminalisation, and eventual censure of criticism. All avenues
of critical voices – be they from academia, civil
society, journalists, opposition political parties,
cultural leaders, religious clerics, diplomats or other
specialized professionals – are increasingly shut
down. Intimidation and censure are effected through
repressive laws created by a compromised corrupt
legislature and unjust penalties slapped onto critics
by a captive judiciary behooved to the autocratic
executive. A regime of penalties is introduced and
entrenched as the hallmark of dying democracies.
These include denial of accreditation for journalists,
deregistration of press houses or civil society
organisations that are critical, trumped-up charges,
violent arrests, detention without trial, torture during
interrogation, sentencing as political prisoners of
conscience, raids of office and residential premises,
deportation of foreign correspondents, denial of visas,
hate-mail, death threats, and even death.
Dictatorships invest heavily in stifling critical voices.
Criticism is criminalised. Criticising the corrupt
dictatorship can be courting death or, as the sneak
peek into my biography highlighted above, it can be
a sentence to imprisonment in maximum security
prison. However, rather than cower away from
resisting the autocratic excesses and exposing failures
of dictatorships, it is important that revolutionaries, radicals and dissidents continue to creatively
innovate new and fresh modes of criticising those
who hold (and abuse) power. My invitation to
continued criticism even in the face of imminent
danger is hinged upon El Saadawi’s logic of the
value of criticism gleaned from a life lived well as
an endangered but bold dissident targeted by late
Egyptian president Anwar Saddat.
“I become more radical, more radical with age
because I am aware of the benefits of criticism.
Of course to be polite – the more you are critical,
the more you are polite. To be critical doesn’t
mean you offend people. Sometimes you please
people by criticism. It is how you criticize them
– seriously, literally, intellectually,” (El Saadawi
2015).
While creative criticism is welcome in democratic
societies where powerholders appreciate honest
review of their positive and negative performance
because of its ability to point out ways of future
improvement, all sorts of critical feedback are damped
down in dictatorships. Despots take offence from
honest criticism. Increasingly in Uganda, critical voices
in the arts, including poets, novelists, dramatists,
graphic illustrators, comedians and drama actors
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have been variously arrested and charged with
producing and circulating offensive communication
against president Museveni. The fear of giving
offence to powerful brutal holders of state power,
and the associated reprisals likely to be unleashed
on the critical writer paralyses and hinders many
from freely expressing their dissent. When asked by
Kenan Malik about people who censor what they
write because they don’t want to give offense, El
Saadawi categorically declared:
“That’s hypocrisy because hypocrisy is increasing.
Like lying. Because we are living in a world of lies.
Hypocrisy! Hypocrisy! We have to offend people,
of course. This apologetic way, I don’t agree with at
all. I find everywhere people are brought up never
to speak their opinion… but it is very very rare when
they quote their mind. And that is creativity. We lose
the ability to be creative. This is the problem, my
problem wherever I go from Egypt to the States or
England… that people cannot be critical. You said they
don’t want to offend me, I call it criticism. Criticism
is very much related to the creative mind. And we
lose the ability to be critical since we are children,
under the name that we should be polite, we should
not offend people – which kills creativity. I am happy
when people really criticize my book because they
read it seriously and they criticize it. But if they say
good words – it is good, it is wonderful – it means
nothing” (El Saadawi 2015).

This defence of speaking or writing or rhyming
to power truth that offends recalls the powerful
assertion by Salman Rushdie in response to his own
question about free expression. “What is freedom
of expression? Without freedom to offend, it ceases
to exist.” Thus, it is important that in our defence of
free speech and free expression, we defend even
the freedom to offend.

Unmuting poetic voice for political agency
Given the potential dangers arising from free
expression that criticises despots who abuse
power, vis a vis my insistent invitation to creatives
to innovatively criticise undemocratic practices in
their contexts, what, then, is the role of the poet’s
voice in effectively building political agency? How do
poets use their voices towards real freedom, justice,
equality and democracy?
One of my commitments these days is to awaken,
recruit, grow and empower dissidents in the collective
of poets living in repressive autocratic dictatorships,
starting with Uganda my home country.
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When asked if she considered writing to be a form
of dissidence or protest, El Saadawi clarified thus:
“Well, it depends what do you write, because
there are writers who become millionaires and
billionaires, and there are writers who go to
prison. It depends what do you write. In fact,
if you are writing and praising the president
and the prime minister and Obama and Ulland
and all that, then you will benefit. But if you
are really critical to the global system and the
local system in the country, then you suffer” (El
Saadawi 2015).

James David Rubadiri from Malawi also experienced
double exile from his home country to Uganda and
later from Uganda because of his critical political
poems. Even in exile, he wrote.
For me, one of the most profound exemplars of a
brilliant creative writer who simultaneously combines
this creativity with his devotion to political activism
and academic knowledge production is Prof. Wole
Soyinka. When exiled in Accra, Ghana, it is remarkable
that he was actively mobilizing the world against
Uganda’s dictator Idi Amin Dada.
El Saadawi revealed that neither prison nor exile
impeded her critical writings. Her memoirs from
prison are powerful.
“When I was in exile, I was teaching creativity
and dissidence in schools and universities. I kept
writing and publishing. I didn’t stop at all” (El
Saadawi 2018).
Photo: Victor Dlamini

It is critically important to conscientise (Freire
1996) younger poets about effectively utilising their
privilege, skills, platforms, performance and poetic
productions to redistribute power away from those
that serve the dictatorship and back to the masses
of poor oppressed citizens. I am igniting the flames
of revolution and breathing the hopes of liberation
into younger poets, spoken word artists, rappers,
Luga-flow rhymers and other poetic wordsmiths in
my context. I am radicalising poets to deploy their
poetry for the struggle for freedom, justice, equality,
liberation and democracy. One of the first essential
criteria for poets to use their voices for political
agency is for them to consciously, purposefully, and
deliberately make the choice to write as dissidents
opposed to all forms of repression, suppression and
oppression.

How eloquently she classified writers into two
categories – those writers who praise systems of
power and writers who are really critical of existent
systems of power. While the former make wealth
from their writing, the latter experience all forms of
suffering including imprisonment, exile, or death. El
Saadawi’s taxonomic dichotomy of writers echoes
another prominent African dissident writer called
Ngugi wa Thiong’o, who also experienced both exile
and imprisonment in retaliation for his critical writing.
In his collection of essays entitled Writers in Politics,
Wa Thiong’o categorically shows that all writers are
embroiled in the political contestations of the day.
The only differentiation between writers is a matter
of which side their writing serves.
Another brilliant African poet who knows double-exile,
Ghanaian Abena Busia reveals that she writes her
poems for justice:
“…the poems I offer are precisely those that have
arisen out of those junctures, moments in which
poetry offers itself up, in the name of justice, to
grapple with a disordered world in the context
of saving rituals” (Busia 2005).

Dissident Egyptian writer Nawal El Saadawi is
a huge inspiration for Stella Nyanzi.
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Whether living freely at home, behind prison bars
as a political prisoner of conscience, or even in
exile where one fled from political persecution, a
dissident poet – a revolutionary writer must continue
writing critically against the injustices, lawlessness,
and violations of the day. All the African writers and
poets I have quoted in this submission deeply inspire
me because I learnt from them to write when free,
when imprisoned and when in exile. Busia, El Saadawi,
James Paul Rubadiri, Wa Thiong’o, Soyinka – are
five out of many other revolutionary African writers
who have known both exile and/or prison. Similar
to them, I wrote and published my first anthology of
poems entitled No Roses From My Mouth: Poems From
Prison (2020) while serving an 18-month sentence for
my poetic writing that offended dictator Museveni.
Likewise, following from their example, I wrote my
second book of poems entitled Don’t Come In My
Mouth: Poems That Rattled Uganda while hiding in
exile in Kenya where my children and I applied for
asylum earlier this year of 2021.

Poetry is a potent yet non-violent creative avenue for
offering voice, articulation, amplification, expression,
naming, solidarity, and resistance against hateful
autocratic militant abusers of power who corrode
and erode the virtues of democracy, justice, equality,
freedom and human dignity. In some contemporary
dictatorships, the established traditional strategies
of resistance and peaceful protest are inadequate.
Former well-known tactics of resistance are paralysed
and rendered ineffective using preventive laws that
bar public gatherings in the name of public health,
public safety, public order, public morality and
national security. Dissidence through civil action
is becoming increasingly expensive, for example
lives are lost, bodies are wounded or maimed by
bullets, protestors are violently arrested and detained
for months before their presentation in court, and
heavy monetary fines are charged. When marches,
picket lines, rallies, demonstrations, sit-down strikes,
walk-outs, boycotts and other physical forms of
protests are endangered or prohibited by the
suppressive regimes in power, words of poetry can
become the only viable form of stoically mounting,
circulating and sustaining resistance to militant
repressive brutes in power. Poetry facilitates political
agency to individual wordsmiths to work either for or
against the status quo. Poetic license offers a range
of literary tools to speak truths to power – including
cynicism, sarcasm, irony, satire, mockery, ridicule, personification, objectification, tragedy, comedy, parody,
exaggeration, reversal, paradox, contradiction, etc.
Unmuting democracy indeed necessitates rendering
more power to the poets!
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Happy 25 years of Poetry Africa! I thank you.

This is an edited version of Dr Stella Nyanzi’s keynote
address at the 25th Poetry Africa Festival.
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POETRY AFRICA
– A HOPEFUL
CELEBRATION
OF THE WORD
Poetry Africa celebrates the incisiveness of words both written and performed.

Steve Kretzmann

T

here is a story of a land in which
people sought to understand each
other and work towards a shared
prosperity. Songs filled with poetry
and beauty, containing history,
warnings, ambitions, and parables
were composed and shared among communities.
Bureaucrats, administrators and technicians worked
to implement programmes to improve the lives of
the people, creating projects that were inclusive and
sustainable.
This period of optimism and collaboration came
after a cruel and divisive ruler – the “Cruel Whip” –
had been overthrown, replaced by a woman named
Destra who sought to heal society through education
and art. But nothing lasts forever. Destra’s time came
to an end and under the rule of a distant, distracted,
and stupid man unwittingly chosen by an oligarchy of
12 to be her successor, the country slid into boorish
violence as the education system crumbled and the

youth failed to appreciate the intangible value of
discussion, debate, self-reflection and critical thought.

Poetry Africa
is a conduit for
the flow of free
thought, debate
and democracy.
13
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This story, written by Doris Lessing and contained
in The Grandmothers: Four Short Novels (2003),
could well be an allegory for South Africa which has
become, after all, less a democracy than an oligarchy
of the ruling party. But it is not the political aspect
of Lessing’s story “The Reason For It” which is most
pertinent here, it is the acclaimed author’s view on
cultural life and its impact on societal health. Told
from the perspective of the last surviving member of
The Twelve who elected DeRod, their stupid leader,
the narrator mourns the loss of culture in the land.
Culture that was cultivated and dispersed through
festivals which “followed each other through that
cycle of the sun from a grand climax on the day when
it is coldest, but we know it will get warmer, until the
generous blaze of the day when we know that from
now it will get colder”.
In this mythical land, people travelled from “all over
the peninsula” to participate in the dancing and
enactment, the poems and the songs. Songs they
took home that informed their way of living.
DeRod was not interested in “what was after all
the pulse and beat of our communal life”. What
interested him were his armies, and staging parades
and demonstrations of weaponry. Over time the
festivals under a disinterested DeRod were abolished,
colleges cut. Gradually, a new generation adopted the
songs he made up for his armies, which were “catchy”
and “full of patriotic fervour”. And so an age that
“insisted on the deep seriousness of our lives” was
supplanted with an era in which “everything was trivial
and unimportant”. The closer one examines Lessing’s
story, published in 2003, the more prescient it seems,
containing chilling connections to the trajectory of
our own culture over the past generation. And not
only ours here in South Africa, it has the universality
of the ebb and flow of civilisations.

of our lives”, Lessing’s allegorical tale underscores
the importance of its existence; part of a bulwark
against populism, triviality and petty division. Her
allegory underlines the role played by Poetry Africa
and other arts festivals in uniting people, not through
a patriotism that serves power, but through the
sharing of stories and ideas rooted in the celebration
of the imagination, the joy of conversation. Through
listening to one another, dancing together, and crying
together. And educating one another.
“The Reason For It” places education as a central pillar
for the development and maintenance of a healthy,
self-aware society. Education in the classic sense, in
terms of teaching children the arts of drawing, music,
writing, philosophy, and in the indirect education
artistic disciplines - whether through practice or
exposure - assist us to achieve greater awareness
of ourselves, each other, and our surroundings.
These are cultural and social values, to use former
CCA director Peter Rorvik's terminology, which
the CCA enriches through festivals such as Poetry
Africa, as well as three others it organises: Jomba!
Contemporary Dance Experience, Time of the Writer,
and Durban International Film Festival.
Poetry Africa, due to celebrate the incisiveness of
words both written and performed over six days from
11 to 16 October, could almost be modelled on the
festival blueprint contained within Lessing’s prose.
The festival is part of an essential cultural bulwark
against global society’s ebb into authoritarian silence
and censorship, as its celebration of the spoken and
written word upholds the flow of free thought, debate
and democracy.

There are particular echoes here, however: The
flowering of art and creative output alongside the
burgeoning of festivals that followed the death of our
own “Cruel Whip”, apartheid. Then the optimism of
the Mandela era, our Destra, maintained, almost by
strength of force, into the years of our Shakespeareloving Mbeki who in his own way was mad as any of
Shakespeare’s kings. Enter a love of military hardware,
a corruption wrought by power, and an increasing
disinterest in the arts except where it could service
a patriotic fervour encapsulated in the term “social
cohesion”.
And so as we, a generation later, approach the 25th
anniversary of Poetry Africa, a festival born from the
Centre for Creative Arts (CCA) within the University
of KwaZulu-Natal in those years of celebration,
self-discovery, and reflection on the “seriousness
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Lebo Mashile is a renowned South African poet.
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Beyond the stimulation of the imagination and critical
observation Poetry Africa infuses into our society,
there is the direct outreach to young scholars by
taking poets - among our most acute minds - to
the school halls, and inviting children to participate
through programmes and competitions so they can
grow and in turn take part in creating a richer, kinder,
more empathetic society within which they can live.
It is impossible to know how many young lives have
been enriched by Poetry Africa’s workshops and
school outreach programmes over the years. How
many people, many of them not so young any more,
may observe more layers of our world than they
would have had they not seen and heard poets
such as Lebo Mashile, Lesego Rampolokeng, British
dub poet Benjamin Zephaniah or Senegalese rapper
Didier Awadi. The impact these poets have on school
children is visible, says Rorvik. “You can see it in front
of you and they take that into their life and into the
future.” The influence is sometimes direct. Such as for
Iain Robinson who, Rorvik says, encountered Poetry
Africa as a drama undergraduate and “just took to
it”, making use of the workshops and competitions
to become Ewok, now an internationally recognised
spoken word poet and artist.
While people may have travelled from “all over” the
allegorical “peninsula” to attend and perform at Poetry
Africa, the CCA has from the early years also made
a concerted effort to travel to the people, taking
the festival to other cities and even other countries
within the continent.
A decade ago, Poetry Africa set Siphokazi Jonas on
the path to become an acclaimed poet, performer
and producer. Jonas says she was a student who
had “started writing poetry in high school”. But it
was exposure to Mashile, Chris Abani and others at
a live satellite event in Cape Town that “affirmed the
possibly of poetry as a career”. “That’s when I realised
I wanted to be at Poetry Africa,” she says. It was an
aspiration she achieved, being invited to perform in
2017, and she is back this year, this time with the
film #WeAreDyingHere, which began as a play staged
in 2019 inspired by one of her poems.
The closure of theatres due to Covid-19 regulations
led to the film being developed into a 25-minute
feature, which has already been screened at festivals
in Los Angeles and Berlin.
Rorvik talks of how Poetry Africa has sought,
successfully, to live up to its name and extend
beyond South Africa and into rest of the continent,
embracing partnerships and artists as far north as
Senegal. The universality of poetry, of art, has seen
it link people beyond that, arcing across continents

and bridging north and south. Jonas, for instance, is
this year also participating in the Lviv International
Literature Festival in Ukraine, having befriended
Ukrainian poet Oksana Rosumna when she performed
at Poetry Africa in 2017. This meeting of minds has
also resulted in Jonas’s poems being translated into
Ukrainian.
Robinson and Jonas are but two isolated examples
of many poets who have found their voice through
Poetry Africa. Siphindile Hlongwa, who was appointed
curator of Poetry Africa and Time of the Writer in
2017, is successfully weathering the Covid-19
pandemic which was an unexpected development
that Lessing’s tale did not foresee, to ensure there
are many more to come.
Moving the festival into the next quarter of a century,
she has used the rapid adoption of digital tools to
foster greater global connection even as physical
gatherings are constrained. Hlongwa says she is using
live broadcasts on social media platforms to discuss
and interrogate subjects within the poems, going
deeper into the messages and observations they
contain. “It’s important to have these discussions,”
she says, to go beyond “red−flagging” issues such
as gender-based violence and social injustice” and
perhaps find ways of “coming up with a plan”. While
we mourn the loss of physical contact and being
together at a live performance, the shift to digital
events means greater possibilities for international
participation as budgetary constraints of travel and
accommodation fall away.
There is a desire to return to a fully live programme
with people sharing the same space as soon and as
much as safely possible, but the beneficial aspects
of digital participation will be retained and refined,
says Hlongwa.
Poetry Africa will strengthen its continental and transcontinental reach, continuing to further freedom of
expression and expand access to creative thinking
and empathetic connection as part of a global effort
to resist civilisation’s ebb into authoritarian silence
and censorship by being a conduit for the flow of free
thought, debate and democracy. Thus, as Poetry Africa
continues beyond a quarter of a century, it undermines
the final act of Lessing’s allegory: the loss of hope.

Steve Kretzmann is a freelance journalist with over
20 years of experience. In 2006, he founded West
Cape News, a news agency that helped develop young
journalists. He also runs The Critter, an online arts
reviewing website and is editor of Mother City News, a
monthly community newspaper.
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THE
FURTHER
WE SLAM
Page is an acclaimed slam poet who has participated at Poetry Africa Festival many times.

Page

I

am Page and I am a poet. I have spoken my poetry
at the Poetry Africa Festival many times. I have
been an MC and resident coordinator for the
Sundowner Concert and Poetry at the Durban,
Playhouse. I have also been an MC at the Poetry
Africa Festival SlamJam poetry session. Poetry
has birthed me and I give birth to poetry.
I was born in 1993, the year before South Africans
could mark their votes for democracy. When I was
three years old, Poetry Africa was founded. A poignant
invention that has raised me as a Durban-based poet.
In 1984, nine years before I was born, a blue-collar
worker in Chicago named Marc Kelly Smith hijacked
an open mic poetry session in a lounge and introduced
the element of competition. His reasons were simple
yet solid: poetry had long been seen as stiff and
exclusionary to the masses yet it had the power to
affect.
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Often seen, read and held as a piece of literature and
nothing more, poetry, according to Smith, became
a space inseparable with academia that presided
over what could be considered literary art. Smith, a
construction worker who had been writing poems
since he was 19 with no published works nor
academic qualification, started what soon came to
be known as poetry slam. The slam movement soon
spread to other cities around the world.
The slam was no different to a general poetry session,
except that poems were now recited to an audience
with the power to crown you victor for the night,
thus making everyone more invested in the work
heard on stage. The rise of spoken word poetry was
a natural progression, where greater attention is paid
to the poet’s performing abilities as they deliver the
words on page.
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The backlash, often explained as desperate kicks for
a gatekeeping old guard, have raised valid questions
on the changing landscape of poetry and what it
pursues from the society it interacts with and the
practitioners of it.
About 14 500 kilometres away from Chicago and 24
years into the future I got to attend the final day of
the Poetry Africa Festival. Only a few months since
I had started writing my own poems, it was the very
first poetry event I’d attended outside of my high
school poetry sessions and it was there where I first
beheld a poetry slam. This radical movement forged
by a typically marginalised spoken word poet had
gathered steam over the decades and found its way
into most prestigious poetry spaces, including those
sanctioned by universities, which Smith would have
considered his detractors and viewed their walls as
a high gate keeping him and all of us out. But Poetry
Africa SlamJam was rather unique. The space was
filled with youth, frolicking and liberal in their verse
and their rendition thereof. There was a roar in the
house as each poet took to the stage like a warrior,
each line flung with precision that frankly wouldn’t
come out on a different day to a more modest crowd.
The noise that came from the seated audience, once
feared to be a disruption to the poets slamming,
was the fuel.
Poetry Africa SlamJam is the festival’s slam event and
one of its many poetry competitions. It takes place on
the final day of the festival earlier in the day, before
participants of the festival return for the evening
show to read one more time. Like slams around the
world, it is a judged event where prizes are handed
over to the winners of the show and it’s fast-paced.
Cristin O’Keefe Aptowicz, who is a lauded “slam poet”,
once commented on the movement:
"One of the more interesting end products of
this constant shifting is that poets in the slam
always worry that something - a style, a project,
a poet - will become so dominant that it will kill
the scene, but it never does. Ranting hipsters,
freestyle rappers, bohemian drifters, protocomedians, mystical shamans and gothy punks
have all had their time at the top of the slam
food chain, but in the end, something different
always comes along and challenges the poets
to try something new."
This statement speaks to the inclusive nature of
slam: a 16-year-old Black boy in a high school in
the township of Chesterville got the opportunity
to witness a slam organised by the University of
KwaZulu-Natal. In the year 2012, then 19, I had made
it onto the Poetry Africa stage for the first time by
winning the two slam competitions for the year put

together by Cup O’ Thought, thus affording me the
opportunity to get onto the biggest poetry platform
on the continent.
My story, and that of so many others, is the reason
slam cannot be ignored as a driving force for poetry
among our people. It is also the best motivation for
us to continue working towards making poetry slam
an even more inclusive space for all who are yet to
find a home in mainstream poetry. It is what Smith
envisioned in Chicago in the mid-1980’s and what
he continues to promote to this day at the Uptown
Poetry Slam in his city.
The danger that has arisen from this competitive
brand of poetry is that it appears to have been
re-appropriated by the old guard to once again
exclude. The labelling of certain poets as “slam
poets”, especially when done by historically White
institutions when referring toto young, Black and/
or working class writers, is a means of defining their
poetry as a far less cultured craft.
This is done to maintain what only they value as
“true poetry” and designate all else as a sub-genre
that “dilutes” their art. Regardless, poetry slams have
grown in popularity while also presenting poetry
in a less traditional fashion. This has arguably led
to spoken word poets getting more commercial
opportunities – working with brands, political causes
and filmmakers.
An often missed benefit of slam poetry is its ability
to not only rapidly enhance a poet’s performance
skills, but to polish their writing skill as well. With
many smaller slams taking place weekly and with a
lot of the bigger slams dominated by brilliant writers,
everyone wishing to compete has to sharpen their
skills set. Former slammaster Coolfire Hadebe says:
“The points are not the point. Poetry is the point.”
We have seen this embodied by the competitors as
merely writing to pander to the crowd. This is seen
as disingenuous by the audience while those who
truly write are rewarded.
The further unfurling of this exciting and still
young style of poetry showcasing will enable more
marginalised voices to come to the fore as O’Keefe
once predicted, with more participants and winners
being women, queer and vernacular-speaking. The
democratisation of poetry continues to be aided
by the movement of slam and this will ensure that
we get not only a clearer picture of poets who are
shaping the industry, but also a clearer view of the
true stories of South Africans in all their diversity.
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SIPHOKAZI
JONAS – A
POET FOR ALL
SEASONS
Siphokazi Jonas is a committed poet whose work critiques societal injustices.

Lidudumalingani

S

iphokazi Jonas’ poetry is older than her.
Her words feel as if they have been
moulded over centuries and that by the
time she puts them on the page, they
have been fermenting and morphing
along a treacherous journey of scrutiny,
shaping their meaning and feeling.

This is not at all to say Jonas and her words are
strangers who encounter one another on the page.
It is to say, at only 35 years old, Jonas writes like
someone who’s lived a lifetime before the one she
exists in. That the words she bends and manipulates
into plays, prose and poetry are in every way
encountering her at a point in which there’s no
conflict between them or to the choreography that
Jonas forces them into.
Jonas lists poet American poet Lamar Manson, aka
Black Ice, as someone she admires for popularising
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poetry on television and stage. On stage, one can
also see traces of South African poetry heritage in
Jonas; traces of Imbongi and praise singing. In this
regard, one can look towards Gcina Mhlophe.

Jonas writes like
someone who’s
lived a lifetime
before the one
she exists in.
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Born in Komani to a teacher and policeman, Jonas is
now based in Cape Town. She is a poet, playwright
and producer. She travels to her place of birth often.
In the vignettes of her journeys home, it can be read
as returning to a kind of fountain, of words and
lungfuls of breath, because sometimes in cities one
forgets how to breathe. Traces of home can be found
in Jonas’ work. Mostly in the language. Her poetry
is often delivered in both English and isiXhosa. She
translates the two languages with equal attention
and poetry on the page and on stage.
Jonas started writing poetry at age 14, and now at 35,
the poet has arrived at a stage that takes other poets
many books to arrive at. Jonas knows exactly how to
employ words to say what she needs to say and not
be wriggled with the ambiguity of meaning. Every
poet, at varying stages in their writing, is ensnared
by the allure of ambiguity, to say one thing but not
say it, to be indirect when being direct is far more
alluring. Bear in mind, she is yet to publish a book,
which, to urge her on, is something she owes the
universe’s axes, to fix everything into perfect balance.
At The Justice Conference South Africa in 2018,
Jonas performed a poem titled “Sacrificial Lamb”
about rampant shack fires in Cape Town. On stage,
enthralling the audience with her perfectly calculated
intonations and gestures, she recited:
“uMaDlamini knows dinner-time gospel.
The kind that curses Liverpool and fire pools but
never quite laments how shacks fall like sacrificial
lambs to a south eastern ghoul only how “These
dumping grounds of zinc depreciate the view.”...
Who will raise the children?

In February this year, at the State of the National
Address (SONA) in Parliament, Jonas expressed
perfectly what has been gripping South African public
since COVID restrictions. The poem, “What Does
Not Sink”, using water as a metaphor, is about grief
and community.
“There is a flood inside our house.
The water climbs up the wall when we weep;
it does not let us breathe.
Everything is wet with grief.
Before this pandemic, we would cast a funeral
song into the dark like a flare,
and the neighbours would come to hold our
arms as we drove the water
out the door.
Before grief reached our ankles.
Before it swept us to our knees.
Before it flowed into our pots and our beds.
To mourn meant a community gathered,
like a bank between you and the river of death.”
Explaining the poem, Jonas told IOL news: “My
wish is for my poem to be received as a reminder
of the importance of community. It doesn’t come
with easy answers, because we don’t have those.
To memorialise and reflect upon those we’ve lost,
but also remind ourselves that what we have is each
other, the connections, the relationships that help
shape our lives.”

Little black lambs on a capitalist altar,
Oh God of Abraham if you could just bring
another ram,
because these little ones are burning, burning,
burning!”
The layers in this poem, comforting MaDlamini,
memorialising the children, confronting apartheid
spatial planning, is something familiar in Jonas’ work.
Important to note, this kind of critique in her poem
isn’t a thing she does in the dark, shying away from
the structures she speaks of. She does so at the
invitation of an institution she is critiquing. One
gets the feeling that as sharp as her words are, they
aren’t with malice, but rather a plea for institutions
to re-consider priotising profit margins over people’s
lives, for all of us to acknowledge the small ways
we’ve shaped and reshaped this world to be unequal.
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Jonas has an MA degree in English literature and
Bachelor of Arts degree in Drama and English, both
from the University of Cape Town (the UCT). It was in
2015 that Jonas’ talent began to gather momentum.
She staged her first production, Around the Fire, a
poetry show that was first performed in Ottery, Cape
Town, in front of a sold-out audience of 200. Jonas
describes the work as her first foray into “chorepoem”,
combining poetry, music and eight live musicians.
In 2016, the show was re-worked and presented
at the Artscape Spiritual Festival in front of another
sold-out audience. She was also crowned as the
first Cape Town Ultimate Slam Champion in 2015
and was the runner-up in the prestigious 2016 Sol
Plaatje European Union Poetry Award.

Of the production, Jonas says: “We want to put a
challenge to ourselves and all members of society
to reimagine a more hopeful future where the most
vulnerable are not overwhelmed by fear.”

A year later, Jonas quit her job as a Teaching Assistant
in the English Department at the UCT, to answer her
poetry calling, to commit her life solely to poetry and
the many alterations she’s made of it.
That kind of commitment and belief in her own words,
instead of teaching those of others, is important to
note. Her oeuvre of work is the evidence. In the years
since, Jonas’ career swings between different forms
of writing and disciplines. All linked with a common
thread. It’s structured without being rigid, without
being boring, without being predictable. That is an
elusive skill, to write clearly, structurally, dogmatically,
without ever losing the allure and beauty of words.
Quitting her job means Jonas has had to make writing
poetry her chosen vocation. She does that without
diluting her writing. She is a perfect example of what
it means to straddle consciousness and career out
of poetry. The consciousness is in her own personal
poems, from the SONA poem, “What Does Not Sink”,
to the “Graduation Poem” written for the UCT.
Jonas has performed along renowned musicians,
including Sipho “Hotstix” Mabuse, Freshlyground,
Pops Mohamed, Dizu Plaatjies and Dave Reynolds.
The list of her accolades is long and diverse. She
performed at the 2018 Women’s Humanity Festival.
Her other stage work includes Natalia da Rocha’s
Adam Small Festival and Mandla Mbothwe’s Oratorio
of a Forgotten Youth. In 2018, Jonas presented her
theatre directorial debut, The Widow, as part of
Artscape’s New Voices programme.
Last year, Jonas released #WeAreDyingHere, a play
adapted from one of her poems about the prevalence
of gender-based violence in South Africa. She
co-wrote the play with poet Hope Netshivhambe
and vocalist Babalwa Makwetu and it has since been
turned into a short film, with Siya and Rachel Kolisi
as executive producers.
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Jonas will be the featured poet at
the 25th Poetry Africa Festival
presented by the Centre for Creative
Arts at the University of KwaZuluNatal from October 11 to 16.
Lidudumalingani is a writer, filmmaker and photographer.
He’s a winner of the Caine Prize for African writing and
the Miles Morland scholarship. He is a board member
of Imbiza Journal for African Writing.
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LOVE
IN THE
MUSIC
Kabomo credits the powerful poetry he found in music for saving his life as a youngster growing up in Daveyton, Gauteng.

Kabomo

T

he season is heavy with sorrow. A killer
virus, load shedding, water shortage,
race wars, looting, death, broken
public healthcare system, questionable
gender imbalances and Bentley-driven
leadership who care less than the
size of sand of the people they are supposed to be
thoughtful of. If hope was for sale, it would be a
commodity most in demand at the stock market.
People have run out of hope. They believed until
they couldn’t believe anymore.
This feeling is not new to me. Pain is ingrained in
my skin. As early as memory could serve me, I have
always understood life to come with an intimation
of pain. I was told to be proud of being Black. So, I
walked with my head high until the reality of it struck
like a brick through a window. Shattered at the vile
words and deeds thrown at us for this blackness I
loved so much.
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The poetry
I found in music
saved my life.
The pain grew. The coldness of our homes, from
being raised by people who were traumatised and
they didn’t even acknowledge it. The pain grew. Being
in overcrowded classrooms that taught us that our
kind had no value. The pain grew. Being touched
inappropriately in dark corners. The pain grew to the
point where it suffocated us and turned into hate.
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I couldn’t burn enough things to erase the dirt I was
made to feel inside myself. I couldn’t talk to anyone.
I started acting out. I became numb to the discipline.
Church was too boring. Nothing worked. I was too
young to fathom or articulate the hindrance to my
desperate healing. Then one Sunday morning my
father started a ritual that would eventually become
my salvation. He would wake up early on Sunday
mornings and play some incredible soul music and
jazz. It would be music from all over the world.
My father had always bought a lot of music and he
never found time to play it. So, Sunday mornings
became his time to go through his extensive
collection. On that first Sunday he started by playing
Donny Hathaway’s “A Song For You”. I had never
heard of Hathaway before. When I heard that perfect
velvet tenor flying in the wind of our small Daveyton
house, accompanied by those simple but piercing
piano chords, I woke up with a smile on my face,
immediately sensing that I was going to be alright.
I’ve been so many places in my life and time
I’ve sung a lot of songs
I’ve made some bad rhymes
I’ve acted out my life in stages

Always
Until the dolphin flies and parrots live at sea
Always
Until we dream of life and life becomes a
dream
- Stevie Wonder
I discovered hip-hop in the 1980s. It was the energy
of it that encapsulated my youth’s vigour in a tiny
cassette tape. The first day I heard it I was overawed
by the coolness of it all. It was brazenly brash and all
the rappers had a poise that I needed and wanted to
emulate. LL Cool Jay, Run-DMC, Big Daddy Kane, Eric
B. & Rakim, MC Lyte, DJ Jazzy Jeff & The Fresh Prince,
Queen Latifah, Freddie Foxxx and EPMD made me
want to be as free as they did in their music videos.
Even though I did not understand what they were
saying, I felt something commanding in their voices,
in their patterns and their delivery. I fell in love with
it immediately. The 1990s ushered in an era where
lyricism became a focal point of hip-hop, fusing the
fierceness of it with messaging self-awareness. Nas,
A Tribe Called Quest, De La Soul and The Pharcyde
had not only brought intricacy to rhyming, but also
a new raw honesty in the stories they told. I was
surprised at how I could relate.

With ten thousand people watching
But we’re alone now
And I’m singing this song to you
- Donny Hathaway
He played everyone – John Coltrane, Aretha Franklin,
Hugh Masekela, The O’Jays, Fela Kuti, Miriam Makeba,
Jimmy Dludlu, Sankomota, Bayete, Dorothy Masuka,
Stevie Wonder, Miles Davis, Nina Simone, Bheki
Mseleku, Moses Molelekwa, and so many more. The
more I devoured this music, the more I felt reborn. I
felt an unspeakable joy. At the time, I could not speak
nor understand English. So, I could not appreciate the
meaning of the lyrics in the music that I loved. It was
all a sonic experience. I was high off the vibrations.
Years later, once I could speak English and started
discovering my love for words, I played Stevie
Wonder’s song “As”. Even though I had loved this song
for years, it was the first time I actually appreciated
Wonder’s brilliance. He was not just a brilliant singer,
producer, arranger, but he was also a poet.
Always
Until the ocean covers every mountain high

Kabomo’s father planted the
seeds for his passion for music.
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There was a comfort in knowing that if they not only
survived but conquered their circumstances, I could
too. My love for hip-hop reached a whole new high
when I discovered two groups that would change
my perspective forever – the legendary Roots crew
from Philadelphia, specifically their lead emcee Black
Thought and Black Star, a duo of fierce Brooklyn-born
thinkers, Talib Kweli and Mos Def (who has since
changed his name to Yassin Bey). They were smart,
driven, educated, fearless, skilled, researched and
loved being Black. You could hear it in every syllable
of their near-perfect verses that they were burdened
with a calling to save their people with their raps.
Black like my baby girl’s stare
Black like the veil that the muslimina wear
Black like the planet that they fear, why they
scared?
Black like the slave ship that later brought
us here
Black like the cheeks that are roadways for
tears
That leave black faces well traveled with years
Black like assassin cross hairs
Blacker than my granddaddy armchair
He never really got no time to chill there

I never imagined that one day I would be a musician.
To this day I still feel like a bit of an imposter who
tricked his way into a career by pretending to be
someone I was not. What has always been constant
is my love for music. I am a fan of everyone who
makes beautiful music. I started singing and rapping in
boarding school. I was terrible at it. I couldn’t stay on
key and I had this vibrato, which I still have to this day.
I couldn’t make it go away. I was constantly laughed
at whenever I started singing. For some reason that
never stopped me from jumping on stages.
After matric I went to a music school. They could not
figure me out. They didn’t like my singing at all. I quit
after my first year. Years later I joined the choir at
my church in Daveyton. I figured I could hide among
the many voices. The choir master started giving
me songs to lead. Somehow I got a little better. I
could sing in key and I learned to harmonise. I started
writing my own songs. No one knew that I was writing
my own songs. The trauma of being laughed at in high
school and music school had left a dent in my spirit.
Years later I started going to open mics in Jozi. I met
other singers, instrumentalists, poets and emcees
from different parts of the country who had come
to Jozi to make their dreams come true. They were
all incredible. They inspired me to work on my skills
and woke my buried ambitions of having my own
music heard by the world. I later went back home
to Daveyton and, with the help of a few friends in a
bedroom studio, made my first album All Things Grey.

Cause this life is warfare, warfare
- Yasiin Bey

Music matters. The poetry I found in music saved my
life. It gave me purpose. I found God in the music.

Kabomo is an award-winning musician and one of the most
versatile multidisciplinary artists in South Africa. He is a writer,
poet, editor, musician, rapper, producer, filmmaker and an actor.
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Kabomo is no stranger to performing.
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GIVING
VOICE TO THE
MARGINALISED
– A PUBLISHER’S
JOURNEY
Flow Wellington founded her own publishing company in order to bring to life her work and that of other neglected writers.

Flow Wellington

W

Proofreading was shoddy; typesetting and design
were nothing to talk about and I was clueless about
printing techniques. The book products looked as
amateurish as I clearly was. I am often asked if I
would have done anything differently back then:
enrolled in a publishing course; referred writers to
more experienced colleagues; just not continued the
job in the first place? Probably not.

The first few years were challenging, to say the
least. After publishing the first three titles within
two consecutive years, it took three years before
another writer approached me to assist them with
their publishing vision. In those start-up years, I had
no idea what it took to publish books. I knew the
basics, but I was a green sprout and it showed.

In retrospect, embarking on this publishing journey
feels like answering a calling. I was struggling to find
a publisher who would even look at poetry and I
believed that many other young writers were most
likely experiencing the same struggle. I wanted to
create an accessible, relatable, affordable space for
anyone who felt overlooked, marginalised voices,
writers who wanted to be immortalised in a tangible
product.

hen I arrived in Johannesburg
in 2011, I had no intention
of becoming a publisher.
I don’t think the idea had
ever crossed my mind. I’d
always known I would make
a career out of writing, but publishing was something
someone else did. It all started with the urge to see
my own writing in book form; and down the rabbit
hole I went!
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Starting a publishing company with the ideals of an
artist was quite a huge leap of faith. Learning on the
job taught me that as much as those ideals were
admirable, there had to be a strong differentiation if
I wanted to produce work of the highest quality in
African literature.

The accelerant
By the end of 2015, there had to be some serious
evaluations. A misconception so many people have
is that publishers make a lot of money. On the
contrary - the assumption is even more false for
independent publishers! This industry is tough, and
you have to be even tougher if you want to carry on
and be taken seriously as a newcomer, as a person of
colour, as someone who doesn’t have the academic
qualification to back up their position.
Writers were quite sceptical of signing with Poetree
Publications in those earlier days. The first scrutiny,
of course, being why there were fees involved in
publishing their books? As much as self-publishing
had already been an established phenomenon when
I entered, it occurred to me that there was truly so
little knowledge of what it was and how it could
benefit a writer.
I redirected my focus from “bag as many clients as
possible” to “make Poetree Publications the best
available option with the best possible service
delivery”. In this regard, visibility in different spaces
was crucial and beneficial. Interacting with poets;
attending book launches; hosting self-publishing
workshops. The latter was a key point in creating
a better understanding of not only what Poetree
Publications was offering, but also to make writers
feel comfortable with choosing the independent
publisher route.

What no one spotlights, though, is that humility can
often become a thorn in your toe, especially when
you’re in an industry filled with celebrity-minded
folks. Sure, you have the talent but can you really hold
your own when held up against the big names? Are
you really worth your salt when seated on a panel of
industry pioneers with decorations and accolades?
After a rush of clientele, ranging from first-time
writers to seasoned PhD holders to authors from
the diaspora, and a growing list of publications, I was
gaining recognition in many spaces; I was being asked
to speak at festivals and seminars; I published more
of my own literature and a book tour in 2018 helped
spread the Poetree name beyond more borders.

I wanted to create
an accessible,
relatable, affordable
space for anyone
who felt overlooked,
marginalised voices,
writers who wanted
to be immortalised in
a tangible product.

The money-hungry-publishing-dragon had to be
slain and, indeed, it ignited a bonfire for my business
endeavours. By creating this accessibility, more and
more writers were noticing the brand and wanted
to be associated with it. Within a year (2016-2017),
Poetree had released nearly six publications and
was beginning to set a benchmark as an industry
leader. This remarkable leap would not have been
possible were it not for the trust of incredible, revered
authors who saw my vision and shared my passion
for reimagining the African literature landscape, in
particular the poetry landscape.

The imposter in my head
Humility is something people constantly remind you to
retain when you are seemingly becoming a highlight.
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Flow Wellington is blazing a trail
with her significant books.
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Was I comfortable in this apparent top-tier position?
The imposter syndrome was increasingly heavy on
my shoulders. Every time I was invited to an event
- as a guest, performer or speaker - I wrestled with
self-doubt to the brink of declining or cancelling (I
still do). Who do these people think I really am to
stand on such a platform? Do I really know enough
to be counted as knowledgeable about this subject? I
was helping writers produce award-winning literature
products but I wasn’t giving myself the necessary
credit that came with the experience.
Society has made us (at least my generation) believe
that in order to be a thought-leader, an authority in a
particular field, or to be recognised as experienced,
you have to be adorned with the right kind of
academia and/or awards from the most prestigious,
nose-in-the-air establishments. It was only until I
was asked in an interview with Megan Ross for New
Frame (2019) if I realised the remarkable impact I’ve
made over the years by putting more and more Black,
queer, unknown voices on bookstore shelves, that I
took a step back and breathed. I had kept my head
down in the work and preferred the books to stand
in the limelight, but I needed the reminder to accept
and acknowledge the achievements.

What’s in a decade?

me to. Somehow, there is always work to be done
and new voices to bring to the fore. As taxing as it
has been to build this brand to a place where people
take you seriously, it has been the ultimate journey of
self-discovery. If I didn’t push on after the first failed
client, after climbing over a mountain of debt from
making wrong business decisions, I would not have
learned how to (properly) produce quality books; I
wouldn’t have expanded to multiple genres, I would
not have met the people I now know and work with.
A quote I have come to reiterate to clients now
resonates with me as I enter the next phase of
Poetree Publications: this is the legacy you will be
remembered by. I’d like to think that generations
to come will be referencing the titles that have
been birthed through this company, looking at the
significance of this publishing house and its work
during this time. I would like to imagine that the
work I have produced would be as impactful then
as it is now.

Flow Wellington is a gender-queer author and
founding director of Poetree Publications, an
independent self-publishing house. She is the author
of two poetry collections: The Undelivered Score
(2011) and Gau-Trained: Poems & Stories (2018).

For the last three-or-so years, I’ve often remarked
that I will soon quit publishing. I don’t think it wants
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JAZZY
POETRY
The dance between jazz and poetry has been tried and tested over the years.

Gloria Bosman

W

e are led. Led by giants who
took on the poetry platforms
with so much integrity
and grace, raising their
unshaken voices. Penning
provocative thoughts not
easily ignorable by a people in the processes of
evolution, emancipation and self-discovery.
What kind of human experiment shall we be if we
fail to acknowledge the extensive and diverse work
brought to our attention by some of the greatest
voices that spoke to our existence, shaped our way
of thinking, not forgetting the heart-wrenching impact
they had on our very souls? I shamelessly call on a
toast in salutation to the undeniable scribbling and
imprints left in our hearts and minds by the rested
Myesha Jenkins and Professor Keorapetse Kgositsile.
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Hearing my name not sung
and still sound so melodic,
stirred feelings I cannot put
into words.
We as a people and a generation of scholars,
arts enthusiasts, supporters and fans of recited
proclamations, together with the written word; we
have been spoiled, indulged to immeasurable lengths
by Jenkins’ marrying of poetry and jazz. Forming a
programme called “Out There Sessions: Poetry and
Jazz in Orbit”, in partnership with Natalia Molebatsi,
they turned ordinary jazzy Tuesdays at the Orbit in
Braamfontein, Johannesburg, into a study in humanity
and human experience.
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The dance between jazz and poetry has been tried
and tested over the years, and watching it revisited at
such a close range and hailed as a standing practice
was delightful to witness in Joburg spaces. I am not
one to boast, but I take pleasure in being one of the
few beings in practice who had a poem dedicated
to and titled by my name. I guess it is easy to make
anything sound amazing, when notes are attached to
it, but hearing my name not sung and still sound so
melodic, stirred feelings I cannot put into words. This
was a gift to me, gleefully presented by Kgositsile.
This brings us to the great realisation of what kind
of borderless thinking poetry can be associated with.
Revolutions birthed, love confession, pleas for peace,
prayers for nations, daily human struggles and raising
of consciousness - these make poetry stand out.
Poetry has been mostly shoved to corridors of
academic umbrellas, without respecting its other true
narrative - as a reflection of humanity. The practicality
of it, as opposed to it just being addressed as a
theoretical practice. Human journeys and evolutions
are interrogated, also foretold in symbolisms and
clear straight talk. The unpacking of humans’ intense
struggle as they navigate their way through life is set
on a prose; regardless of whether it rhymes or not,
the outpouring of human hearts cannot be ignored.
Some of the poems are mistaken for soliloquy ramblings of disturbed souls - when the truth is
unleashed and those who witness it choose to deafen
their ears, so they are never to be held accountable.
Prof. Kgositsile was a struggle stalwart and Jenkins
was known for her Feminist outlook. They both could
not be disassociated with human journeys, they gave
a voice to the voiceless, using poetry as a vehicle.

Oral Historians and Genealogists
By the end of 2015, there had to be some serious
Pre-colonial presence of poets was commissioned
and empowered by kings, sultans, chiefs and anyone
of noble authority. Poets served royal empires and
were held in high esteem as oral historians and
genealogists. Commercialisation of poetry was later
brought about by the change in economy, as a result
of colonialism, wars and democracy.
A jali is a musician in West Africa, Mali to be precise.
He was given the title of a griot in the Mali empire,
which came with the duties of being a praise poet,
oral historian and genealogist. This title was ascribed
and all its responsibilities. The griot had a duty to pass
on the craft to only the male children of his lineage,
as per the order of the day. Through teachings and
sharing of historical iconic events, he would pass on
the skills; it was only a generational practice. One

could only imagine conversations similar to this
offering:
“Beware, my son, words that carry the loudness
of blind desire, also carry the slime of illusion…”
Keorapetse Kgositsile, “Random notes to my son”.
Among Xhosa people, a similar practice is found.
The praise poet is called imbongi yomthonyama.
This is a poet by appointment and serves traditional
leaders like chiefs and kings. Knowledge of all of the
kingdom’s history and genealogy of the royal lineage
is of great importance to be armed with, so he can
best serve and honor the prescribed duties. This
kind of poet never has documentation of scribbled
thought; their works are driven by emotions when
they are in the presence of royalty and their vast
knowledge of their roots, together with those of
the kingdom they serve. In recent history, the poet
who has made a mark on that field and leaves a trail
of aspirants and prodigies is Zolani Mkiva. His craft
extended from kings and chiefs, to heads of state and
the ruling party when democracy was established.

The poet still proclaims:
I am not one of you, I am
one with you, I AM YOU!
The present-day practice has seen a shift to the craft
from it just being male-dominated. A new breed of
poetic voices has risen from women. We are now
exposed to imbongi yosiba, to which Mthunzikazi
Mbungwana elegantly holds the fort. They hail from
different races and ethnic groups, not exclusively
from the Xhosa people. Their message is loud and
proud, addressing all matters and issues pertaining
to societies at large. They deal with love, friendship,
community concerns, family dramas, politics and
spiritual issues. As the conscience of our societies,
they make such statements and pose such questions:
“You are the future my friend, the promise of morning
rising with the dawn, yesterday is no more, sea foam
on the beach, the sea remembers the wave. Do you
know the land of your mother?” – Myesha Jenkins,
“New Being”.
The Taarab music in Zanzibar popularised the use of
poetry in song. They used Mipasho poems to address
misconduct within the society. Poetic language was
an easy way to disguise the messages, but structured
in such a way that the culprit always knew the
reckoning was directed at them.
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This kind of taarab music was called, Taarab ya
Wanawake, simply meaning, “the Women’s Taarab”,
because they were in the forefront of launching and
growing this practice.

reclaims her voice, her space, so we all see ourselves
mirrored in each other. Open your eyes, recognize
the tower in our times. How it still vibrates the earth
like thunder of their feet. How it resonates with their
names…” - Malika Ndlovu, “The Tower”.

What’s in a rhyme?

Love undresses, tears are acidic and salty in the poet’s
tongue. Emotions of anger are a consuming fire. The
truth is piercing, rough, dusty as gravel roads. The
whirlwinds of hope are raging as the desert storms.
The multitudes of eloquent voices rise like the
clapping waves of the ocean, echoing for lifetimes.

By the end of 2015, there had to be some serious
“Amdokwe, amdokwe, amabele avuthiwe, ehlanzeni,
sondelani sizoxoxa, sizocula, coocooru coocooru”,
blared Radio Zulu when we grew up in the 1980s.
My childhood mornings were ushered in by this
rhyme, used as a call gathering children to come
drink from the fountains of knowledge, pouring out
from storytelling. I am reminded of this, when I reflect
on the use of rhythmic patterns, which play a big role
in the approach used when poetry is birthed. Poetry
keeps proving to be spoken word’s music.
“Ngizwa izigi”, roared Mzwakhe Mbuli. As a child in
Soweto, during the 1980s, my eldest brother exposed
us to recordings of underground poems by Comrade
Mzwakhe, as he was affectionately known. A deep
daunting bass voice echoed, raising consciousness
in the forefront of the struggle for freedom. Izigi he
heard were stumping feet, pulsating hearts, the roar
of voices, those he foretold and those he witnessed,
as women made their firm declaration:

The poet still proclaims: I am not one of you, I am
one with you, I AM YOU!
These are unrestricted echoes from beyond
imagination, beyond sufferings, beyond joys, with no
inhibitions. We think it, we feel it, we whisper behind
closed doors, while sipping tea of our own grief,
unrest and love not confessed; they say it out loud.
I rest …

Gloria Bosman is a Musicology aspirant studying towards
that goal. A custodian of all things art, whose musical
journey has become one happy family with storytelling.

“Open your eyes, recognize this tower in our times.
Hear its unmistakable call, penetrating glass ceilings
and domestic walls, so every woman, young and old
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Poet Jessica Mbangeni on stage with phenomenal jazz musician McCoy Mrubata and the members of his band.
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NOTES FROM
ZIMBABWE’S
FLEDGLING SPOKEN
WORD SCENE:
2005 - 2015
A revolutionary writer must continue writing critically against the injustices, lawlessness, and violations of the day.

Tinashe Mushakavanhu

I

n 2005 the Harare International Festival of the
Arts introduced a Poetry Café for spoken word
programming. It became a vehicle to introduce
slam poetry to a new generation of Zimbabwean
poets and audiences. I remember sitting in the
rondavels behind the National Gallery, late at
night, mesmerised by the performances of the main
guest at that inaugural event. It was Pilote le Hot,
considered France’s unofficial ambassador of slam
poetry, who animated our senses. It was the beginning
of a movement that would last all but a decade due
to a number of factors – political, economic and
infrastructural.
Chirikure Chirikure, who has been a doyen of
Zimbabwean poetry since the 1980s, became the
patron of this new movement and a mentor who
carried forward the initiative. For something like
this to thrive, it needed a venue and structure. The
now defunct Book Café, under Paul Brickhill who
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succumbed to cancer in 2014, thus became a natural
home for a monthly poetry slam. At the time, when
the economic consequences of the chaotic land
distribution of 2000 were now being felt, most of
the poetry presented by the young people was angry
– angry at the system and those who represented it.

Slam poetry nurtured
a new generation
of poets who fused
poetry, musicality, and
performance in varied and
exciting ways.
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Slam, spoken word and performance poetry were
terms interchangeably used in Zimbabwe. Poets easily
moved between them. And because it was a small
community, the constructs lost their distinction and
got conflated to mean the same thing. In retrospect,
this was symptomatic of a problem. In fact, a lack of
appreciation of the varieties of the formats could be
the reason why performance poetry in Zimbabwe
failed to grow beyond its venues. When Brickhill
passed, the Book Café, which had until then hosted
more than 7 500 sessions, failed to keep its doors
open, leading to the collapse of an artistic community
that had grown around it.
Besides periodic slams or performances that erupted
in different parts of the country, and often revolving
around a group of influential figures who when they
left often resulted in collapse, there was no slam
poetry scene to speak about. There was no spoken
word network linking up the country’s major cities.
Spoken word in Zimbabwe was and still is restricted to
a little corridor in the middle of the country that starts
in Harare and ends in Bulawayo. There have been
no significant efforts to spread the culture outside
this corridor. Spoken word in Zimbabwe has always
suffered protracted development.

local environment. It was static and not evolutionary.
The apparent formularisation of slam did more
harm than good. But is slam poetry a valid art for(u)
m? Indeed, it is a means of attracting broader and
larger audiences that were typically drawn to more
traditional poetry events. It has been widely portrayed
as an accessible and entertaining form that can
help overcome the stigma that surrounds poetry in
Zimbabwean society. While independent publishers
such as amaBooks and Weaver Press, for example,
published more than a dozen anthologies of short
stories, the same cannot be said about poetry which
they refused to publish because “people do not read
or buy poetry”.

The NGOisation of poetry
But the primary challenge of spoken word in Zimbabwe
is that it has always been heavily NGO-driven. The
NGOisation of the creative sector in Zimbabwe is a
worrying trend that fully manifested during the period
of political and economic crisis that unfolded in the
country between 2000 and 2008. Most Zimbabwean
art became a medium of political messaging and the
themes were the same – democracy, transparency,
crisis, dictatorship, gender activism, HIV/Aids, sexual
rights, circumcision, corruption, human rights, and
freedom of expression.
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Dambudzo Marechera was unanimously chosen as an
expressive embodiment of this radicalism and became
the de facto patron saint. The movement came to be
known as House of Hunger Poetry Slam. The hunger
was both physical and spiritual. Marechera himself
used “public performance” as a way to address the
gap between his literature and his life. For Marechera
life was a performance. In Mindblast (1984), he reveals
that he “lived as he wrote and wrote as he lived”.

It is unfortunate that slam poetry in Zimbabwe has
remained largely confined in Harare and Bulawayo,
yet it has the potential to be both formative and
transformative. Slams, by nature, are not merely
literary get-togethers for entertainment but events
in which individuals have the potential to influence
audiences and reify, change or otherwise trouble
positions of identity and power. In performing their
own designs of living, slam poets may, in whatever
small way, change the way audiences view and
experience life and politics. In this respect, poetry
slams can be sites of political congress and cultural
contests.
This was all hypothetical in the Zimbabwean context.
More than a decade later and with the closure of
the Book Cafe, the slam poetry movement seems
to have lost its identity. It never really grew beyond
two cities. It could be that slam was a cultural
import and therefore its lack of development and
collapse is testament of its failure to adapt to the
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Because spoken word is not commercial in Zimbabwe,
in that the young poets cannot make money from
it, most of the young performers survived on a
hand-to-mouth basis as they were part of the official
unemployed statistics. The poets had to fight for
handouts. They were often rewarded with bus fare
and lunch allowances after their performances, which
amounted to not more than $5. These funds were
donated by embassies, and international cooperation
organisations such as Hivos, USAID and so on. As
such it is appropriate to ask how contemporary
performance poetry is marketed, reviewed and
consumed in African countries? Who are the
consumers of spoken word poetry and what desires
might their consumption engender?

Poetry and venues
Slam poetry was confined to venues – Book Café,
Alliance Française, Zimbabwe German Society or
festivals such as Harare International Festival of
the Arts, Shoko and Intwasa festivals. The poetry
was not being taken where the people are, in the
high-density areas of Highfield, Mbare, Senga,
Makokoba, Dangamvura, Macheke where the majority
of young Zimbabweans live. It is no exaggeration
to say that the people’s poetry was hijacked by
sponsors and donors. Spoken word in Zimbabwe,
as it manifested in urban centres, had no grassroots
as such because fundamentally the context of the
work is as important as the work itself. While these
projects may be intended for, and indeed may reach,
a somewhat diverse audience, the interests of the
sponsors seem to affect the kind of poetry performed.
Not only was spoken word in Zimbabwe confined
to venues but it attracted the same crowds. In its
early days spoken word was an opportunity to raise
the middle finger to those in power. Their response
was characteristic and not too surprising. They
simply ignored the slam. There was always hushed
talk of plainclothes police details snooping around
and blending into the crowds. However, this did not
dampen the spirits.

Poetry and Class
There was a class element around the Zimbabwean
spoken word culture. It became a poetry for a
certain kind of people - those from largely privileged
backgrounds who networked among each other.
But there were also underlying contradictions and
tensions between the audience and the poets.
These venues were often filled with members of the
diplomatic corps, expatriates, civil society agents and
a small circle of artists. A majority of the poets, most
of whom were desperate for recognition and quick
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fame, came from the high-density areas or townships,
and became exhibitions of the tortured artists.
They lingered on personal and political themes. The
worldviews of these distinct groups were suspended
in the name of entertainment.

Performances of
popular poetry are not
mere reflections of
popular culture. They
are themselves sites of
cultural contestation.
Form and style
The context of live poetry performance shines a light
into its inner workings, especially as those workings
involve performances of identity. The choice of
language is an important part of the performance.
Spoken word can be a frustrating art form. Though
its historical roots run deep, the present form of the
genre in Zimbabwe fluctuates between being vibrant,
engaging and socially active to being pretentious
and dull.
I attended too many circle-jerk spoken word events,
winced as my peers and contemporaries ruined their
“poetry” using over-chewed rhetorical flourishes and
rhymes. Pauses. Clichés. Leaving me and others with
serious heartburn. The challenge for spoken word
artists in Zimbabwe was for them to seek new and
innovative forms to present their work, including
new media. We are past Gil Heron-Scott’s time when
the revolution was only “televised”; now it is being
twitterised and livestreamed.
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Sadly, the Zimbabwean media has reduced the spoken
word events to just another urban phenomenon and
none has questioned its ranting pedanticism. There
is no accurate, serious and nuanced picture of what
slam poets do and how their audiences receive them.
Many define slam poetry merely by its seemingly
narrow range of content, which includes confessional
narratives, diatribes about popular culture and
sociopolitical critique. The common modes of delivery
have been the loud confrontational delivery and
over-the-top comedic bids for audience favour.
At the heart of these aspects is the complex exchange
between poets and their audiences. Rather than
engage in the relatively passive dynamics of reading
print or listening to a poetry reading, slam poetry,
facilitated by performance commands that the poet,
poem and audience have an immediate and active
critical relationship with one another. Unfortunately,
in Zimbabwe, this relationship is taken for granted. I
left Zimbabwe in 2006 to go and study in Europe for
six years, yet when I returned I recognised most of the
poets by their poems, the same poems I had heard
them perform over and over at the old Book Café at
Fife Avenue Shopping Centre. Performance itself is a
form of authorship. Stunted growth? Performances of
authorship and identity stem from the embodiment
of the poets themselves and the environment from
which they write and speak.

constitutional capacity and performance and its
discourses of tension, performance poetry can signify
disruptions, discontinuities and debates within the
society. Performances of popular poetry are not mere
reflections of popular culture. They are themselves
sites of cultural contestation that help articulate and
generate the very culture they claim to represent.
Spoken word in Zimbabwe is very much steeped in
the local, the vernacular, and the discourse of the
marginal, insistent on accessibility while also existing
outside or on the boundaries of both dominant and
academic culture. Spoken word is commonly infused
with a sense of historically defined “lowbrowness”
which, it is assumed, popular audiences can recognise,
identify with, and appreciate.

New generation
To be fair, regardless of the challenges, many gems
came out of the House of Hunger Poetry Slam
– Tongai “Outspoken” Makawa, Linda Gabriel,
Batsirai Chigama, Ticha Muzavazi, Sam “Comrade
Fatso” Munro, Tinashe “Mutumwapavi” Muchuri,
Tendekai “Madzitateguru” Tati, Arnold “So Profound”
Chirimika, Biko “Godobori” Mutsaurwa, Moreblessing
“Momo” Size, Happias “Bravoman” Msinde, Cynthia
“FlowChyld” Marangwanda, Aura Kawanzaruwa,
Tinofireyi “Aero5.0l” Zhou, Barbara Breeze, Innocent
“Police State Poet” Fungurani, Wadzanai “Black Pearl”
Chiuriri, Philani Nyoni, Christopher “Vokal Da Poet”
Chiwanza, Hector Mugani, Roxanne “Xapa” Mathazia,
Ngoni “Upmost” Tapiwa, Rutendo Chigudu, and many
others. Slam poetry nurtured a new generation of
poets who fused poetry, musicality, and performance
in varied and exciting ways. Their work also strongly
refuted the criticism that the poetry performed
at slams consists of all politics and no craft and
somewhat challenged Harold Bloom’s dismissal of
slam poetry as “rant and nonsense”.
But it is hard to escape the fact that spoken word in
Zimbabwe only reached a relatively smaller number
of people than it should have. Popular verse is not
necessarily the voice of the people de facto. In its

The message of a poem is often key as slam or
spoken word in Zimbabwe is typically viewed as being
primarily a forum for social commentary. The House
of Hunger Poetry Slam typically leaned closer towards
more serious, emotive work that is common among
Zimbabwean poets but with a witty twist. Saturday’s
slam was certainly not where people turn to in order
to be informed or challenged. It was more a place for
entertainment and exchanging witticisms and stuff
around topical issues. The poets were talking about
the issues that were important to them. They were
initiating conversations, networking and building
consciousness.
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The generation before
Historically, Zimbabwean poetry has been associated
with struggle. In the colonial era, Black poets were
powerful voices writing against the injustices of the
White Man. Poetry was one of the ways that Black
people expressed their angst against the system.
It was the voice of defiance. But the medium of
expression was largely written. Performance poetry
was not possible due to restrictions placed on Black
people. There were subjects they could not speak
about in public and, therefore, public performances
were unthinkable and tantamount to treason or long
periods of incarceration in the unfriendly prisons of
Rhodesia.
Pre-independence poetry in Zimbabwe inspired
rebellion in a generation of Zimbabweans, and they
resisted the status quo established by both the
academy and White middle-class culture that held
political power. The discontent of the poets stemmed
from the colonial order of apartheid, political apathy
and the ubiquity of racism.
In the 1970s the burgeoning radicalism in the politics
and culture of that era had matured. The guerrilla
fighters were on the brink of winning the liberation
struggle. Black poets undertook a commitment to
write explicitly on political topics and conveying their
ideas through idiomatic language. This language was
the same street idiom of Black communities that
these poets came from. The poets understood that
they needed a new language to break the linguistic
straight jacket of the colonial system.
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The young poets share much with the poets
that came before them: they express attitudes of
political resistance, exercise ideals of nationhood and
democracy, and proclaim marginality from dominant
and official discourses through the performance of
their outsider identities. And many hold to heart
Marechera’s rebel status. Perhaps the pertinent
question to ask is: what has this negotiation produced,
and what can it reveal about the political dynamics
in Zimbabwe? Slam poetry in Zimbabwe has lacked
authority, it is just an act to attract the loudest cheer
or score more points.

Growing popularity
Zimbabwean poetry is currently enjoying a
renaissance in the public sphere. Whereas poetry has
been practically dead to the public because it is not
being published and was largely practised within the
academy, spoken word events command mainstream
audiences, particularly the youth. This popularity has
been achieved in great part through performances
of poetry in public venues and at public gatherings.
In its connection with urban contemporary music
and culture, spoken word poetry has achieved a
new sense of materiality, proving, through various
media projects, popular although not yet profitable.

Dr Tinashe Mushakavanhu is a Zimbabwean-born
writer. He edited State of the Nation: Contemporary
Zimbabwean Poetry (2009). He is a postdoctoral fellow
at the Wits Institute for Social & Economic Research,
University of the Witwatersrand.
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LETTERS
FROM ANCIENT
AFRIKA
Khehla Chepape Makgatho
This project is a body of work started in 2017, but
was left unattended for years until a month ago when
I was commissioned to paint artwork for Imbiza’s third
issue. Professor Njabulo S. Ndebele had always loved
the series and encouraged me to see it to its full
realisation. This series, titled “Letters From Ancient
Afrika”, derives inspiration from The Lie of 1952: A
Decolonised History of Land (2020), a book by Patrick
Tariq Mellet.
I am looking at the Sub-Saharan Afrika, tracing my
roots as a young Black man who speaks Sepedi, one
of the 11 official languages in South Africa. I am
learning of the ancient kingdoms and indigenous
peoples in this region from centuries ago. Here I talk
of cities such as The Mapungubwe, Thulamela, The
Great Zimbabwe and Mwenemutapa which are found
in the now countries called Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Zambia and South Africa. In the series I mention the
names of these kingdoms and indigenous groups

such as The San, The Khoe and Kalanga with other
subcultures and languages of that era called !Xun,
Xigwe, Kalundu, Griqua and more. This is a work in
progress and I hope to learn more so that I teach
more through my work.
Makgatho will be curating the art section for Imbiza
Journal for African Writing.
Chepape runs two studios in Johannesburg and
Polokwane where his work can be viewed. His
Johannesburg studio is called Royal Art House,
located within the Constitution Hill precinct. The
address is: 2 Sam Hancock Street, Unit 10 Transwerke
Building, Braamfontein.
His artworks are also on display at The Royal Art
House Project Space in Ntsima village, outside
Polokwane.
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PITIKA NTULI
PRELUDE TO AFRICAN STORIES
I let the Lagoon speak for my memory!
Let me capture our African stories
With simplicity and verve
Now
Here we are in a state of Nervous Condition as
We take
A Walk in the Night
In the Fog of the Season's End in
The Stone Country
During The Time of the Butcherbird
When We Killed Mangy Dog on Robben Island!
I am an African writer
No Longer At Ease at with status quo in my land
As Things Fall Part and the Arrow of God point to
those
Who destroy Art in our beloved land!
But then...
No Baby must weep!
Still the Hand of God
Points to the Heart of Darkness
I wonder what happened to
The Man of the People
Marching through the streets calling for
One Man, One Matchet
One Man, One Wife
Faraway from Eritrea!
Where the Chief, the Honourable Minister

Fanon's Uneven Ribs?
Another Nigger Dead?
In the Fog of the Seasons End
No Past, No Present, No Future
Except for The Child of Two Worlds
The Rebel with Hammer Blows
contemplates A Question of Power
As Outcasts and the Heirs to the Past
Listen to the Concerto for an Exile
In America Their America
The African under The Thirteenth Sun
Crosses The River Between with A Grain of Wheat
for The Black Hermit
In the Year of the Uprising putting
The Devil on the Cross and watch Petals of Blood
leaving Ripples in the Pool
As The Trial of Dedan Kimathi unfolds!
A Woman in her Prime
A Girl from Abroad
Ordained by the Oracle says there are Forty -Eight
Guns for the General when Toads of War and Warrior
King agree God is not Enough!
The Future Leaders Bound to Violence
Return to the Shadows to Strike a Blow and Die
Going Down River Road
The Way We Lived then we hear The Voice
The Fisherman's Invocation calling for God's
Bits of Wood in the Labyrinth telling us No

His Worshipful Majesty prepares prisons
For monogamists
Urging the populace to take on
Concubines! By The Green Ponds as the
Sunset in Biafra rises
I hear The Silent Voices hiding The Anonymity of
Sacrifice
And The Journey Within begins!
But let us remember then
The Beautiful Ones Are Not Yet Born
Waiting for Fragments herbs from The Healers
I tell you- This Earth, My Brother
Reminds me of Perpetua and the habit of Unhappiness
Remember Reuben! The Strange Man
With Money Galore The Land's Lord
Burning Grass Beneath the Jazz and Brass
Ordained by the Oracle No Easy Task
Because of Women A Few Nights and Days
When Black and White in Love in Beautiful Feathers
In The Time of Butcherbird
The Grass Singing and Eating Chiefs examine
The Crooked Rib or is it
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ATHOL WILLIAMS

THEMBANI ONCEYA

IN THE LIGHT

LALA SIBONGILE KHUMALO (ISIXHOSA)

The truther stands in the light, exposed, not cowering
behind
institutional sorcery upheld by silent tongues, in
mouths, stuffed
with cake. Her quivering hand raises a rock, not to
hurl at her
tormenters, but to fortify the temple that holds the
cup from which

Ho-o-yini zidwesha nani zithwalandwe
Zingcali nani bathandi bobugcisa
Zingqondi nani zanuse zezulu
Liwil' ithole ledunakazi nithulele ntoni
Sigxwal' emswanen' isizwe saseMzantsi Afrika
Ulel' uSibongile Khumalo imvumi yesizwe jikelele
Khumbulan' unifuthe ngomcul' ukuze nizibonakalise
Kwasa, kwafihlwa, kwasa, kwangcwatywa

every mouth will drink. From the shadows, marauders
masked
with honey, launch lawyered missiles and arrows
aflame with spin.
Dagger teeth and hammering fists, cut and batter,
but she stands,
unmoved, to guard that temple of truth and what
it holds for us.

Lidudume lahlala kwimbewu kaGrace noKhabi
Mngoma
Yacim' inkwenkwezi yezulu sisayijongile
Laphel' ubisi kwimibele yenkomo sisasenga
Yaqal' inkathazo madoda
Nguban' ongalibal' uMaMngoma ikhubalo losiyazi
Lakhal' ixilongo kwelemimoya kalok' ugqats' ulufezile
Thulani nithi “Tuuu”, nizole nithi “Zavaa”

The truther stands in the light, alone against the
marauders, for
our common good; hoping that someday soon, we
all, will join her.

Qinani midak' emihle zitsh' iimvumi
Qinani mlisela nomthinjane zitsh' iimbongi
AbaMhlophe bancedis' abaNtsundu
Sahlokom' isizwe sathi Zuuum
Lala mvumi, lala MaMngoma
Yazol' imbongi yathi zinzi, zilikithi, zuuum!

Zolani Mkiva
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DON MATTERA
NOMZAMO WINNIE MANDELA
Looking back, Nomzamo,
I see you in the raging tide;
Billows, tempests of derision
subdued and spent
against the unyielding rocks
of your immovable spirit

And, as I lift mu plume to salute you,
I see a light burning on the hill,
no sun has yet been born
to match the fire of your soul
Though the dark days have fled,
still the unpunished ghosts
of the torturers, shadow our dreams,
You stood unsway’d
in the unfolding dawn,
no sun has yet been born
to quell the fire raging in your soul
You, Nomzamo, feared nothing
nor heeded their sirens,
nor the crunching tanks;
they retreating, you advancing
in the snipers lens:
lead us on, take us home
over the hill, over the rising dust,
to the listening, glistening sky
And when the slithering sands
of slander sucks in
and no rope to pull you up,
nor Samaritans of any good,
but the hounds of the media-ocrity
that bayed for your doom
We saw once fervent comrades
extend the distance and space
between your tears and their honour,
some of us offered words and gifts
to ease the bruising:
no son, no daughter,
ever hurt so deeply
than the mother
who survived such alienation
Rise Nomzamo, rise,
no struggle, no war so grim
nor faltered honour, delayed praise,
nor night dark and foreboding
could with-hold the resilient rays
that saw the bond of centuries, eroding
And the earth opened up
and swallowed your seed,
your supplication
and our yearning converged
to birth a dream,
beauty walks with you, Nomzamo
as a ward would walk with a queen
You do not stand alone,
a nation unshackled beside you sings:
no sun has ever set
That could match your smile…
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BEYOND WORDS

Take us to a new world, a new place, a new time
Where the noise and crush of cannons and death
Lies subdued in the loving arms of an enduring peace.
Cuddled by the healing soft rains of children’s free fresh
laughter.
Beyond words to deeds of Human Affirmation,
To the right of a battle life,
A better earth, among better people
For this Child of Today
And of All the Children of Tomorrow.
BEYOND WORDS
Beyond the clang and clamour of clichés and gods
Who call children to die in their name,
Die for their flag,
Die for their anthems and their ideologies
BEYOND WORDS.
Let the hearts that still care
For the fate of the Child of Tomorrow
And of the Human Family fashion a bread of humanity
Succoured in foundries fervent with Healing Compassion,
Caring, giving love without the yeast of vengeful disdain.
BEYOND WORDS.
Raise this Child, that Child, all Children in need, indeed;
Lifting All Children
Raising them to an enduring endearment
Fashioned by Healing Compassion
For the Human Heart, the Human Soul of the Human Child.
Beyond words
But to healing, feeling , deeds…Yes, Beyond words…
Beyond words…
Beyond the tyranny of the gods of bling
Let those who care
In private spaces of their inner beings declare:
This Child,
That Child,
Your child,
My Child,
All children in our country.
In all countries of the world
They must be saved,
they will be saved, beyond words…
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"In this piece I have “Imbiza” translation in different languages such as Igbo, Tsonga, Swati and other African languages. I
reclaim the indigenous knowledge or wisdom of our poetic culture by inscribing the languages, kingdoms and groups on
my pieces, using Afrikan Mask as a fundamental metaphor that connects my artistry to the past."
- Chepape Makgato
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LESEGO RAMPOLOKENG
BAVINO DUB MANIFESTO

“Where the dream of Pierre Mulele has revived” – Mafika Gwala

surreal the cesaire way
crimson no pirate in clover
under around over
make the crucial play
we bleed
the red fleet dread creed
plant the seed
they plunder the feed
transformation station
come the coffers shot-callers
consciousness to consumption
revolutionaries morph into kleptomegalomaniacs
perverse chrysalis
free express verse
but censor thought?
gelded then welded back
won't work
next lyrics
sick of politician venal words
delicate
as testicles with elephantiasis
as their physiques
bloated faecal packs wrapped around stomachs
cause pollution
where) 'out of airtime'
is no expiration-declaration
just loadshedding imagination
a sanitation station explosion
freestyle rectal composition"
"the skin is off
the muscles crumble
off the masses
now people's power means
dancing on corpses in laughing hysteria
in pneumatic nasal drone time
the drip of acid slime
in queefing tones of 'honourable' genitalia
in a land blood & flesh arable
as copro/necro-philia
mow freedom-dream fare
is nightmare corporeal
one for assembly-line fodder minds..."
suffrage cannibalism :
suffrage
suffer age
suffer rage
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what definition
what that settlement's negotiation yielded
defeats imagination
one election kicked us so hard in the mouth
we are still excreting
our teeth
chanting 'one human one vote'
dikeni said the sky is beneath our feet
we walk on our heads
cos dick turned clitoris
& other way round is what arouses governance
plus -isms of ignorance
how the human juices sizzle in the sun
scatting while golden-showering
dying of manicsociopsychopathic
laughter
lolling
lying
swimming in a crimson pool
the NAMIB knows slaughter
how HERERO and NAMA gushed out the bloodhose
but it's on historical record :
not all pre-programmed mass-killings
weigh the same
bring the death-room scales
melanin-excess pushes the weight down
count the cost :
'that was no holocaust'
in sesotho NAMA
means MEAT
thus came the aryan cannibals.
consensus, sham democratic john's gone to racial prostitution
how calvin doctrine supremacy
makes acres
of massacre multiply
out of kruger ideology laager mentality
anglo-boer war comes the shrill sound
but where the afro-kill gore
in the ground
still concentration-camped / locked
behind history's steel-door
gone under/
out of sight /
all trace wind over-blown?
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hitler,
mussolini fascism fanatic groupie,
plumbed to obsession's affection depths after him
beyond admiration
deeper than idolisation
mussolini read hard south african apartheid
racist-book
bit the hook
wanted it transposed to ethiopia
how is the taste of mass-grave necrophilia
different
white from black corpse with mustard-gas flavour?
delicacy fare even adolf,
apprentice turned master
refused to eat
what perverse curse white fear nightmare
bawls
into polluted mind
blind to obscene thought
here comes huguenot
dungeon-creeps out
calls me Hot-Not
snuff porn
pavlovian dog-slurp sediment
prises open of the sewer-pipe
rises to the crap-top
expresses coprophiliac sentiment
social stratification
no abstract ornament
artaud nerve-meter corrupted to measurement
a marlowe bloodstreak across the blue-eyes
firmament
no absolution eugenic
colour a beastly mark
cause: dehumanise
effect: commerce
flip it back & forth
blades skin people
flesh turns inside-out
devil-face angel-heart
is killers in healer-facades
mock dissent:
consensus sham democratic
Judgement Night for the Undead Judiciary :
reverse miscegenation
no love between the unequal
bloodlines drawn
time's demarcation sands
between the Not-Romantic paradisical spawn
& the Not-Devil born
black human cells stolen
to lengthen the white lifespan
strychnine lineage
arsenic inheritance
how many garden abortions
for the black slave
& white slave mistress
Judgement Night for the Undead Judiciary
one-to-one synthesis
mix-up work-well symbiosis
front-face-back dialectic
this & that coming from opposite direction

hebehebe lathalatha tseketseke mamela :
obscene instance
ditsie-minds ravage ratsieland
this masisapelo moment
heroine profane these toxic (ahm, perverted
term)-times
prostrate before the sacred rhyme
for pierre mulele
they tied his spine to a raft
to steer across the congo-rivered genocide
murderous ride
cancerous pride
tribalistic ones
putrefied carcasses enough
to bring a caress
to a racist's conscience
colour-blind hierarchies
intestines for whips
these bleeding lips
what vengeance hatred retribution meant
a viscera-excreta relation
so forlorn
holds a worm in admiration
legs in amputation? drumsticks
give the dramatist character
with a clenched fist
like soldiers for peace
read moon tza's
fart of gore
to) prepare for war
venom-spill
poison-filled syringe
dread-chalice
severed head on a string
from going to rigor mortis
to how "text is not words"
tears parade
fat as maggots in cadavers
mourners for pay scream
shrill enough to cut bread
but) can't drill into heads
corrupt tentacles herd tendrils
up sin-mountain
down hades hole
manhood bragging rights?
mutilated babies body-parts
skunk atavistic :
skunk-stank-butt dung-buttles in black skin
furry tongues rolling dead-brain green
drool caucasian concepts
onto black conscious book-pages
scum&cum-tracks
up their minds' buttcracks
the acid-sperm rages
draw a line
from there to gangrene
astral or earth-body bound
in bloody mud
nut-head gone cosmic in the knob
testicular cancer is not
a zodiac sign
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moved from poetry
to spoken turd
seeing from brain-lack-land
treats is high intellects
it blew out his dreams
along with walter rodney
cs-gassed up
acidic amniotic fluid burnt out the poetic
at birth
they synthetic-grafted
the cranial walls
of basquiat
ain't seen horror-core
til your innards
hit the floor
brutal speeches
clogged-up alimentary canal speak
:
orwellian misquote :
'two legs food
for belly-burst politician
swallow the dead seed
& piss out poison-feed junk
for 7 generations to come'
amandla for what?
not a fist you are clenching
it's your sphincter
to facilitate bowel-movement
you might need grasp
the freedom spectre
not activist
just active-fist
up clamped-mouth arse atavistic"

SANDILE NGIDI
SIBHONGE EMSWATINI (ISIZULU)
(Sihlonipha ingqalabutho kamasikandi uDavid
Mlahleni Ngcobo)
Sizinsambatheka zinyembezi bab’uMlahleni Ngcobo
Hhayi ! Hhayi!
Sifike qathatha emagqumen’aseNembe
Gaqa lethu,
Sizilil’Okhovothi
Asilutho olutheni,
Siwuthi lomsingizane
Yithi! Yithi!
Simumeth’ízinyembezi
Sizidudula ngamaduku.
Lokukhala kwethu, migqumo yeminjunju
Sophela ngaphakathi, sibubula asiqedi
Ewu! Ewu! Piki Nefosholo!
Mfa Bhojwane! Mfa kaHawukeleni
Ewu! Ewu!
Kewu! Kewu!
Sesiyivumile engeqiwa ntwala
Sesivumile, siwilísihlang’ esikhulu
Sothi noma sikhala,
Soza kuwe wena kamame kaManzini
Sosondel’emthonjeni wakho wengoma
Hhayi, Hhayi bo!
Sewuphumule mngoma wemimoya
Sewethule klobakaz’ elingecinywe namsuzo wendlovu
Ewu! Ewu! Ewu na!
Yebu!
Yebu!
Maye!
Maye!
Iye bo!

Lesego Rampolokeng
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PHOMELELO
MAMAMPI MOSHAPO
GA GO TUTUETŠO (SEPEDI)
Bana ba mokgalabje
Ba epa naga yeo e ilago go akgola,
Ba betla mekgabo ya meetse ao a sa ba kgodišego.
Ba thulantšha megoma,
Ba ntšhwa matswabadi ke mabele ao ba se nago le
setseka go ona.
Bana ba dikgoši kgolo melomo e pudufetše,
Ba kgokološa dimpana tša go tlala moya,
Ba lebile dipetleleng tša go fokola.
Bajalefa ba gobošitšwe
Ba lewa matsogo ke dintlo tša go thiba letšatši,
Ba hlagola dirapana,
Ba phadimiša mabato.
Sothwane ge e phatha,
Ba boela bolotahlogo bja mankgeretla.

WAMUWI MBAO
DESIGN GUIDE FOR A NEW EVERYDAY
Somebody is growing accustomed to a new situation.
Someone is waking up to the chance that
something good might happen.
Someone is looking out on the new world with old
thoughts.
Someone is taking a walk
Someone is crossing a border and being set free
Someone is condensing themselves
Into a new shape for living.
Someone is opening a window and letting the
ordinary in.
Someone is making room
for soft thoughts and the possibility of desires.
Someone is deciding to stay up later in the evenings.
Someone is making plans to be somewhere else.
Someone is roaming through a crowd, not minding.
Someone is learning a new set of sounds
for expressing devotion to an idea.

Ditsela le ditimela di ba rwarela baneng ba go ja
ba lahla,
Ba šia mahlo a thorwana tša bona a lealea,
Letšatši ge le fologela,
Ba wela kgarebjana tša bona di robilwe maoto.
Ditlogolo tsa Biko, Sizulu le Tambo,
Ba tšhošwa ke dikgaphamaminana di robja ke dimpa,
Ba bea ditšhilo fase,
Ditimela le ditsela tša gomiša maoto,
Maano a go sela difihlilo a gwama.
Moya o kgaoga ba le dikobong tša meroto,
Lefa leo ba le tlogelelago bana le ditlogolwana,
Ke ketane tša bodiidi.

Farah Sayed
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ZOLANI
MKIVA
DILIZINTABA
(ISIXHOSA)
Zadilik’ intaba zase Mqanduli,
madoda!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Yehaa! SiseNgqungqu komkhulu
eMqanduli.
Nal’ usapho lukaBazindlovu
kumaHegebe!
Uswaz’ olumaqhinaqhina
lokurhintyela amaveliti.
Uvetsheza akanampundu kub’
elungiselel’ukuchopha.
Umth’ omde ovelel’ induli kaZixhesha
Ubhexesh’ amakhosi ka Khushe
Gibingci!
Ah Dilizintaba!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam!
uPhathekile lucwangele lomntwan’
eNkosi eyiNkosi ngokwakhe!
UmGebe kangobe kaNgaleka!
UmKhasela kaNotshinga!
uMadiba ka Mbaxa!
UMdudumi oduduma njengezulu!
Utshina ligobe njengeNdlovukazi!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Dilizintaba nkosi yam!
uDilizintaba sisizukuzuku sika
Holomisa!
Unazothe macal’ omabini!
kumaMpondo nakumaGcaleka.
uBhelukazi olunjengesheleni!
Utyelibuthelezi lakuloNyelisa,
Angatyibilika ongalinyathelayo!
Umalamba ngangazidla, angangazinyakathisa!
Alambeleni na amaduna ezityebi?
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Khwanqu-khwanqu ladudum’ izulu,
Sabaleka sangen’ endlini!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam, khaya lam!
Nkosi likude ikhaya lam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Sikhokele nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam, nkosi yam!
Siyabulela nkosi yam!
Yiyo leyo ke iNkosi yabantu madoda!
Umaqatha ambatshile kuhambela
phezulu.
Ufudo olufakade
umagqwirha ayamlandela,
Umadel’ Iqabaka.
Bathi abamaziyo ngunoko-noko
namhl’ingenguye!

kaPhalo kaKhawuta kaRharhabe
kaNgqika
Masiv’ usamathambo ka Moshweshwe
ka Moshwashwayila
Masivus’ amathambo ka Cetywayo
kaMpande
Masirhol’ amathambo kaNyabel’
eRholweni
Makuzisw’amathambo kaMzilikazi
kaMashobane
Mak’ uziwe namathambo kaKumkani
uMampuru II
Makuziwe namathambo kaKumkan’
uMabalane
Nazo zonke izigodlo zamaKhosi ase
Afrika
Makusilwe kuzaliswe iingqayi
kunyukw’ intaba
Makuhlanganiswe izihlwele kunqulwe
kungxengxezwe
Masibiz’ uKumkanikazi uHatephsi
Masibiz’ uMkabayi kaJama
Masibiz’ uMantantisi
Masibize kuKumkanikazi Modjadji,
uZanemvula!
ibuyaMbo!

Ndegraam!

JESSICA
MBANGENI
IBUYA MBO!
(ISIXHOSA)

Bafazi!
Eli liXa!
Eli liXa lokuba siwise isigwebo
sentambo
Phezu kwabadlwenguli babafazi
nabantwana.
Bafazi!
Eli liliXa!
Eli liliXA lokuba siwise isigwebo
sentambo
Phezu kwababulali babafazi
nabantwana.
Ibuya Mbo mzi wakowethu!!!
TSIIIIIIII!
Ngokubhalwa ngu Dr Bishop Jessica
Mbangeni

Kugquma kwamarhamncw’
akhohlakeleyo kulo mhlaba yini na?
Marhamncw’amehl’ aluhlaza acint’
ityhefu kusini na?
Qhenkqe lini na eli nilisasazayo?
Yingqumbo yeminyanya yini na mzi
wakowethu
Sisibetho sokhokho ntsusa yaso
yiSodom neGomora yhini na madoda?
Bayaphi Ubuntu?
Sayaphi isazela?
Ndimbi!
Ndonyanyile!
Andilali!
Ndixonxa lenyewe yenyala
eliqanduseleyo.
Ndod’ enjani exhaphaz’ umk’ayo?
Ndod’ enjani enukuneza abafazi
ngocatsi?
Ndod’ enjani engxwelerh’ intliziyo
yabafazi nabantwana?
Ndod’ enjani eqhinqka ingqondo
yabantu ababuthathaka kangaka?
Ndod’ enjani elal’ umntwanayo?
Ndod’ enjani engen’ inzala yayo?
Suke ubhuntseke nje nosana?
Ibuya Mbo mzi wakowethu
Masivus’ amathambo kaHintsa

Jessica Mbangeni
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ANTHONY
MOLOSI
WA PELO (SETSWANA)
Botshabelo jwa pelo ya ga rre
Botshabelo jwa pelo ya ga rre
ke pelo ya ga mme.
O a itse mo ‘tsatsing la gompieno
kgarejaana fa ke go leba ke a nyenya.
Pelo ya me e a ipela
ke gopola paka tse di fetileng
pelo ya me e hupile kgodu,
e kgamatlhetse lehulo,
ke kiba lobaibai,
ke tlhoka wa pelo mmalobopo.
Naga e ntse tshetlha e le legoelele.
Mesepele e le matsoke,
gape e le meleele,
makau a ikabile ka dinaletsana a one.
Nna maikutlo a sa nthobatse;
a nkgateletse ebile a nthemile
ditokololo la bofelo,
E le ka ntlha ya go tlhoka,
mme ke batla ba ba tshwanang le
wena.
Ba seo matlhong a me,
botlhoko ja teng e le jwa ntho e e sa
kgomegeng.
Maikutlo a gaketse o kare moretologa
wa pudi,
tlhogo ya monna e eme tsi!
Keledi di tshologa jaaka tsa e e
foloditseng.
Ke feletswe ke maano okare sebata
se senang meno.
E le ruri ke ithutile gore
yo o batang moriti ke yo o emeng,
moriti o o botlhoko o gatsedisang
pelo
e sale e le leje; e le sekwakwa, e
kwakwaletse!
Tota monna ga a tshwanela go tlhoka
wa pelo,
lerato le le teng.
Fa e le sengwe borobalo jwa nonyane
e kanna botsomelo jwa noga.
Pelo ya monna ke mašwi,
ebile ke madi e a rema.
Fa e se tsaleng e gatsele!
Ga a tshwanela go tlhoka lerato
Le fa e le tsholofelo ya ga
mmatsholofelo,
ke raya e e sa tlhabiseng ditlhong;
tsholofelo e e ka go rutang gore
Modimo ke motaki ebile o itse se a
se dirang,
Ke mmetli yo mogolo;
mmetli yo o tlhwatlhwa.

Mokgapho wa diatla tsa gagwe
ga se o o kgwelwang mathe, ga o
galalwe.
Ditiro tsa gagwe ke tsa melodi le
megolokwane, melodi!
Ditiro di phepa di obotsweng ditodi.
Jalo he! Itse gore wena o tiro tsa
Modimo.
E le ruri o bopilwe ke monna a kile a
itapolosa,
Monna a itse go kolobetsa
diatla tsa gagwe ka metsi.
Motho wa me bontle jwa gago
bo robile dipoo dinaka.
Fa e le bo magaolwane bone ga ke
bue.
Ba bokolela fela fa ba go bona.
Le matlametlo a latotse megobe
e phophomang metsi ka ntlha ya gago.

the person for who they really are. i
cannot go to amaCirha. i am not scared.
i am tired. i will not be well until i go.
i cannot convince my child to love me
when i am unwell. i have not had a
drink since i knew she began growing
inside me. she can smell the vodka in
my milk. i will never be sober enough
to mother her. i brew utywala when she
was three months old. she may leave
the house now. i will slaughter a goat
for her before her third birthday. her
father’s mother visits her often from
the other side. she cannot meet her
because her son is running away from
the ocean. i worry about this child born
of two unwell people. i worry that
uzakuthwala amatyala ethu. i want to
drink. i am embarrassed by my breath.
umama says I should learn to pray. a
mother must know how to pray for her
children. umakazi akakho.

Ka re bontle jwa gago bo rutile ba le
bantsi
gore ‘tlhokwa ga le eme le sa
tlhongwa.
Ebile mosadi ke leje le le botlhokwa,
o tshwana le metsi a a itshekileng.

VANGILE
GANTSHO
UTYWALA SMELLS OF
MILK
ngemini yokutshisa amathambo,
ekuseni ngexesha lebhekile, umakazi
passed away. her sister watched her
breath leave her body. mna bendisemva
komkhusane. uthi omnye umakazi
ibingathi kugqushalaza indod’ endala.
she asked me about the wind, if i
had heard the dogs howling outside
the door. abantu abadala abazokuva
ngawe, Avukile. It’s time. i am tired.
every morning i wake up carrying a
baby. she is always crying. her eyes
glaze past me, she can see i am not
her mother. she can see the knot in
my back has not uncoiled – i am not
well. i am not ready to be her mother.
she tries to suckle my breast. my milk
is slow. she will not wait for me to
get well. she will not wait for me to
grow into her mother. athi amaCirha
amakhulu azokucela umntana. umakazi
uhambe engekayiwisi ibhokwe. oko
wayesebenzisa amayeza ngetyala.
how do i wash a stain that is not on a
cloth? ndifuna ukusebenzisa amayeza
wakhe. umama says abantu must pass
their hand under their armpit and give
it to the baby when they approach.
she says this will allow the baby to see
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MUSA HAWAMDEH

SIPHOKAZI JONAS

AT THE TURN OF A DREAM

FIRST DEATH

Between the trochee and the lust of prose
I found your arm like an evergreen oak of a poem
your fingers like writing pens
and the language characters are between your hands
wish to be poured into the rivers of desire
in the nostalgic bells
and in the notebooks of the lovers.

I think of Ingrid Jonker who walked into the sea,
and floated out.
Bundled the darkness of Three Anchor Bay around
her shoulders, and
pausing on the nervous shore,
determined how many steps it took
for walking away to become walking towards
something.
Even if “something” was the Atlantic current
cold to any reasons for staying.

Within the range of fire
under the bullets of the raging war
I no longer distinguish between the treacherous side
and the enemy front.
The earth betrayed me
and stole my corpse from me.
The sun betrayed me
and deprived your face from my mornings.
The clouds betrayed me
and faded in demise, forever.
Before the violet fully bloomed
my poem was clashed by evil faerie ambush
under the pillow of my language
my beloved, they diagnosed you with the ailment
of vanity
and vanity can damage the violin
and the tumbling down of the lovers…
And in the range of metaphor
I found my soul drowning in the web of deceit
whenever I write a line
it was wiped out by muddy torrents
whenever I drew a tree
it was hit by a whirlwind…
I didn’t know that the dead
needed a certificate of good conduct
for the time of resurrection
even the rivers of the last illusion walls
And the face which was covered with white leaves
became bad currency
and not suitable for drying the tears.
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Her mind salted by depression, she walks
until she can no longer measure the depth of the
water with her feet.
Sand separates under her weight and what remains
is deep.
Paddling before she remembers to sink,
her lungs resist pallbearer waves, which have come
to carry her breath home in white gloves.
Whenever my friend returns to us alive
out of the cold and dark of depression,
his body is first to arrive.
He parodies ‘normal’ for days after,
but we hear the anxiety diluted in his voice,
the brackish laughter,
fishing for parts of him that do not float out when
he does.
Before the July night in ’65,
Ingrid Jonker drew a line underneath another by
Dylan Thomas:
“After the first death, there is no other.”
She had been walking towards the sea all her life,
How could she know the tide would return her to
us in verse?
I want to take my friend to the beach
somewhere along the Indian Ocean in Summer
where we can read Ingrid’s poems to each other, and
resurrect her line by line, then
count the steps it takes to walk back, whole.
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CHRISTINE YOHANNES
UNTITLED
She was 6, 8 maybe 10 and grew up
in Addis
She had a story similar to many that
went like this
Pretend games and hide and seek
played with cousins and the neighbor’s
kid
Until the day Pandora’s box was forced
open, cracked from the lid
But most of the times it’s fathers,
uncles, older cousins and/or tutors
Another tragedy bound to happen in a
culture that rapes to find suitors
Against instructions, she told but no
one believed a word she said
Fathers kept on fathering, cousins kept
on playing and the tutor kept getting
paid
Her own mother, who sweat dripping
labored for hours to bring her to the
world
Had told her to stop lying, not to tell a
soul and stop being a foolish little girl
Was it in the hope that she’d forget
and somehow archive the file in a dead
brain cell
Or was it for pride and honor that she
bought her daughter’s train ride to hell
She was 12, 15 maybe 18, a teenage
girl in a woman’s body
Flirts with teachers, sexually active
heck even has herself a sugar daddy
Content that every teenage boy wants
to get between her thighs
She does the deed and constantly
reminds herself to stop telling lies
Her mother was right, it never
happened but what’s happening now?
Confused, distressed, cries herself to
sleep but ‘stop being a foolish girl’ is
her vow
Who cares, she gets all the attention
that she needs, gets out of trouble and
passes grades
And every time, she knows she only
needs to open her mouth and her legs
she spreads
Her own mother flirts left and right,
lifts her skirt and only the train hadn’t
been through
So when she becomes the
neighborhood bike, not telling a soul
helped who?
Was it from the belief that it would
be her daughter’s only competitive

advantage…
…that she silently taught her that her
golden ticket was between her legs from
an early age?
She was 22, 25 maybe 28 a working
young woman with a ticking clock time
won’t linger
She’s been formatted to know her
worth, show her value by the golden
ring around her finger
She went to a good school, comes from
a middle class family
Has traveled with her parents or her
foreign boyfriend and often speaks
English fluently
The exposure allows her to hold a
conversation but never with herself
A topic she’s left untouched like the
Bible full of dust on an atheist’s shelf
She has priorities now, so she wakes
up each morning ready to be hunted
and hunt
Eager to find the one worthless enough
to love her – excuse me for being blunt
Her mother never taught her that there
wouldn’t even be one that’s worthy
Not one pure enough to feed her
passion, to shower her body with kisses
and love her deity
Was it because the mother didn’t
know any better, didn’t believe in
womanhood?
Had she forgotten to teach her
daughter that we are sacred or had she
misunderstood?
She was 30, 30 and some things, an
engaged woman
She knew she was fulfilled, had reached
her goal, had found a man
She wasn’t alone and childless like those
women who won’t shut up
Who wouldn’t listen not to scare the
men away by fighting and standing up
She wasn’t like those women stuck
at desk jobs suing their bosses for
harassment
She had climbed beds and the
ladder, she was now married with no
attachment
Her mother was proud, her daughter
had made it in this unfair man’s world
She had the house, the car, the bank
account to prove that she was no foolish
girl

And every time they gaze into each
other’s eyes they remember to forget
that day
Both silently agreeing that this is how a
woman should get her way
Was it in denial that this was no easy
route to take?
Or were they both suffering from an
infinite heartbreak?
She’s 40 something now and her
daughter comes back from school
At the back of her mind she wonders if
she’s the fighting type or a fool
She wants to tell her to be stronger but
doesn’t know how
She worries she’ll be devastated to stand
when everyone else will bow
She prays that no one cracked her lid
and broke her heart
She wishes for a second chance at life,
so lives through her daughter’s start
The daughter doesn’t understand the
blank space in her mother’s eyes
She wants to tell her daughter but her
own mother had told her they were lies
So she doesn’t know how to open room
for discussions she’s never had
All she knows is that she’s been labeled
as the girl that’s always been bad
Was it pride that she now sees, starring
at her daughter’s face
Or does she understand that no amount
of makeup can cover disgrace
She is on her death bed now and looks
back at her life
Was it more important to have been
somebody’s wife?
She wishes her mother had been
stronger for her
She wishes she was strong enough for
her daughter
Implores the Gods to strengthen women
against injustice
To remind them that their own daughters
are their apprentice!
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OLUMIDA
POPOOLA

SARAH
GODSELL

ANDRIY
LYUBKA

SHOW ME

TEETH

Let’s not be strangers to each other
Locked away by distance
Not the physical but the not-showing
The leaving ourselves half behind
Not caring, as in a verb, as in a allowing
To grow, and be and feel each other,
And ourselves

My daughter lost her teeth. (lost –
ripped from her gums, as
she fell)
four of them

OH WONDROUS WOMAN, THOU
ARST MY DAILY BREAD

Let’s not be strong forever
And fierce, kicking asses like we do
Let’s fall apart on the kitchen floor
Or the lounge, not in the bedroom
Hidden away with the blinds shut
But in full view of each other
Wailing and shouting and raising
Ourselves
Let’s not be self-sufficient
And capable, those that make things
happen
taking care of nothing today
Let’s be shameful and silent
Not resisting, or carrying our children
Not plotting and making it through
Be
Broken in all pieces
Without putting back
the jigsaw
Let’s listen carefully
Not to the words, which we are so good
At uttering, precise and relevant
Let’s be quiet and hear
The pain
The heartache
The tired of it all
Show me
And from there
the ground we lie on we can
see the world
above
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broke from her mouth with
spiderweb scream
thunder grabs me through the ground
Teeth jutting into
lip- lip swollen –
blood escaping
into Joburg
winter
One tooth, grown through fever
dreams – remains, still,
on the earth
My mothheart wingsturnstone, sinks
to my feet,
running, running, doctor, hospital,
emergency room
She seems calm; her BabyShark on
repeat
mouth full of blood
Her mama arrives.
tears held back with steel
her body sends tendrils of comfort ,
towards the tiny light in my hands;
brave and ours to protect.
To protect.
mothheart stays in my feet;
we do not deserve flight;
In the months that follow gravity does
not find me
Each almost fall I rush arms out before
I remember
this light is learning, and flows and falls
but
I am scared of the thunder in the
ground
I would like a spell to protect each of
her teeth

I thank thee on this day that thou
existest
that thou arst discharging water into
the bath
oh wondrous woman, thou which
removest the varnish from thy nails
and leadest me into temptation
everytime
I thank thee furthermore to-morrow,
and the day after to-morrow, and
thereafter
That thou arst, and lead me dost into
temptation, oh thou wondrous woman
And dost behold me with thy cunning
eyes
and dost breathe out loudly when
immersest thou into hot water
and ask me dost to put some soap onto
thy back, my daily bread,
oh wondrous woman, hallow… that is
may a halo
surround thee; and then at night dost
rub thy leg, and cheek, and lip against
me,
my daily bread, cry dost three times
and thrice
oh wondrous woman, thou who livest
in my heart
who sleepest in my bed, awakenest me
in morningtime
my daily bread, thy will be done,
thy favourite music may resound, and
may ignited be
the fragrant candles, wondrous woman,
I am thy body, and thy blood, and thou
arst my daily bread,
oh wondrous woman with a name so
cheerless
with eyes so silent, and a palm so petite
my daily bread at home, at work, and
when thou near arst,
and when thou arst away as well, oh
wondrous woman,
I think of thee, bestow dost upon me a
modicum of happiness today,
dost give me it tomorrow, too, my daily
bread,
oh wondrous woman, in thy name,
in thy name, in thy name,
thrice in thy name.
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YUURI
MIKI
COMEDY
Say that I
exposed to the world the place where
my vagina leads,
in the garden tiny flowers bloom and
no one that spring would forgive me
Such an oath may never have existed
but its trace sure does
you are sewn in closed and
I used last month’s paycheck to buy you
some decorations
When I die my mysterious death and
they do the autopsy
will there be any remorse or pity, I
wonder,
and will my skull be pure white?
when the severing’s done, and the
hacksaw is placed on its silver stand
will that sound be warm and moist?
And the not-quite cinematic
Birds-eye view of the room devoid of
meaning
suggesting bullshit
The vibration —it was me
Whenever I touch the saddest of places,
what feels best is that kind of
masturbation you just smile through
Do that some multiple of ten-thousand
times and
after the hundreds of midnights or
middays spent
taking meticulous care to avoid touching
each other during sex
in this nothing-left-of-a-body, I
slurp ultra-spicy ramen with you, almost
choking,
we stand side-by-side
We know nothing, but
We exchange looks that say We Know
It All
or We Know at Least a Little Bit
My endlessly stretching tongue is so
pale,
look how pale it is —
I didn’t have it, so I wanted it.
I never learned how to make appropriate
faces.
I could have made appropriate faces.
I had it, so I didn’t want it.
Equally.
A torrent of impeccable greetings.
I cannot love just one certain someone.
People so cute they ooze guilt
when they secretly face the hole and
scream —
The Earth spins. There’s only one.
Nothing to regret and do over.
It may be improper, but go ahead and
laugh.

Afterward, it rained,
and everyone clucked their judgy
tongues.

NATTY OGLI
THE KNEW WORLD
ORDER
From dawn till dusk,
Many mourn; you've taken away the joy
from us,
The evil we do not want; we all disgust,
Souls gone; filling our eyes with dust,
Imprisoned us; from the begger on the
street to Elon Musk.
Ensuring a grand kill,
Many believe this is more like a planned
I'll,
The world at a stand still,
Humans are feasted on just like sugar
in the ant field,
Above human intellect and some believe
this is a conspiracy and not real.
The intelligence of men have failed
against you,
Corona indeed you are strange flu,
Is it true that a man made you?
Then to that man and his family alone,
you should have stayed true,
With all the clues, how could we ever
play loose...
Now the world is crying,
Cos millions are dying,
Health workers are trying,
But we know some reports are lying.
But who are we to prove...
All the news...
Decipher the lies from the truth,
When many are blind and still applauding
crooks.
Gates are closed, we'll soon be paying
Bill
Take a dose of vaccines; chips and pills
Hey, let's start with those in Africa...
when we're among the least ill?
This is gross, so why do we dine with
the beast still?
Africans are used to being followers,
Our misleaders are clueless so we rather
choose to borrow heads,
And in the end, we'll begin to wallow in
a solo mess,
With our greed, we will this ever stop or
at least begin to borrow less?
Forgotten who we are,
With our minds stuck on HallelujahAllahu Akbar,
Our true heroes we choose to scar,
Leave them like fools to die,

While celebrating puppets; masters of
"suliaa"...
Sometimes I pray we experience
continental coup d'états.
Who cares for the poor?
The world would be a better place if the
needy are catered for,
Ebi bɛ kã sɛ magyimi and see this a
baseless roar,
Rather give your money to a God who
has more,
This may sound silly; I know I will be
hated y'all.
But I am an eclectic soul,
Artistically I may terrific so,
I get selective on a kemetic flow,
Drawing your attention with magnetic
poles,
Never fearing those that kill the body
and not the soul,
This is apocalyptic yo.
Please God listen to our plea,
Then again we're hearing theories of
the 5G,
Let it be more of a step in technology
than the destruction that it might be,
A new world order is all that I see.
This is more like an evolution,
We shall come out victorious; we'll surely
find a solution,
But I pray we learn our lesson,
Be kind to one another, respect the
rights of nature and to all creation.
In these moments of despair, this we
know for sure,
Solutions are unclear but we shall one
day soon find a cure,
So after the rain,
After the the pain,
WE shall live again.
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YULIYA
MUSAKOVSKA
THE WOMEN OF THIS
VILLAGE
The women of this village have a
difficult job:
to ensure that no sister dishonours
the cross,
or her husband, her household, her
livestock or home,
that she won’t drag her heels when it's
time to pass on.
The women of this village are humble
and quiet:
they shake cradles quietly in the
singing, cold night,
gently slaughter a milk cow that can’t
produce much,
and an unruly sister is quietly judged.
The women of this village carry wasps
in their chests,
birds’ nests on their heads and longing
in their breasts.
Their eyes shoot without missing and
they zealously prey
on their sisters should any of them
wander astray.
The women of this village walk a
circular trail
white stains left on grey: a baby’s shawl,
a wreath, a veil,
then a shirt that is lightest of all and
is new
to tread freely in it through the
heavenly dew.
The women of this village carry ever
new names,
and their features will fade with the
drying out of days,
and a small frowning girl with a long
chain of gold
takes her place to stand guard, ‘til she,
too, will grow old.

GCINA
MHLOPHE
WOMEN IN POETRY
AND POWER
Women ! Women ! Makhosikazi !
Lift your voices and be heard
Niyinzalabantu !
You are the life givers
Daughters of Africa
Empresses and Warrior Queens
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You have every right to be here
As Happy citizens of the human race
What is it that gives murderers and
rapists
Such a special place on the sunny side
of the street
Protected and forever said to be
innocent until proven guilty
Police are forever investigating,
investigating at a chameleon’s pace
Magistrates granting bail even at the
expense of future victims
Justice for some cannot be justice for all
Niyinzala bantu !
You are the life givers
Nurturers and nation builders
The first teachers and instillers of
self-love and confidence
Celebrating every milestone in a little
child’s journey through life
Fathers can choose to stay or run
But mothers, grandmothers, sisters and
aunts
Have to stay, keep the fires burning
For those little precious beings from the
spirit world
Ancestors reborn and recognised in the
first toothless smiles
From birth to adulthood
Sacrifices at every turn
Niyinzalabantu !
You are the life givers
You must declare a State of Emergency !
Say enough. Enough of all the blood and
tears drenching our soil
Wailing voices, shattered dreams and
broken bodies
By men who were born, loved and raised
by you !
Erupting volcanoes of deep hatred
Burning lava directed at the very source
of recreation
The God given gift of bringing life into
this world
Is covered in disgraceful abominable
acts of war
Even the tiny earth worm knows it
Woman destruction equals
self-destruction for the whole human
race
Niyinzalabantu !
You are the life givers
Here for a reason, to be happy and proud
Content in your efforts to uplift humanity
In the worst and best of times
Your voices must be listened to
Bringers of light and healing
The central fire places of hope
In the palm of your hands
Lay the unique map to the future
Embedded in your womb
Is love unlimited, exploding
Into a stary milky way
Ever living, ever giving
Creating and regenerating
Powers of healing every second
From time immemorial
Anointing future leaders
Centuries unborn !

Now enlighten me
What is there not to love
What is there not to admire
What is there not to treasure, honour,
shelter, preserve and adore
Women. Women of the world
Niyinzalabantu
You are the life givers
Why can't the world powers see
All the hatred directed at you
Surely this calls for, a long overdue
State of Emergency
Worse than the most potent virus that
ever was - we see it in the Hating,
Hurting, Raping, Killing and Destruction
of womankind
Wake up humanity ! Take heed.
This heralds the very end
Of the human race
Where, I ask. Where are the angry voices
and actions of men
Men who love and respect women
Not voices of support
But voices that demand change
With more fervour and urgency
Than the passion they display
When they go to war
Armed to the teeth
The Passion and whole hearted focus
they display for sports
At the Olympics and world cups
Even In gambling dens, the Stock
exchange, acquiring riches
And rising to positions of power !
Where is that fighting spirit
To cherish and honour the
Woman Race !
Bring back that fervour
The unyielding reverence.
The love, peace, nation building
Bring it to us
Bring it back home to mama
Inzalabantu !
The life givers
We deserve more !

SIBONGILE
FISHER
EVERYDAY
Everyday, a dead woman’s name
Hangs on loose lips
While another’s
Is pressed down under tongues by
shame.
Another woman is dead
Her wry love hangs
on the line
Her body a grave,
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a haunted house
Slowly decaying over time
Made of stubborn bones that grind thin
his crime.
Another woman is dying
Her teeth cannot chew the headlines
She mouths bruises down a bottle of
wine,
swallows them whole
and adds to her ruins.
Her tongue slaps the heart with rage
And into a Sunday morning she fades,
Beneath the hymn
hisses
And hums
A song of women marching for their
bodies.
Another woman is a ghost in her home
She collects herself in silver jars
And preserves for a salvation yet to
come
She times her heartbreak and slices her
smiles before dinner
She is good here and bad here too
She wears her best self like a tomb.
Everyday, a woman is growing a mouth
A flood gate of truth
While another
Knits herself a linen shroud.

SITHEMBISO
‘STHE KHALI’
KHALISHWAYO
THEY TOOK OUR SUN
AWAY
I remember the first time we met
We held hands just by that tree
A shade of grass
That grass allowed us to sit in the sun
We watched the tree go from green
to yellow
Orange to brown
No one was there
It was just us
We were happy then
It was just a tree
It went from brown to orange
Yellow to green
A sunshine lost in the shade
We held hands
It was the moment we met
I used to love him

STELLA
NYANZI
YOWERI, THEY SAY IT
WAS YOUR BIRTHDAY
YESTERDAY

of law.
Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday!
How morbidly grave a day!
I wish that Esiteri's cursed genitals had
pushed out a monstrously greenishbluish still-birth.
You should have died at birth, you dirty
delinquent dictator...
You should have died in birth, Yoweri
Kaguta Museveni.

Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday.
How bitterly sad a day!
I wish the smelly and itchy
cream-coloured candida festering in
Esiteri's cunt had suffocated you to
death during birth.
Suffocated you just like you are
suffocating us with oppression,
suppression and repression!
Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday.
How painfully ugly a day!
I wish the lice-filled bush of dirty
pubic hair overgrown all over Esiteri's
unwashed chuchu had strangled you
at birth.
Strangled you just like the long tentacles
of corruption you sowed and watered
into our bleeding economy.
Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday.
How nauseatingly disgusting a day!
I wish the acidic pus flooding Esiteri's
cursed vaginal canal had burnt up your
unborn fetus.
Burnt you up as badly as you have
corroded all morality and professionalism
out of our public institutions in Uganda.
Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday.
How horrifically cancerous a day!
I wish the infectious dirty-brown
discharge flooding Esiteri's loose pussy
had drowned you to death.
Drowned you as vilely as you have
sank and murdered the dreams and
aspirations of millions of youths who
languish in the deep sea of massive
unemployment, and under-employment
in Uganda.
Yoweri, they say it was your birthday
yesterday.
How traumatically wasted a day!
I wish the poisoned uterus sitting
just above Esiteri's dry clitoris had
prematurely miscarried a thing to be
cast upon a manure pit.
Prematurely miscarried just like you
prematurely aborted any semblance of
democracy, good governance and rule

Stella Nyanzi
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CANUTO
ROLDAN
AYER (SPANISH)
la noche fue más mi ciudad.
Se cimentó en todos mis huesos
ayer
cuando el amigo de tu amigo
no dudó más.
Después de caminar todas las calles
y desbordarme en tantos besos
celebrando el seguir viva
entre los lobos,
al llegar a la guarida más segura,
la mala sombra en mis párpados
me hizo ver
el fuego que arde
cuando nos ven bailar
porque desean nuestra ceniza,
porque les quema el placer.
Ayer
al despertar en la banqueta
sin zapatos,
la cabeza henchida y
una cobija apestando a orines
—el muy perro me dejó su marca—
crucé la ciudad sintiéndome culpable
porque borracha
me dejé llevar hasta su cueva,
este antro al que hemos venido a dar
después de celebrar
el estar vivas.
Ayer
una vez más
metieron mano
solo para desgarrar el pecho,
arrebatar el sueño
con espasmos.
Es en su casa
en donde lucho,
naufrago en mis conjuros,
maldigo, ruego,
rezo palabras que no se entienden
pero que infunden miedo
para que el perro ese
camine a casa
maldito
y no pueda abrir la puerta embrujado
ni mirarse al espejo
así nomás como si nada en este mundo
no se le fuera a marchitar alguna vez.
Ayer el perro ese
encajó colmillo
porque había una perra frente a él
callejera
de memoria entre las patas,
sabedora del camino aunque errabunda.
Que este verso le persiga,
le muerda y míe el pie
para sembrar venganza
en su guarida,
su hogar
que es fosa común.
Lote baldío sea la vida para él,
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propiedad sin dueño
siga siendo yo.

YESTERDAY
the night was more my city.
It was cemented in all my bones
Yesterday
when your friend's friend
he did not hesitate any longer.
After walking all the streets
and overflow with so many kisses
celebrating staying alive
among the wolves,
upon reaching the safest lair,
the bad shadow on my eyelids
made me see
the fire that burns
when they see us dance
because they want our ashes,
because the pleasure burns them.
Yesterday
waking up on the sidewalk
without shoes,
head swollen and
a blanket reeking of urine
-The very dog left his mark on meI walked through town feeling guilty
because I was drunk
I let myself be carried to his cave,
this den to which we have come to give
after celebrating
being alive.
Yesterday
one more time
they put their hand
just to tear my chest apart,
snatch sleep
with spasms.
It is at home
where I fight,
I am shipwrecked in my spells,
I curse, I beg,
I pray words that are not understood
but they instil fear
so that the dog is
walk home
damned
and can't open the haunted door
nor look in the mirror
just like nothing in this world
would not ever wither.
Yesterday the dog that
fitted fang
because there was a street bitch in front
of him
of memory between the legs,
knowing the way though wandering.
May this verse haunt him,
bite him and pee his foot
to sow revenge
in his lair,
his home
which is a common grave.
Vacant lot be life to him,
ownerless property
keep being me.

AZIZ
SITEN'K
LIBEREZ LA PAROLE
(FRENCH)
Je n’aime pas le slam , c’est le slam qui
m’aime !
Le jour, J’ai porté la blues du nomade
peulh
Loin de ses paroles, je me suis senti seul
Loin de ma famille, seul dans mon coin
Ma vie se résume qu’á un poing
La vie m’a appris que parfois ceux que
tu aimes, te trahissent
La vie m’appris qu’ici-bas nous sommes
dans une jungle triste
Le plus faible est toujours mangé par
le plus fort
Celui qui a la tune est le plus fort
Parfois la vie est injuste, le pauvre a
toujours tort
Sékou, tu n’as pas tort
L’humain a causé beaucoup de tort à
l’humanité
Même les arbres n’arrivent même plus
à pousser
La terre ne respire plus
Les oiseaux ne volent plus
Nos espaces verts sont devenues des
parking
Nous marchons sur une terre pleine
d’épine
Je suis là pour libérer la parole inouïe
Le fleuve Niger tarit et se construit
Écoutez le cri de cœur des pêcheurs
Ce n’est qu’une question de temps, ils
iront pécher dans le désert
nos familles vivent dans la misère.
Le bateau Mali risque de chavirer, il y
a plus d’eau dans les rivières
Il n’y a Plus de justice, on a tous peur
ils se sont appropriés de la citation «
la raison du plus fort est toujours la
meilleure ».
Vas y suit ton chemin, personne ne
viendra te sauver
Dans mon royaume la parole est
menottée !
Un jour tu nais, tu apprends à crier
tu apprends à marcher, tu apprends
à parler
tu apprends à murir, on apprend que
tu es parti
Laissez-moi partir dans ce voyage sans
lendemain
Ben, Tiens moi la main
En vrai, je résiste sur le chemin de mes
détracteurs
Voyage sans lendemain, le jour tu
viendras, je prie que tu me trouves
sur le chemin mon créateur
Sékou, On dit souvent que les
montagnes ne se croisent pas
mais les humaines se croisent toujours !
les vies se rencontrent
les vies se séparent
de Niamey à Bamako
de Bruxelles à Bamako
tu as toujours été pour moi un frère,
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pas parce que tu es Ouologuem
mais parce que tu fais sortir en toi, des
flammes que j’aime
Que nos étoiles brillent comme Rasta
et Thomas Sankara
Ils peuvent nous tuer mais ils ne
peuvent pas tuer nos idées
Que nos étoiles brillent encore comme
notre amitié en mode illimité
Les Méchants, ne les laisses pas
t’intimider,
Ils trouvent toujours le mal dans la
beauté
Ils trouvent toujours la séparation dans
la fraternité
Moi j’ai trouvé la beauté dans le
méchanceté.
J’ai décidé de ne plus être inquiet mais
de résister
J’ai décidé dans l’angoisse d’être comblé
j’ai décidé trouver la joie dans la
tristesse
j’ai décidé d’être le maitre de mes
faiblesses
J’ai décidé dans le malheur de trouver
le bonheur
J’ai décidé de trouver l’espoir dans le
désespoir
J’ai décidé de ne plus être malheureux
mais heureux
J’ai décidé de ne plus être leur proie
mais leur roi !
Je suis le parolier Nomade
SLAM BABA !

FREE THE WORD
I don't like slam, it's the slam that loves
me!
During the day, I wore the blues of the
Fulani nomad
Far from his words, I felt lonely
Far from my family, alone in my corner
My life comes down to a fist
Life has taught me that sometimes
those you love betray you
Life taught me that here we are in a
sad jungle
The weaker is always eaten by the
stronger
Whoever has the money is the
strongest
Sometimes life is unfair, the poor are
always wrong
Sékou, you are not wrong
Humans have done great harm to
humanity
Even the trees can't even grow anymore
The earth no longer breathes
Birds no longer fly
Our green spaces have become parking
lots
We walk on a land full of thorns
I am here to free the unheard-of speech
The Niger river dries up and is built
Hear the cry of the hearts of fishermen
It's only a matter of time, they will go
fishing in the desert
our families live in poverty.
The Mali boat is at risk of capsizing,
there is more water in the rivers
There is no more justice, we are all
afraid
they appropriated the quote “the

reason of the strongest is always the
best”.
Go follow your path, no one will come
to save you
In my kingdom the word is handcuffed!
One day you are born, you learn to
scream
you learn to walk, you learn to speak
you learn to mature, we learn that you
are gone
Let me go on this one-day trip
Ben, hold my hand
In truth, I resist on the path of my
detractors
Journey without tomorrow, the day you
will come, I pray that you find me on the
way my creator
Sékou, It is often said that the mountains
do not intersect
but humans always cross paths!
lives meet
lives separate
from Niamey to Bamako
from Brussels to Bamako
you have always been a brother to me,
not because you are Ouologuem
but because you let out in you flames
that I love
May our stars shine like Rasta and
Thomas Sankara
They can kill us but they can't kill our
ideas
May our stars still shine like our
unlimited friendship
Bad guys, don't let them bully you,
They always find evil in beauty
They always find separation in
brotherhood
I found beauty in wickedness.
I decided not to worry anymore but to
resist
I decided in anguish to be fulfilled
I decided to find joy in sadness
I decided to be the master of my
weaknesses
I decided in misfortune to find happiness
I decided to find hope in despair
I decided not to be unhappy anymore
but happy
I have decided not to be their prey
anymore but their king!
I am the Nomad lyricist
SLAM BABA!

I mirar-lo. I riure en el seu temps petit.
Treva en el no-ser que se’ns imposa.
La calma d’una nit és una treva, una
excepció.
L’excepció de qui se sap,
en silenci,
mentre cau la rosada,
en silenci,
i en silenci escriu.
La paraula és una treva,
una treva de llum, de nit a nit
definitiva.

LIGHT IS THE
EXCEPTION
Light is the Exception
Light is a truce, an exception
a reef as bright as viscera floating
in a black sea. Black of the absolute
where everything exists again
the day the truce of air
comes to an end.
The child who laughs is a truce.
And so it is to look at him. And laugh
in his tiny time.
Truce in imposed non-being.
The calm of night is a truce, an
exception.
The exception of one who knows
He is in silence,
while dew falls,
in silence,
and writes in silence.
The word is a truce,
a truce of light, from night to night
definitive.

MARIA
JOSEP
ESCRIVÀ
(CATALAN)
La llum és una treva, una excepció,
un escull com una víscera lluent surant
en un mar negre. Negre d’absolut
on tot tornarà a ser
quan un dia s’acabarà la treva
de l’aire.
L’infant que riu és una treva.
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KHANYIH
SHUSHA
WOMEN, YOU ARE
BEAUTIFUL
Umhleeeeeeh
Be it you are wearing hills, rocking
sneakers or Gladiators
Umhlee in your weave, dreadlocks or
chiskops
Qhayiya lami
You are a descendant of SHE Warriors
Women who wore thick skin as a storage
of energy
Sun kissed beauties, who wore their
tones as if it were the purest form of
gold
Umhleeeeh
Even when you are crucified by isms,
bodies splashed on billboards prescribing
to you what a woman of beauty IS
Even when Fallen sons feed on your
insecurities to Maculate themselves,
Women be not victim ngoba Umhleeeeh
Women you are Beautiful
In your skin tone
Shape
And size
Carry your body and gender with pride
Walk tall be oblivious to the tags and
insults thrown at you for being Secure
and free
Strout your stuff even more
You are beautiful
Omelela okomfazi esikwa determined to
see her wombs magic to life
Uyityatyambo
A queen
Goddess
Shero Rise
Carry that lineage on your shoulders
Wisdom on your tongue
Nations on your womb
Carry women proud.
Umhleeeeh
In your ugly days
Everyday
Umhlee in your messy and clumsy ways
Umhleee with your mistakes, make them
lessons
QINA when the world turns its back on
your screams
Crucified for defining your own
ideologies
Choosing your lovers and orgasms
Qina when the same sons who have
lived of your chest
Moulded by your hands and grew on
your back to put their sons on the same
back to scribble ugly
Not women enough
Tattooing their fathers’ insecurities
curses and drunken slurs of not being
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enough.
Women you are beautiful
Qhayiya lami
Jonga sebekwenzan
Screaming Bitch Hoe Slut tongue
sharpened with defensive slurs
Breaking the bond of women and
sisterhood
There is no weakness in femininity
Your worth is not found in-between your
thighs, but mind
You are a woman of substance
Don’t allow to be reduced to just good
for orgasms
Eye candies
Thick video vixens
Sarah Baartman descendants
Carry your African bodies with ease
Role model for all the young girls looking
up to you
Postmodern women know you have
choice
Choose your own path
Unlearn virginity to find purity in your
existence
crown yourself worthy again ngoba
uyityatyambo eqhekeza inqenqhe ebusika
soak in the light
Womelele okomfazi esikwa.
UYINTYATYAMBO
Reclaim your skin, mind, body and gender
Define in your own words what a woman
is
Stand together firm
Undress to address the demons deemed
to exist in your skin
Nude learn self-love approach yourself
with a smile, hug yourself welcome what
and who you are with open arms
Define women.

NARCISSE
L’UNIVERS EN NOUS
(FRENCH)
Nous avons tous en nous
Des bouts de plumes d’oiseaux
D’ailes de papillons
De tiges de roseaux
Et mille échantillons
De grains de sable de brins
De nuages et d’embruns
Nous avons tous en nous
Du bleu marin du brun
Des terreaux du vert doux
Des végétaux et plein
Du gris cru des cailloux
Nous sommes tous un mix
De particules d’étoiles
D’atomes de silex
De molécules de squales
De cellules de T-Rex

Et d’archéoptéryx
Et comme un paradoxe
Ces espèces disparues
Survivent à travers nous
Nous avons tous en nous
Une immortalité
De trois milliards d’années
Nous avons tous en nous
L’histoire accumulée
De nos pères de nos mères
Depuis l’éternité
L’histoire accumulée
De la terre de la mer
Des nuages et du ciel
De la lune du soleil
De la pierre blanche ou noire
De l’ivoire et du verre
Nous avons tous en nous
L’histoire de l’univers

AZIZ SITEN'K
MA FÉE (FRENCH)
Fée comme Fenké
Fée comme poupée
Fée comme feu
Fée comme flamme
Fée comme femme
Fée comme Phoenix
Fée comme Pixie
Fée comme Leprechaun
Fée comme photo
Fée comme beau- té
Fée comme longévité
Fée comme légendaire
Fée comme l’oiseau volant dans l’air
Fée comme sirène
Fée comme Ange- aile
Fée comme Nymphe
Fée comme Elfe
Fée comme Licorne
Fée comme patronne
Fée comme Esprit
Fée comme Lyres
Fée comme Déesse
Fée comme prouesse
Fée comme signe
Fée comme Djinn
Fée comme tube
Fée comme succube
Fée comme incube
Fée comme chacal
Fée comme cheval
Fée comme chanson
Fée comme dragon
Fée comme bleu turquoise
Fée comme croix
Fée comme nain
Fée comme Diablotin
Fée comme soleil
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Fée comme lune
Fée comme nuit
Fée comme jour
Ma fée, un jour nouveau naît
Un cinquantenaire naît
Ma fée, Brille encore dans les Etoiles,
fécondes encore plus d’Etoiles
illumines encore plus de cinquantenaire
Joyeux anniversaire Ma fée.

MY FAIRY
Fairy like Fenké
Fairy like doll
Fairy like fire
Fairy like flame
Fairy like woman
Fairy like phoenix
Fairy like pixie
Fairy like Leprechaun
Fairy as photo
Fairy like beauty
Fairy like longevity
Fairy as legendary
Fairy like the bird flying in the air
Fairy like mermaid
Fairy like Angel- wing
Fairy like Nymph
Fairy like Elf
Fairy like unicorn
Fairy as patroness
Fairy like Spirit
Fairy like Lyres
Fairy like Goddess
Fairy as a feat
Fairy as a sign
Fairy like Djinn
Fairy like tube
Fairy like succubus
Fairy as incubus
Fairy like jackal
Fairy like horse
Fairy like song
Fairy like dragon
Fairy like turquoise blue
Fairy like cross
Fairy like dwarf
Fairy like Imp
Fairy like sun
Fairy like moon
Fairy like night
Fairy like day
My fairy, a new day is born
A fiftieth birthday is born
My fairy, still shines in the stars,
fruitful even more Stars
illuminate even more than fiftieth
Happy birthday My fairy.

NINFA MARIA
MANGUITAS (SPANISH)
Entre mangas sucias unas manitos
hacen figuras con una lana
otros deditos toman el hilo
resolviendo la doble equis
Pasa el turno al Manguitas
sus dedos torpes
no saben qué hacer con la cuerda
Ya sin salida, se la acapara
corre riendo su fechoría
riendo siempre riendo
mirando hacia arriba
hacia cualquier cosa que no sea
el suelo
-los zapatos son lo de menosTambién huye de la noche
anidado en la plaza
con juegos, siempre riendo
ya no se acompaña de cualquiera
como antes, en la noche adulta
o antes de eso, en la noche familiar
ya no más de esas, las más oscuras
Ahora en otras noches enreda sus lanas
en la amistad
que es cualquier cosa menos una flor
No es una rosa, como una mamá
fresca de día, marchita de noche
víctima de los zapatos
llena de espinas

Ja no exalto primaveres:
Paisatge blanc i buit
A l’erm del ja mai més
On el silenci esdevé paradís perdut.
El suspens és confort
Quan estalvia la catàstrofe
Per omissió.
Sota la neu, el temps
Sota la por, juliols
L’Arcàdia sota el gel
Et in Alaska, ego.

ET IN ALASKA EGO
Ice seals grief
and makes it unreachable,
translucid and cold.
Standing on frost,
I no longer exalt the spring.
A white and empty view
from the nevermore wasteland
where silence becomes
Paradise lost.
Suspense is comforting
when it stops disaster
through omission.
Under the snow, time.
Under the fear, July
Arcady, under the ice
Et in Alaska Ego.

Se olvida de ellas en la amistad
que es cualquier cosa menos una botella
esa que se lleva a los padres a viajar
por el océano
con olas que nunca los devuelven
En la amistad se acojina
ignorando la cuneta fría
compartiendo risas
a veces con una bolsa
la respiración se hace liviana
Ojalá el suelo se acabe para siempre
dice El Manguitas
y nunca más tengamos que usar zapatos

MIRIAM CANO
ET IN ALASKA EGO
(CATALAN)
El glaç segella el dol
I el torna inabastable
Translúcid i fred.
Des del gebre estant
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CHARLY W
FAKO GAYÂ <<ÇA
NE VAS PAS >>
(FRENCH)
"Anh Némée, fa ko Gayâ" << ahh mon
frère, ça ne va pas>>
"Anh Mama, fa ko Gayâ"<< ah mère, ça
ne vas pas>>
Tout autour de toi s’attroupent,
t’acclament
Chantent ton nom, dense, sont
enchantés de te recevoir
A chacun de tes pas sur les marches
Ils font un pas de danse à l’image
Rythmes traditionnelles ou modernes
qui se mêlent
Pour donner la mélodie du chaos
Pour toi c’est si beau
A chacune de ces cérémonies ils sont
là, apprêtés,
tout en bande et aux habits colorés
Te chérissent si fort quand serait jaloux
le ciel
Pourtant ta cérémonie ils n’en ont rien
à foutre
Ton portefeuille fera bien l’affaire
car enfaite leur engouement est à la
hauteur du buffet
S’incline en sous homme, te glorifiant
mais c'est juste pour bouffer
ce besoin qu'a leur panse de dépenser
leur peut de pénsé
Si tu regardes au fond, la vérité est qu’ils
ont faim.
Une étendue d’hommes et de femmes
Une rivière de couleur hystérique
Aux joies et aux éclats épileptiques
Te criant au si haut du ciel, alimentant
ton égo si primitif
Des tambours aux danses des tabous
Ils le font à ta venue et tu es fière de
venir
Inacceptable que le ciel ne se demande
pas ce que l’homme est devenu
Ils espèrent de ta main dirigeante, un
geste tendu
Puisqu’il ne pense que par la panse c’est
le propre du peuple
De leurs mains tendues il n’y aura que
ton geste tordu
dont les repercutions se feront sur leur
progéniture
inoscents qui à la vue de tes cylindrées
restent le doigt tendu
comme l'on indexe un rapinneur des
après l'argent disparu
serieux! ces discours et thématiques leur
sont protocolaire
c'est au mangé qu'il porte grand intérêt
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si tu regarde au fond la vérité est qu'ils
ont faim.
beaucoup torturent leur corps, en
danssant
oubliant qu'ils ont un coeur, en deça
quand j'en parle encore, j'ai la colère qui
m'écorche
tu est la muse de l'euphorie, le pire celà
t'amuse
au lieu d'aider ton peuple à être, à fin que
pour des décenie
qu'ils puissent te chérirent à vie et non
te chérire pour des vivres
la plupart, plastique en main, vont à table
se servire pour embaler
car pour eux un buffet est toujours à
emporter
et tous densent, avec l'intime espoire que
ton portefeuil vas parler
Mr. le juge, ce genre de cérémonie
est une entrave à la liberté de démocratie
car rappelez-vous en "quand la brise fut
venue pas un seul petit
morceau de mouche ou de vermieau"
ouvre les yeux et tu saura qui est ton
peuple
écoute ces cris ,derriere,on dirait le bruit
d'une bête à moitier en vie qui beugle
loin de ce qu'ils disent qu'ils veulent
si tu regarde au fond la verité est qu'ils
ont faim.

WERONIKA
LEWANDOWSKA
CZEREŚNIA (POLISH)
rosnę
rosnę wraz ze skórą
na którą pada deszcz i słońce
wraz z blizną od pierwszego upadku
z drzewa
rosnę wraz z nią
rosnę wraz ze skórą
na której rosną włosy
pod którą rosną piersi
i trudne do zrozumienia
zakazy
tonę w tym bezczasie
w którym zostawiamy
listy do siebie
z przyszłości w których piszemy
ja się nie zmienię
ja się nie zmienię
ja się nie zmienię
w ciebie
gdy Twoje ręce mogły mnie podnieść
latałam tato
gdy Twoje ręce mogły mnie podnieść
nie płakałam dziadku
gdy Twoje ręce sobie przypomnę

czuję się silna jak one
mieszcząc się w dłoni drugiego człowieka
nie czeka się na jutro
czeka się na to aż ktoś
podniesie ciebie do sufitu na
palcach licząc pierwsze lata
na palcach chodząc, gdy drugi człowiek
śpi
uczyliśmy się mierzyć czas od małego
na framudze drzwi
otwarci na każdą porę dnia
której nie nazywaliśmy
na palcach licząc pierwsze poznane
liczby
pierwsze poznanie się na innych
palcem pokazano to co widzieć
i czego nie robić
na palcach pokazane, że jesteśmy młodzi
czy wiesz ręce starzeją się najszybciej?
może dlatego że tyle muszą robić
moje dłonie jeszcze nie dotknęły ziemi
kołysząc się we wszystkim co bezpieczne
jak nigdy później
nawet gdy wchodziłam na najwyższą
gałąź
by zerwać najczerwieńszą dłoń wiśni
w tej czerwieni schować usta
pełne przyjemności
niezarejestrowanej gdy wszyscy
nieobecni
potem zaznaczyć wyczyn
na bluzce
Twoje troski niewyprane
przerysowane o moje cierpienie
wszystko źle zrozumiane
inny zapis chwili po prostu inny zapis
chwili
dopóki nie staniemy się dorośli
jak rośliny, które pną się po budynku
nie zobaczymy, że za dachem jest morze
odpowiedzialności za czyjeś życie
i za własne wybory lekcji
do czasu gdy nie złamiemy obietnicy
wobec
swojej przyszłości że nie staniemy się
tacy
jak wy
zaufaj mi
poznaję świat
a w Twoich oczach są drzwi
i patrzę na dłonie, które nosiły mnie
w powietrze wyrzucały
jak płatki kwiatów
konfetti każdej chwili
zawsze byliśmy bogaci
a te zabawki tworzyły się z kamieni
patyków i wykopanych
w piachu piorunów
wianków i
niewidzialnych rytmów
skakanki czy tej wyliczanki,
która wybierała kto musi coś
zrobić, by stać się bohaterem
chwili ta chwila zawsze będzie
pachnieć burzą dla której
wyłączaliśmy z prądu wszystkie
sprzęty i siedzieliśmy daleko od
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okna
mokła ziemia
dżdżownice
wychodziły i wtedy
moje dłonie
dotykały ziemi
dłubiąc w niej do korzeni
dłubiąc w niej aż do środka
wpadły pestki wiśni i wyrosła
ze wszystkich ubrań moja siostra
zobacz
wchodzę wyżej po gałęzi
stąd widzę wszystko co mnie tworzy
wszystkie pierwsze performensy
dom czeka
góry horyzont ule zioła na strychu
pełne strachów i zakurzonego szkła
i czeka człowiek
którego dłonie dotykają ziemi
w które wkładam moją garstkę
zaciśniętą piąstkę
pięć palców
9 lat
i jeszcze kilka nie wyliczonych
wspomnień
które gdzieś pod moją
pierwszą zmarszczką
rezonują

CHERRIES
I grow
alongside my skin
my sun and rain beaten skin
with the scar from the first time I fell
from a tree
I grow with it
I grow with my skin
my hair grows on it
my breasts grow under it
and with them grow
rules I can’t
understand
I drown in timelessness
here, we leave
letters to each other
we write them from the future
they all say
I won’t change
I won’t change
I won’t change
into you
when your hands could sill lift me
I could fly summer
when your hands could still lift me
I did not cry, grandpa
when I remember your hands
I feel strong like them
if you can fit in someone’s palm
you do not wait for tomorrow
you wait until someone lifts you up to
the ceiling
you count your first years on your fingers
you walk on tiptoes when others sleep

as children, we knew time is kept
with marks on frames for doors
open at all times
but with no names
we counted our first numbers on our
fingers
the first few times we truly saw one
another
they pointed out what we should see with
their fingers
and what not to do
they showed us on their fingers
that we are young
hands age the quickest did you know
that?
must be because they have a lot to do
my hands have yet to touch the ground
they sway with all dangerous things
like never after
even when I climbed to the highest
branch
to pick the reddest handful of cherries
hide my mouthful of pleasure in the
redness
unregistered by all those absent
then mark my quarry
with stains on my shirt
your worries wouldn’t come off in the
wash
worries about my suffering
all misunderstood
it was just another way to keep time

echoing already somewhere under my
first
wrinkle

I look at the hands which carried me
threw me into the air like petals
the confetti of moments
we were always rich in those
our toys were stones
sticks and lightning bolts trapped in sand
flowers garlands and the invisible rhythms
of the rhymes and songs
which we used to pick the next hero of
the day
this moment will always smell of a storm
we’d switch the electricity off
and sit away from the windows
when the ground got wet caterpillars
came out
and my hands touched the earth
dug all the way to the roots
dug all the way through
the cherry stones fell in the hole
and my sister outgrew all her clothes
look
I can climb this branch higher
from here I can see everything that makes
me
all my first performances
home awaits
mountains horizon beehives herbs in
the attic
full of ghosts and dusty glass
a man awaits
he touches the ground with his hands
I put my fist in his palm
my five fingers
nine years old
and still a few memories left
to be counted
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POETIC
INNOVATION
AND ITS
BOT T LENECKS
IN POST -APARTHEID
SOUTH AFRICAN
POETRY

VONANI BILA
Vonani Bila is a poet who writes in Xitsonga and English, founding editor of the Timbila poetry
journal and founder of Timbila Writers’ Village, a rural retreat centre for writers. He teaches
in the Department of Languages at the University of Limpopo. He is a PhD (Creative Writing)
candidate at Wits University. His latest poetry collection is Bilakhulu! Longer Poems.
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T

he explosion of innovation of
post-apartheid poetry in English
is evident in poems that appear to
focus on the everyday lives of people
– a notion observed and articulated
by Njabulo S. Ndebele in his 1986
essay, “Rediscovery of the Ordinary”, published in
his collection Rediscovery of the Ordinary: Essays on
South African Literature and Culture (2006). Ndebele
motivates for a new form of nuanced and complex
writing that reflects the realities of the everyday life
and cultures of the communities of South Africa. This
vision would also serve to promote and preserve
poems that explore downgraded themes that would
not find expression in the mould of rigid resistance
poetics. Ndebele, as Harry Garuba (2008: 9) notes,
argued against “the old poetics of resistance writing,
complete with its template of titanic struggle in an
almost medieval landscape between clearly defined
forces of good and evil, heroes and villains, seemed
inadequate for the new realities that had begun to
emerge.” Post-apartheid poetry is unconstrained by
the range of themes and idioms that had defined
earlier generations. In the essay, “The Discovery of
What It Means to Be an American,” [and an American
writer by extension] James Baldwin (1961: 22)
argues that the writer does not have a fixed society
to describe, and that the individual must fight for
his identity.
Academic and scholar Kelwyn Sole highlights that
the lyric was made to serve a variety of newfound
purposes, as well as reflecting complex and fluctuating
states of consciousness. For example, Joburg poet
Lesego Rampolokeng’s subversive, acerbic and
compressed performance poem, “Welcome to the
new consciousness” (Berold, 2002: 29-30) illustrates
Sole’s point about the new power of lyricism,
musicality, dense imagery and narrative command.

Post-apartheid
poetry is
unconstrained by
the range of themes
and idioms that
had defined earlier
generations.

Welcome to the new consciousness
we utilise everyone
some fertilise the soil
some are food for lies & lice
some’s only toil is in pigsties
Rampolokeng’s poetry, like that of his contemporaries
Seitlhamo Motsapi, Angifi Dladla (1950-2020), Khulile
Nxumalo, Phedi Tlhobolo, Siphiwe ka Ngwenya, and
many others, is primarily inspired by rhythm and
music – traditional, blues and jazz, as well as the
historic and current suffering of Black people here
at home and abroad. Mngoma (1987) cites former
Senegalese president, poet and pioneer of Negritude,
Leopold Senghor’s description of rhythm, which is
so succinct and often applicable to African cultural
expressions and poetry in particular:
Rhythm is the architecture of being, the inner
dynamic that gives it form, the pure expression of
the life force. Rhythm is the vibratory shock, the
force which, through our sense, grips us at the
root of our being. It is expressed through corporal
and sensual means, through lines, surfaces,
colours and volumes in architecture, sculpture
or painting; through accents in poetry and music,
through movements in the dance. But doing this,
rhythm turns all these concrete things towards
the light of the spirit. In the degree to which
rhythm is sensuously embodied, it illuminates
the spirit. (p.200)
Rhythm has the ability to make us hand clap, stamp
foot and vocalise loud and silent songs. In Keorapetse
Kgositsile’s lyrical poem, “If I Could Sing” (2002), the
jazz poet celebrates the rhythms of struggle, nature
and sweet love, often with the subtle influence of
his mother tongue Setswana.
I want to remain
Wild
Like a young song
Unleashed
Aspiring
To the serenity
Hour
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In which not a single leaf
Stirs above
Water stone and tree
If I could sing
Like Neruda I would
Weave a song about
The size of your worldwide heart. (p.100)
This quality of orality as written performance can also
be found in Tlhobolo’s dub poem “Mental Explosion”
(Berold, 2002: 198-199), which is fashioned along
the lines of serious Black diasporic poets such as
Amiri Baraka (1934-2014), Linton Kwesi Johnson and
Benjamin Zephania’s poetics of resistance:
there’s a war
there’s a revolution
a mental explosion
oh power and hunger
murder and crime
oh music of our time
is electric shock
oh peace of our time
is AIDS and rape
AIDS and rape is a misery (p.198)
This kind of poetic innovation, as Sole (2013: 105)
characterises it, includes the poet’s ability to broaden
their scope in terms of subject matter, perspective and
form. Arguably, for most Black poets, this innovation
builds on what Black Consciousness (BC) poets of the
1970s and 1980s have worked on stylistically as well
as in reflecting the socio-political circumstances of
the oppressed. It is a continuation of performancebased text within the realm of experimental BC
poetry of Sipho Sepamla (1932-2007), Mafika Gwala
(1946-2014) and Don Mattera that fused flytaal and
tsotsitaal (slightly similar to what Ike Mboneni wangu
Muila and Isabella Motadinyane have done with their
isicamtho and performance poetry).
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Chris van Wyk (1957-2014), a poet of the 1980s
from Johannesburg mainly known for his overly
anthologised poem of extreme horror and outrage
“In Detention” (2020: 43) was a remarkable with BC
affinities. His collection, It is Time to Go Home, was
published when he was 22 and won him the Olive
Schreiner Prize. I consider his poem “On Learning
Sotho” (2020: 45) an example of an innovative
work. It is original, has a direct address and open to
vernacular and oratorical expressions, with controlled
lines:
I was a young Sotho boy then
a baby wetting a layette of words
and all of you laughed boisterously
when I swore at myself
not knowing the difference then
between ‘nna’ and ‘wena’.
And I’d impress all the ladies
with ‘dumela ausi!’
or ‘moratiwa’ when I was randy.
Dladla weaves through wry humour and combines
that with a mix of languages, including Ki-Swahili.
His poem “Poet’s Report to Fifa” (2018) is an example:
It felt like an African wedding: Bride
challenges bridegroom for a dance; crowds
ululate and whistle.
Zuri sana, we all dance and win! (p.80)
Ingrid de Kok, known for her critical poems about
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission is another
solid South African poet. Her poem “Today I Do Not
Love My Country” (2012: 129) has an arresting title.
Fellow South African poet Antjie Krog points out that
De Kok’s poem chronicles human behaviour and
public concerns in post-apartheid South Africa. It
is an example of an antagonistic lyric, critical of the
highly vaunted rainbowism and its architect “Saint”
Nelson Mandela. It is not a typical exaction of history
or anthropology. It is imaginative with such haunting
vividness.
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It remembers the past not in a valorising fashion. It
catalogues the excesses of power abuse and social
ills such as widespread corruption, xenophobia,
breakdown of moral compass/force, and poverty that
have gripped South Africa. The poem is presented in
brushstroke words. Every word and phrase used is
not wasted, and this technical mastery contributes to
the musicality of the poem, internal coherence and
the poem’s creative intelligence. It is rhythmic, full of
irregular metaphor and sarcastic. It is a good example
of a well-crafted post-apartheid political lament.

with English as the base language, opening himself
to all sorts of interpretations and vulnerabilities. The
politics are certainly present, as is the case in the
vibrant leaping poetry of most South African poets
such as Mxolisi Nyezwa, Ayanda Billie and Mangaliso
Buzani, who attach the power of functionality and
“variousness” to poetry as art. Oa Magogodi’s poem
illustrates:
seasons chopped & changed

Today I do not love my country.

jampas around stofo sa malahla
(at dusk around the coal stove)

It is venal, it is cruel.

tales were told

Lies are open sewers in the street.

of men fleeing homes

Threats scarify the walls.

in flight from the wrath of maburu
(boers)

The multiplicity of languages evident in Kgafela
oa Magogodi’s narrative-lyrical poem “Ndofaya”
(Chapman, 2018: 351), which, like Sepamla and Ike
Muila’s surrealist poetry, is often littered with tsotsitaal
– the language of tsotsis (thugs), common people.
The use of tsotsitaal indicates the poet’s ability to
record, transmit and translate the everyday cultural
experiences and disappearing historical moments
of township dwellers to practically challenge the
tyranny of the colonial project which considers
English the monolithic language. Oa Magogodi’s
fascinating poem “Ndofaya” captures life as it is lived
everyday by people without the deliberate intention
of politicking. Stylistically, Oa Magogodi partly adopts
no-holds barred lyricist Benjamin Zephania’s poetic
licence as exemplified in the poem, “According to
My Mood” (1994).
I have poetic licence, i wriTe thE way i waNt.
i drop my full stops where i like…
MY CAPITAL LeteRs go where i liKE, (p. 24)
i order from MY PeN, i verse the way i like
Yes, post-apartheid life in the townships and villages
of South Africa is harsh, and as Horwitz (2009: 7)
points out, it is characterised by mass unemployment,
coarse materialism, widespread sexual and criminal
violence, large-scale corporate and state corruption
and deadly epidemics of HIV/AIDS and tuberculosis.
And now, the disastrous Covid-19, wanton looting
and crass consumerism. Oa Magogodi thus provides
a portrait in fragmented fashion of a township with
digestible social and historical facts layered with wry
humour. He writes with flair in distinct township lingo,

in jozi got my first sight of lekgowa
(Johannesburg; whitey)
i trembled cried ducked
behind my mother’s skirt

Despite South
Africa’s wealth
of languages, the
canonical voices of
poetry in the land
are usually those
that write in English
(and of course its
variants).
Billie (2019: 43) carries on this trajectory of embracing
multilingualism to amplify the township register within
the many kinds of English, and articulates disgust at
the neglect of the poor by the ruling class.
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His “communal” lament, “No time for amagwijo”, does
not care about “standard English” and illustrates the
necessity of handling post-apartheid poetry conscious
of class, gender, race and linguistic sensibilities.
president
i have no time for a song
for dolo phezulu(knee up [as in toyi-toyi
dance])
for viva chief yam (my leader)
wathint’ abafazi wathinti imbokodo
Stylistically, Cape Town-based poet and
mathematician Karen Press is aesthetically ahead
of many poets. Her intelligent and skilfully written
poem “incarnate eternity” (Berold, 2002: 163) is
experimental in its typography, organic form, an
example of imagist impulse and practice at work as
articulated by paragons of Imagism, namely, Ezra
Pound, Hilda Doolitle, Amy Lowell and William Carlos
Williams among others. It is an admixture of styles,
intersecting realities – both metaphysical and real
– and these are enhanced with borrowings from
modernism and post-modernism. The images, as if
painted with oils on canvass, are unusual and gripping
as exemplified by the passage below:
blood is good for you
it is above all something red and liquid
like a strawberry in a shaft of sunlight
This heightened sense of imagination (and ambiguity
for that matter), sometimes wild and unusual, can be
observed in Buzani’s subtle yet complex poem “Sick
words” (2018: 32)
Sick words are renting
the inside of my head
my soul has become a rude landlord
who always swears at my ears
scaring my bones saying
one day I will throw you outside
There are several aspects that attract me to Buzani’s
poetry, chief among them is his ability to amplify
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ordinary life and objects to narrate a refreshing tale
of depression and trauma. Penfold (2020) notes that
coupled with this expression of Romanticism, a pairing
made explicit from the very first poem of "A Naked
Bone", is a belief in the power of family and love.
Domestic life provides a sense of purpose that may
not overcome sadness but does at least hold it at bay.
Despite facing the odds of poverty and bereavement,
Buzani [or the persona in his poetry] does not lose
faith and hope in life. He continues to value family
as in the image-led poem “To my family”:
Today I will paint my house
with warm colours
I will paint the table
for six elbows
three chairs
for the three bums
[...]
I’ll paint my love for you
your faces before my face
smiling
because you never smiled for me
always a sour sugar
always a sweet salt
a sadness I cannot tell. (p. 44)
Stylistically, Buzani explores, in minimalist fashion, the
simple objects and everyday elements of his life, using
strikingly simple language to articulate the complexity
of life, serenity of nature and infinity of possibilities
that life presents. The memorable images in his best
poems are generally organic and true to his Eastern
Cape township environment. Though some images
are a little quirky, the prose poems are dreamlike,
vacillating between the physical and spiritual states,
with a feathery sensibility, told with deft rhythmic
control, and considerable panache. Like most Black
poets from the margins of existence, Buzani’s poetry
is an evocation of the chilling township life without
sugar-coating or being vinegary. His poems are full
of unusual images which are progressively distorted
through associative leaps.
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There is a surreal tendency through the repetition
of parts of sentences which shows the influence
of Spanish poets. He exposes the hypocrisy that
underpins much of his encounter with local and world
affairs. In Buzani’s world of poetry:
everyday objects and articles, symbols and
ornaments are injected with life by unravelling
their multiple dimensions and relevance in
life from unaccustomed angles. Bones, frogs,
sea-dogs, Christ, bread, clouds, plants, dirt etc
become enduring and are accorded meaning
beyond the surface. These materials – some
unpromising objects, others ethereal, are sources
of the poet’s creative impulse and meditation.
They are the coded symbols that best represent
the personal and collective memories and
imaginings of what it means, at least for the poet,
to live on the fringes of South Africa. (Interview
with Vonani Bila, 2020).
Buzani doesn’t only write in English. His isiXhosa
poetry is equally captivating. He has won the 2015
South African Literary Award (SALA) for Ndisabhala
Imibongo (Imbizo, 2014), his debut IsiXhosa collection.
One poem that I have read countless times, especially
as we remember Steve Biko, is “Igazi lika-Biko” (Biko’s
Blood).
Gazi elimnyama
Izwe likaQamata liyaphalala
Siselusizini
Iinyawo zixinge emahlwilini egazi
Sincokola ngabafi
Wamkayo uXolani Johnson
Gazi likaBiko
Iphelile intembeko
Nab’ ubuntu bunyamalala
O! Ndiyamoyika urhulumente wam
Wathengisa ngezwe lam
Andikwazi nokuphefumla

Innovative poets from the BC generation (Mongane
Wally Serote, Mafika Gwala, Sipho Sepamla, Ingoapele
Madingoane, Don Mattera, Maishe Maponya to name
but a few) and post-apartheid Black poets often
incorporate forms of “street language” - meaning
borrowing words and phrases from the country’s
other 10 languages to voice out their text. They
excel in writing in accessible English and set their
work for performance. Brown (1998: 174), echoing
Chapman, who has written extensively about these
poets, asserts:
Soweto poets sought poetic models in traditional
African forms (particularly izibongo), in jazz
and blues music, African-American verse, the
rhetoric of the political platform, and even plain
speech. The poems were mostly expressed in
English, reflecting the BC wariness about using
indigenous languages that might deepen the
tribal fissures promoted by apartheid.
While there is recognition of this poetic innovation
that tries to create a sense of South Africanness,
this innovation - meaning originality and creativity
in poetry - is sadly limited by the unavailability of
publishing opportunities for writers and poets who
work in indigenous South African languages, except
for the “narrow” school market. The translation
industry in South Africa and the rest of Africa is
generally under-developed when compared with
the European nations like Finland, a country with
a population of 5.2 million. Mark Waller (2013:
181) argues: “By the late 1930s, when statistics on
book publishing started, the were some 1,500 titles
published in Finnish a year. In 2005 there were nearly
14,000 titles published in Finland, of which about
11,500 were Finnish titles and the rest translated
titles, mainly from English.” This Finnish experience
contrasts with South Africa, a country with over 60
million. In South Africa, poverty, low levels of literacy
and underdevelopment of the majority, including their
indigenous languages and cultures are some of the
inhibiting factors to the growth and development of
the translation industry. Chapman (2018: xxii) argues:
The economics of publishing in South Africa,
taken together with the limited multilingualism of most of the citizenry, dictate that, as
the language of state, commerce, and higher
education, English is increasingly the most
influential medium of communication in the arts
and culture. Although it is easy to object to this,
it is not easy to retreat into language difference in
a society that has to emerge from the enforced
‘differences’ of its apartheid past.

Kulonopotyi wam.
The lack of investment in indigenous writing in South
Africa is shocking.
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While France has more than 200 literary magazines,
South Africa has less than 20 active magazines, and
most publish in English. Without diminishing the
aesthetic value of poetry in English, what is disturbing
is that bias towards English as a monolithic language
results in further promotion and development of this
language from far-distant islands. As a result of this
bias, literary works in English and to some extent
Afrikaans get promoted in the media, bookshops
and libraries.
With the absence of ample publishing opportunities,
“poetry is being kept alive mainly on websites,
through ‘spoken-word’ performances, and - especially
as far as innovative or ‘difficult’ poetry is concerned
- by a number of small, independent publishers,
who generally lack resources. Nevertheless, the
quality of the poetry remains high” (Sole: 2012: 12).
The independent publishers Sole refers to include
Nyezwa’s outfit Imbizo Arts of South Africa that
continues to publish the multilingual magazine
Kotaz, Robert Berold’s Deep South in Makhanda,
Allan Horwitz’s Botsotso Publishing in Johannesburg,
Timbila Poetry Project in Elim, Colleen Higgs’ Modjadji
Publishing in Cape Town and, recently, Nick Mulgrew’s
poetry press Uhlanga and Vangile Gantsho and Sarah
Godsell’s Pan-African feminist Impepho Press in
Tshwane. These are poets and publishers who care
about poetry; they say something deep and profound,
instead of running around calling themselves poets
and looking for fame.
There are few poetry books in translation across
the 11 South African languages. Fewer attempts
to connect lovers of South African poetry have
been made such Ankunft Einess Weiteren Tages
(Afrika Wunderhorn, 2013), an anthology of poetry
compiled and edited by Indra Wussow, with German
translations rendered by Sylvia Geist. The featured
poets in the book are Gabeba Baderoon, myself,
Rustum Kozain, Oa Magogodi, Mbali Kgosidintsi,
Charl-Pierre Naude, Karim Schimke and Phillippa
Yaa de Villiers. Another anthology that showcases
excellent South African poetry in translation is Denis
Hirson’s French’s whopping 227 page-long anthology
Pas de blessure, pas d’histoire: Poemes d’Afrique du Sud
1996-2013, published as a special issue of the journal
Bacchanales in 2013.
In her editor’s note to New England Review Vol. 43,
which featured a poetry section by some South African
poets, the editor Carolyn Kuebler (2017: 6) asked the
question: “Why are South African authors we know
best - those who won the Nobel Prize in literature,
for instance - white, while the country’s majority
is black? I imagined that in the wake of apartheid
there would be poems and stories translated from
all of the nation’s eleven official languages, just ready
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to be gathered up and published, or at least we’d
find a wealth of work from Zulu, which is spoken by
nearly a quarter of the population.” Reasons for this
stunted growth and development of literature in
South Africa’s indigenous languages can be attributed
to oppression, poverty, stunted educational system
and few opportunities for publishing. Hirsons (2014:
19) argues that “barriers as thick as coiled razor wire
have historically obstructed literary exchange across
languages in South Africa, and it will no doubt still
be a long time before this situation changes in any
radical way”.
Despite South Africa’s wealth of languages, the
canonical voices of poetry in the land are usually
those that write in English (and of course its variants).
The celebrated political poets, including the BC
voices: Serote, Gwala, Sepamla, to poets of the 1980s
and 1990s Rampolokeng, Dladla, Nyezwa, Motsapi, to
the contemporary voices of this time Koleka Putuma,
Gabeba Baderoon, Saaleha Bamjee, Nkateko Masinga,
Lebo Mashile, Napo Masheane, write and perform
mainly in English. So, perhaps the innovation that
Sole speaks about is often limited to works in South
African English.
Poets like Ronelda Kamfer, Nathaan Trantraal,
Maahlamela, Phomelelo Machika, Uhuru Phalafala,
Linda ka Ndlovu, Sabata-mpho Mokae, Mangaliso
Buzani, Billie, Mphutlane wa Bofelo, Moses Mtileni,
Enoch Shishenge, Nyezwa and myself write in mother
tongue and English. I call these wordsmiths poets
and not spoken word artists or street poets because
few people have little regard for spoken word artists.
They are seen as clowns and are ghettoised by the
academy and not taken seriously. As in Madingoane’s
best poems such as “Africa My Beginning, Africa my
Ending” and “Black Trial”, I vacillate between two or
three languages in one poem, as can be observed in
the poem “Ancestral Wealth” (2015).
Hhmmm, hmmmm!
And papa, when she came to your three quarter
bed
Daniel Risimati Bila the son of Dayimani and
N’wa-Zulu
Had packed for good
Papa, your room was filled with cold air
Misty cloudy smog covered the room at 1 a.m.
Mama says you didn’t hit or kick the walls
violently
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As you wrestled with the monster
Kwalaho ndzi n’wi longa (Then I laid out his
body)
Ndzi koka minkumba ndzi zola milenge (I
removed blankets and elevated his legs)
Ndzi lola mavoko ya longoloka na yena (I
elevated his hands and arms along his body)
Ndzi vuyetela mahlo (I gently closed his eyes
with a simple touch)
Ndzi n’wi sula xikandza (I wiped down his face)
A hlambile a nga se etlela (He had bathed
before bedtime) (p.31)
The success of this long poem “Ancestral Wealth”,
first published in 2013, includes being translated into
French and anthologised in more than five books,
including Our Ghosts Were Once People: Stories on
Death and Dying (Jonathan Ball, 2021), which is edited
by Bongani Kona. It is sad though that this poem is
not available in any of the 11 official languages of
South Africa. Poet and founder of Nhlalala Publishing,
Moses Mtileni from Nkuri-Tomu outside Giyani, who
translated Peter Horn’s selected poems into Xitsonga
without state funding, was passionately working on
the translation of “Ancestral Wealth” to Xitsonga
before his tragic death in 2019.
Besides relishing the political and social meaning like
land dispossession, post-apartheid South African
poems explore, in addition to disillusionment and
lament, poems about music, the imaginative power of
language, bodies/sexuality, concerns about language,
space, landscape, history/geo-politics and universal
themes like death, gender role expectations, sexism,
racism and crime.
In the past, I have translated poems from English to
Xitsonga and vice versa. While translating the works
of Risimati Ali Mathonsi, a tough and committed poet
and doyen of Xitsonga who died in 2016 before
uniting speakers of Xitsonga-Xichangani on the
continent, I realised how neglected the translation
industry was, especially of literary works. I noticed that
even the key classical works like Negritude theorist
Aime Cessaire’s long anti-colonial poem Notebook of a
Return to My Native Land (1995); the late South Africa’s
Poet Laureate Mazisi Kunene’s epic poem, Anthem of
the Decades (1981); his replacement as Poet Laureate
who is also late, Kgositsile’s If I Could Sing (2002),
Max Marhanele’s Xitsonga collection Marhambu ya
Nhloko (2005), revolutionary lyricist Mattera’s Azanian

Love Song (1983) or the Afro-American revolutionary
Baraka’s Somebody Blew Up America & Other Poems
(2003) have not been translated to any of the 11
official South African languages, let alone attracting
in-depth scholarship. As for Mathonsi, he believed in
asserting African languages and the power of poetry
as an inherent cultural expression to humanise people
beyond the narrow geographical confines. Mathonsi
wrote poems and articles in Xitsonga, Tshivenda and
English, in addition to speaking several South African
languages as well as Kiswahili and a bit of Arabic. In
as much as he loved his Xitsonga poetry, he read
widely, ranging from Federico García Lorca, Pablo
Neruda of Chile, Okot P Bitek of Uganda, Mahmoud
Darwish and Ghassan Zaqtan of Palestine.
This is the same belief that Shatale-based poet
Goodenough Mashego has always displayed, reading
widely and making noise about Sepulana language
to be taught in the school curriculum and resourced
properly by government before extinction. Mashego
is the editor of Bantu Letters (2011), an anthology
of Mpumalanga indigenous poetry, publisher
of Ten Workers Media and founder member of
Mapulana Writers’ Association. Maahlamela from
Mankweng outside Polokwane vacillates between
Sepedi, Khelobedu and English. He makes the same
noise about the denigration of indigenous African
languages such as Queen Modjadji – the rain queen’s
Khelobedu. He wrote his first four books in Sesotho
sa Lebowa (Sepedi), namely: Moswarataukamariri, Tša
Borala, Sejamoledi and Ditlaboanyane.
Maahlamela’s mission is, among others, to keep
the kiba poetic tradition alive and promote African
languages through translation, performance and
other scholarly endeavours. Like Matete Motsoaledi
(1980-2020), Moses Seletisha and Mikhomazi
Ngobeni (1972-2009), Maahlamela has made it a
norm to write in his mother tongue, arguing that no
language other than the one he masters can represent
him effectively. Indeed, no one can claim to be more
proficient in any other language than their mother
tongue. “Much as I think I speak Sesotho sa Lebowa,
in essence, Sesotho sa Lebowa speaks me out to the
world,” Maahlamela postulates. His signature praise
poem “Moitheti” (2014) illustrates his unwavering
dedication to his mother language, perhaps an act
of cultural decolonisation and defiance against the
hegemony of English and its neo-liberal practices.
Sepedi se re motšheku ga a itshekole,
Nna ke re nka itšhekola,
Nka itheta la šala le beile mokganya phatleng,
Nna Moitheti seilagoretwa
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Ka re go retwa ke tšhaba go senyeletšwa.
Sa lena ahlamang ke le leše mamapo a boreti
Le tsebo itatswa menwana. (p.239)
Sadly, post-apartheid poetry, especially on university
and college campuses, like poetry by young people
(and the old that refuse to grow) in the US, is facing
serious challenges of authenticity, influence and
originality because of the advent of Slam. Medina
(2001: xix), observes:
Poetry has taken a [similar] plunge with the
advent of the Slam. The Slam pits poets against
one another in gladiator-like scenarios where
they compete for chump change and prestige,
judged by a select group of audience members
(sometimes consisting of other poets, most times
not). Too often in this arena poetry is not what
matters, but performance - how well one can
recite a line or two, no matter how backward
or banal. A cat cold read the phone book and,
if his or her voice hits the right note, their facial
expression caught mid-strain in the glare of the
spotlight, as if in mid-shit, they just may slam
their way to the top of the (dung) heap. Here,
poetry is cheap, is cheapened.
This kind of poetry, Medina points out, is in sharp
contrast with Langston Hughes’ notion that “the
prerequisite for writing is having something to say”.
In contrast to the previous decades of the 1970s
and 1980s, Hlongwane (2001: 199) argues that in
the 1980s these (poetic) activities took place against
the background of a “permanent” state of emergency:
bannings, harassment of the press, and the
ever-growing military presence in the townships as
well as growing commercialisation and appropriation
of the arts by the government controlled television.
Horwitz (2009) supports this notion:
In the past we [poets] had to deal with deep
seated repression; Afrikaner Calvinism and
African feudal polygamy were both rigid,
conservative modes of living, and though
seemingly adversarial, held many points of
congruity. Post-apartheid period has also been
characterised by mass unemployment, coarse
materialism, widespread sexual and criminal
violence, large-scale corporate and state
corruption and deadly epidemics of HIV/AIDS
and tuberculosis. As a result, there is a national
sense of buoyancy mixed with despair. (p.7)

CONCLUSION
Mphutlane Wa Bofelo (2017) contends that
post-apartheid South African poetry is preoccupied
with despair and pessimism, disillusionment, and Sole
(2012: 121) further states that poems in the first two
decades of South African democracy appeared to
focus on the contradictory, “everyday” lives of people;
examined issues pertaining to gender and sexuality;
highlighted the HIV/AIDS crisis; and criticised the
wave of consumerism that was engulfing the country.
Despite the continued marginalisation of poetry and
anti-Blackness tendencies in post-apartheid South
African cultural landscape which is characterised by
poor reading habits, lack of investment in African
language education and scant support for literature
in indigenous languages, poets on the edge such as
Nyezwa, Billie and Buzani from the Eastern Cape
may be disillusioned, but are not utterly discouraged.
Nyezwa continues to produce Kotaz, an independent
literary magazine similar to Botsotso, Timbila, Imbiza
or the now-defunct Staffrider, and manages the
Imbizo Arts of SA in New Brighton, which conducts
community-orientated writing programmes.
In fact, Nyezwa, Billie and Buzani have won the South
African Literary Award for poetry. They are also active
members and co-founders of the Uncwadi Writers
Association which organises the annual Mandela
Book Fair. The activities of these poets suggest the
healthy nature of poetry in the country, especially
on the fringes of our literary landscape - in the
townships, villages and informal settlements and in
the languages of those who inhabit such places of
material squalor and creative wealth. They have kept
serious and refreshing poetry alive in both spoken
word format and on the page, as well as creating
space for other poets to have their voices heard
through their publishing platforms.
Overall, it is clear that freedom in South Africa has
not brought about the good life that the masses were
promised in 1994. The comrades in office, who live in
town and drive big cars, have failed to critically read
Okot p’Bitek’s poem “Song of Ocol” nor embraced a
Pan-African outlook of the world.
Tell me
My friend and comrade,
Do you remember
The night of uhuru
When the celebration drums throbbed
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And men and women wept with joy

For life,

As they danced in salute

Thieves and robbers

To the national flag?

Must be hanged,

Did someone tell you

Disloyal elements

That on the morning of uhuru

Must be detained without trial … (p.62-63)

The dew on the grass
Along the village pathways
Would turn into gold,
To be collected by the women
Going to the well
To fetch water,
Or by the early morning hunters
Laying traps for the duikers
At the water holes?
And the leaves
Of the olam tree
That fall off
At the start of the droughts,
Did you dream
That the leaves
Would become banknotes
And be scattered by the wind

As we head towards South Africa’s local government
elections next month, Benjamin Leshoai’s article “Postindependence Africa through the eyes of African
writers and poets” reminds us of the wise counsel of
President Nkwame Nkrumah of Ghana, who at dawn
on 8 April 1961 addressed his nation about the need
to safeguard their new-found liberation. Nkrumah,
aka Osadyefo – Africa’s Saviour, said:
"In accordance with the cherished customs of
our fathers, whereby advice is sought or given
at early dawn, I have come to the microphone
this early morning to share some thoughts with
you …. It is most important to remember that
the strength of the Convention People’s Party
derives from the masses of the people. These
men and women include those whom I have
constantly referred to as the unknown warriors –
dedicated men and women who serve the party
loyally and selflessly without hoping for reward.
It is therefore natural for the masses to feel some
resentment when they see comrades whom
they put into power and … [gave] the mandate
to serve the country on their behalf, begin to
forget themselves and indulge in ostentatious
living. High party officials, ministers, ministerial
secretaries, chairmen of statutory boards and
corporations must forever bear this in mind.
We must avoid any conduct that will breed
antagonism and uneasy relations."
Nkrumah is loud and clear, but the politicians don’t
listen. Voters are taken for granted. That’s why
Vonani Bila, son of a peasant who lives far away
from the tarred road, and whose language Xitsonga
is undermined, is angry.

Among the villagers?
We have property
And wealth,
We are in power,
Trespassers must be jailed
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"The use of Afrikan print fabric motifs and material seeks to add sense of contemporaneity to my work. The use of leopard
fabric shows that Africans have always had queens and kings before the settlers came to our shores. The leopard skin
represents royalty and the highest order of lineage in my culture."
- Chepape Makgato
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FROM
DECOLONISING
THE SELF TO
LIBERATING THE
SENSES

ZULEIKA BIBI SHEIK
Zuleika Bibi Sheik is a poet, yogi and lecturer in Sociology – Black Studies and Intersectionality
at the University of Portsmouth, UK. As a South African scholar of Indian descent, her work
centers on onto-epistemological re-existence and collective liberation
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The rains were so late that year. But throughout that hot, dry summer those black storm clouds clung in thick
folds of brooding darkness along the low horizon. There seemed to be a secret in their activity, because each
evening they broke the long, sullen silence of the day, and sent soft rumbles of thunder and flickering slicks of
lightening across the empty sky. They were not promising rain. They were prisoners, pushed back, in trapped
coils of boiling cloud. ~ Bessie Head, Maru (2010: 221)

I

ndaba comrades, let us take stock; as we sit here
with nothing but thin air, the spray of mist our
only reminder that there once was a “rainbow
nation”. A useful metaphor during turbulent
times. Rainbows by their nature are not meant
to last and can only be seen under very specific
conditions: the sun has to be behind us, it also has
to be low in the sky and there has to be rain, mist or
water droplets in front of us to refract light creating
the iridescent colours. In other words, where we are
positioned matters. It has become viscerally clear,
in the month of July 20211, that the majority have
constant clouds raining poverty overhead, covered
in a never-ending thick fog of precarity and survival,
and those lucky enough to have jobs leave home
before sunrise and return well after it has set. For
this majority, there is no rainbow; the native South
African remains “a pariah in the land of his [her/their]
birth” (Plaatje, 2007 [1916]: 21).
Black Sun2
Clouds hang low
blanketing those beneath
in dusk’s golden glow
we stand
black silent spikes
like those on the walls
prisoning
homes
in
Chatsworth
Umlazi
Lamontville
Phoenix
KwaMashu
Wentworth
Cato Manor
in our thousands
common, innocuous
stoic statues
in deep meditation
we wait

as the last rosy ray
of sun’s dying wish
lands upon the tip
of our iklwa3
inspirited
we shiver and shake
galvanizing swiftly
we melt and murmur
one after the other
until there is no
one or other
wings fan feathers
countless ihawu4
pierce the skies
maneuver left
we di(v)e
ascend right
how can we survive?
black suns of the night
whose irises shine stars
mistaken for gems
eye for an eye
bleeds blood diamonds
as we cry,
“where are our stolen fathers?”
Clouds hang low
blanketing those beneath
in dusk’s golden glow
as the star-lings take flight

PROPERTIES OF THE SELF5
Come, asihambe ndawonye6 comrade.

1 In July 2021 social unrest broke out in my home province KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng (South Africa) following the arrest of former president Jacob Zuma. A spark which
ignited a powder keg resulting in rioting, looting, murder and violence, fueled by harsh lockdowns, unemployment and extreme inequality worsened by the COVID19 pandemic.
The worst violence experienced since the end of Apartheid, lives were lost with stoking’s of a race war between the Indian and Black communities.
2 All poems in the article are by the author.
3 A note on translations: translations are provided for words in isiZulu and Tamil. Whilst I assume many readers will already know the meaning, I provide the translations to
make evident the process of learning each other across non-dominant differences. In particular the isiZulu words have been part of a learning journey by being together where
the translation and its use was decided in conversation with an isiZulu speaker. It is also done to convey meaning to non-isiZulu speakers.
iklwa – meaning short spear
4 IsiZulu – Nguni shield
5 Stefano Harney & Fred Moten All Incomplete (2021: 33).
6 In isiZulu meaning ‘let’s walk together’
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Recent events have brought to the fore the critical
need for us to address our colonial wounds, beginning
with a decolonising of the self (Sheik, 2020). In order
to enflesh (see Spillers, 1987; Copeland, 2010;
Hurtado, 2019) ourselves back into being of and
from the earth, we first need to acknowledge the
depth of colonial logics we have internalised and the
degrees of separation we have come to take as given.
As we reflect comrades, let us begin with the question
of what has really been stolen? The opening line
to Stefano Harney and Fred Moten’s All Incomplete
(2021: 13) reads: “The first theft shows up as rightful
ownership.” They go on to delineate this ownership
through two mutually constitutive strands: private
property and the self. You see, comrade, in order to
own pieces of the earth we need to first separate
ourselves from it.
We need to claw out the ochre from our skins,
drain the waters from our eyes and douse the fire
in our souls, so we may take ownership of ourselves
as individuals. Whilst, during colonization and by
extension apartheid, our bodies were marked as
“property that can flee” (Harney & Moten, 2021:
17) through slavery, indenture, the dompas, arrest,
kidnap; where we were owned, traded, bought, sold,
tortured; our cages imposed upon by the overlords,
plantation owners, baas, landlords; these days
through this self-owning individuation we choose
our cages becoming private property, individuals,
consumers, and as such we begin to extract, harm
and steal from ourselves, from others and from earth.
Trapping ourselves we hawk our time for currency to
buy back our freedom from apartheid’s coffers. Yet,
our freedom can never be granted by those systems
whose laws and acts require us as slaves and the
extraction of the life of earth.
There is no freedom to be found in the shopping
malls, at the bottom of trolleys, in aisle number four
nor five, at the tills or through smashed store-fronts.
Where some pay cash and others don’t pay at
all, both are acts of ownership, of taking for the
individual. You see, comrade, “[t]he moment you
say it is mine because I worked on it [or for it] and
improved it, or you say that I am me because I
worked on myself and improved myself, you start
a war. And by misattributing that initiation of this
war to nature, you then codify this war as the (anti)
social contract” (Harney & Moten, 2021: 32). What
has really been stolen is the flesh from our bones,
the flesh that identified us as pieces belonging to the
earth, belonging to each other. “All property is loss
because all property is the loss of sharing” (Harney
& Moten, 2021: 14).
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When we start this journey of decolonising the self
and healing, the loss can often feel debilitating.
We are losing the “properties of the self” (Harney
& Moten, 2021: 33) we have been accumulating;
those temporary wound dressings which the ego
so calculatingly placed. These “properties of the
self”, race, religion, gender, sexuality, class, disability
and their intersecting oppressions of the individual,
are only ever constituted through the imposition of
colonial logics (Lugones, 2007, Harney & Moten,
2021). These are “the master’s tools”7 of continued
self-improvement 8 which have gentrified our
existence from “private property which flees” to
private property which accumulates. Put another
way, where these intersections were meant to name
our struggles, we have come to be defined by them;
where we identify with it as part of our being. This
is the trap of representation, we begin to mimic the
modern/colonial order (Vázquez, 2020), we compete,
loot, horde, accumulate, stockpile, take more than
we need; when questioned, we point fingers, navel
gaze and blame each other; we withdraw into our
bleeding, tortured, aching bodies; seeking refuge by
dressing it up, drinking it down, masking its scent,
gorging our stomachs, binging our eyes and still the
longing never subsides, the pain does not relent and
the colonial wound festers.

ENFLESHING9 POETRY
We are a people “bearing trans-generational trauma,
widespread mental illness and extreme levels of
violence” (Ndlovu, 2020: 14). We have been maimed
by cycles of abuse unable to flee, to become fugitive;
the dehumanisation has stripped us of our stories, our
indigeneity, culture, languages, rituals and traditions,
ancestors and kin. As a private-propertied-self we
have in its place “the self-justifying mythologies of
the perpetrators” (Morales, 1998: 4). In Medicine
Stories Aurora Levins Morales (1998: 4) makes a key
connection between abuse and collective oppression,
stating that “abuse is the local eruption of systematic
oppression and oppression the accumulation of
millions of small systemic abuses”. As if foretelling
the reality of post-apartheid South Africa, she goes
on to say that this abuse, inexplicable in the face of
“humanity”, must either be explained away i.e., the
rainbow nation or “we accept that we are less than
human and lose ourselves, and our capacity to resist,
in the experience of victimhood” (Morales, 1998: 4).

7 See Lorde, A. 2017 [1979]. The Master’s Tools Will Never Dismantle the Master’s House. Penguin Classics, UK.
8 Following Harney & Moten (2021: 33) self-improvement is understood here as the individual created in order to enter into the anti(social) contact. This self-improving
individual then begins to accumulate properties which it can put to work.
10 In Enfleshing Freedom, liberation theologian M. Shawn Copeland (2010) uses enfleshing to explain how the connection between the brutalization of black bodies under
slavery and their denied freedom, attends not only to the dead but also to those of their living descendants. In this article enfleshing is used to speak of the spirits of those
who have departed with their freedom denied, as well as to us, the living descendants who possessed by these spirits, carrying their and our wounds on our bodies, unaware
that the remedy is to be found in the flesh.
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When we start
this journey of
decolonising the
self and healing,
the loss can often
feel debilitating.
Let us tend to our wounds, comrades. The healing
must begin. We start with the flesh. Not the
animated skeletal corpse of the private-propertiedself, modernity’s anatomical body, who is enclosed
in “the generalized conditions of earthlessness
(separation from Earth), worldlessness (separation
from communities) and contemporaneity (the loss of
relational time)” (Vázquez, 2020: 155). In decolonising
the self, we soften and journey inwards and touch
the mnemonic body – the one who remembers
(Chávez & Vázquez, 2017). The mnemonic body is
the one who cannot be captured, enslaved, reduced,
commodified, enclosed. The mnemonic body is light,
she flows with the wind, floats on waters’ currents,
whilst still being grounded and rooted, she makes
many “crossings”10 between worlds seen and unseen,
felt but not touched, heard yet unspoken.

LIBERATE OUR SENSES
as we breathe
to die a self
suffocating
intestines snaked noose
inside our necks
touch our eyes
with words
we dream
while awake

our lips read
visions
out of sight
in mind
our skin smells
verses
heard incense-d
by spirits
libertate our senses
as we breathe
life
back into
being
When she, the mnemonic body speaks – what
is voiced is poetry. Enfleshed poetry speaks to
deep relation, where the mnemonic body evokes
that which has been stolen, the flesh off our
bone which identified us as belonging to the
earth and to each other. Andihambi ndondwa11.
We hear you there, comrade, at the back
“ai voetsek wena, we are revolutionaries not
Shakespeare”. You are right, enfleshed poetry
is not the “sterile word play…[of] the white
fathers” (Lorde, 2017 [1979]: 2) nor the rhyme,
meter, scales and form of Anglo-Saxon poetry
we learned in high school. We are talking about
the verses imprinted in our flesh, the ‘struggle
poetry’ written in exile, izimbongi12 praised on
the streets, ku femba13 in the township and
spoken word in the ghetto. We are talking about
that poetry which is not a luxury, that is a “vital
necessity of our existence” (Lorde, 2017 [1979]:
2). Enfleshed poetry heals in community, through
a reconnection with spirit, a remembering of
who we really are, in “the bearing witness, in the
naming of trauma and in the grief and rage and
defiance that follow” (Morales, 1998: 16). This
enfleshment is present in the healing work of
poet Angifi Dladla. Through the Femba Writing
Project Dladla taught poetry and play writing
in schools, prisons and community centers for
30 years. He was keenly aware that there is
“something the dead know” (Dladla, 2017) and
much of his work is dedicated to healing the
wounds that keep the spirits of the dead trapped.

our ears speak
tongues
taste lines
sung in silence

10 M. Jaqui Alexander (2005: 23) in Pedagogies of Crossing, uses crossings to refer not only to the ocean routes across the Atlantic and Indian oceans which caried bodies
as cargo, but also “to evoke/invoke the crossroads the place of convergence and endless possibility, the place where we put down and discard the unnecessary in order to
pick up that which is necessary”.
11 Ngiyabonga sis Ongezwa Mbele for sharing and translating the isiXhosa phrase Andihambi Ndondwa: I walk with many.
12 Praise poetry, songs and oral history performed by an orator at ceremonial events and important communal gatherings.
13 Poetry through divination which summons spirits to cure the ills of society.
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Working with youth who were involved in necklace
murders14 in the 1980s, they collectively worked
through the pain, grief and trauma, healing not only
themselves, but freeing the spirits which haunted
them, reconciling with their families and community
(Bila & Abodunrin, 2020: 12).
This is the transformational shift necessary for
collective liberation. When faced with ongoing
abuses, massacres, inequality, poverty, gender-based
violence and state pillaging, healing the collective
becomes harder, yet by refusing to privatise ourselves,
refusing to leverage our properties, refusing to
cannibalise ourselves through the consumption
of others and the life of earth (Vázquez, 2020)
we become mnemonic fugitives. This “refusal to
cooperate with our dehumanization even when we
may not be able to stop it increases our reserves of
dignity and hope” (Morales, 1998: 17). It allows us to
become unintelligible to colonial logics, as mnemonic
fugitives we become intelligible to ourselves and
each other in relational ways. In doing so, we set
out on a path to recovery, where we stop robbing
ourselves of freedom, the collective freedom that
can only come through being together, “sharing is
our means, the earth’s means in us and our means
in earth” (Harney & Moten, 2021: 15). Reciprocity,
sharing, listening, offering, receiving – these are the
lessons the mnemonic fugitive offers us.

DECOLONIAL AESTHESIS
AND THE SPIRITUAL CRISIS
We are a people “bearing trans-generational trauma,
widespread mental illness and extreme levels of
violence” (Ndlovu, 2020: 14). We have been maimed
by cycles of abuse unable to flee, to become fugitive;
the dehumanisation has stripped us of our stories, our
indigeneity, culture, languages, rituals and traditions,
ancestors and kin. As a private-propertied-self we
have in its place “the self-justifying mythologies of
the perpetrators” (Morales, 1998: 4). In Medicine
Stories Aurora Levins Morales (1998: 4) makes a key
connection between abuse and collective oppression,
stating that “abuse is the local eruption of systematic
oppression and oppression the accumulation of
millions of small systemic abuses”. As if foretelling
the reality of post-apartheid South Africa, she goes
on to say that this abuse, inexplicable in the face of
“humanity”, must either be explained away i.e., the
rainbow nation or “we accept that we are less than
human and lose ourselves, and our capacity to resist,

in the experience of victimhood” (Morales, 1998: 4).
You see comrade, the mnemonic fugitive’s expression
through poetry evades modernity’s monopoly on
subjectivity. This brings us back to the statement in
the opening paragraph, “where we are positioned
matters”. Positionality has become a cornerstone of
social justice, yet so much of it is contingent upon the
performance of identity under the dominant logics
of modernity/coloniality – a co-constitutive concept
with the former denoting the historical western
civilising mission and its corresponding erasure of
worlds of meaning and the latter demarcating the
erasure and displacement of pluriversal ways of being
and knowing (Vázquez, 2020). In the decolonising
of knowledges, emphasis is placed at the level of
epistemology – our ways of knowing, but many have
been misled into the labyrinth of the mind as the
center of knowing. The mnemonic fugitive lives in
the flesh of the mind, as it does in the flesh of all
organs, none are principal – as such eyes, mouth,
ears, nose, fingers, which we use to experience the
external world, and heart, womb, lungs which we
use to experience the internal world, are all equally
important. For this reason, attempting to decolonise
at the level of the mind alone continuously leads
to the nonsensical logics of coloniality where the
Cartesian split between body and mind is reinforced.
To better understand this divide, we need to turn
our attention to aesthetics – notably associated
with the arts, aesthetics’ control over sensing and
experience through a normative western world
view extends into our everyday social lives and
as such hold as much weight as epistemology. In
Vistas of Modernity – Decolonial Aesthesis and the
End of the Contemporary Rolando Vázquez (2020:
13-4) demonstrates how aesthetics – “the things
perceptible by the senses in distinction from the
thinkable or immaterial” – through the separability
of subject-object came to regulate the senses and
govern perception, representing itself as the “field
of experience”. Following this reasoning, aesthetics,
which “determines the space of appearance and
the possibilities of recognition, as an enclosure of
the senses” (Vázquez, 2020: 14), can only recognise
the private-propertied-self – the one who performs
identity, the owner and the owned, one out of space
and out of time. In this way, aesthetics is in the service
of coloniality, where expression is for consumption
under the universalised terrain of intelligibility which
requires a subduing of the senses. This dulling of the
senses is of pivotal importance.

14 During apartheid necklacing (torture and execution where a rubber tire is filled with fuel forced over the victims chest and shoulders and set alight) was used in black
communities to punish those members suspected of conspiring or collaborating with the apartheid government.
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Rainbows are not
actually bows but
full circles, the
other half is what
our eyes perceive
as invisible, yet is
always there.
As M. Jacqui Alexander (2005: 346) points out in
Pedagogies of Crossing, “there is a cost associated
with taking refuge in the borrowed gifts of alienation
that cultivate the practice of forgetting”. She goes on
to explain that the learned “mistrust of our senses”
and “the shame of our spiritual inheritance” forms
another layer of oppression. You see comrade, we
are in spiritual crisis. Following Alexander’s guidance,
we come to see the ways in which epistemology
and aesthetics are intricately interwoven where this
misalignment inevitably provokes “a confrontation
with history, both its Cartesian variant that produced
the splits in the first place and the history that is being
mobilized to displace it” (Alexander, 2005: 346). We
live in continuous war with our internal worlds, the
effects of which play out in our external worlds.

decolonial positionality, we mean that all of us have
a geo-historical position along the colonial difference.
It is a position that is not of our choosing, that we
cannot choose as one could choose to perform
an identity” (Vázquez, 2020: 149). This marks an
important move from the private-propertied-self, the
authoritative “I”, the sovereign individual, the subject/
object who positions themselves through leveraging
identities in opposition to a dominant subjectivity,
claiming representation through enunciation; to the
enfleshed mnemonic fugitive who takes a decolonial
positionality that is always reaching out in search of
relations who can help us remember, healing towards
collective liberation through listening and reception
(Vázquez, 2020).
Doesn’t this sound familiar, dear comrade When we
say we want to decolonise this and that, we are not
asking for the current systems to work better, nor
to be included in systems that are dependent on the
suffering of countless others and the destruction
of earth; we are asking to return home to the “we”.
Umuntu Ngumuntu Ngabantu15. In Ubuntu we have
a horizon, one that is beyond mere survival and
perpetual resistance. Let us draw strength from its
oral traditions, drink deeply from its well of wisdom
and move towards “re-existence” where the pursuit
of an ethical life is a life-long journey (Ramose, 2002;
Vázquez, 2020).

OPTICAL ILLUSION

In order to heal from the Cartesian split, inflicted upon
us through formal education and learning through
erasure; to bring mind, body/flesh and spirit into
harmony, to inhabit the mnemonic fugitive, the one
who belongs to the earth, to become intelligible to
ourselves and each other, we need to address the
ways in which we have been taught to sense. For
this task Vázquez (2020: 15) offers us “decolonial
aesthesis” which “undoes the silencing of coloniality”
while reorientating our perception to the senses. As
both a critique and practice, decolonial aesthesis,
opens space for the mnemonic fugitive to teach us,
guide us and lead us. Where aesthetics regulate and
govern the senses, decolonial aesthesis liberates
the senses through re-membering and enfleshing.
As such decolonial aesthesis provides us with a
grounding for those “positions which we cannot
escape” (Cairo, 2021: 79). “When we speak of

In meditation
her eyes roll back
dropping down her throat
landing in the center of her chest
now she sees clearly
what her heart already perceived
the isigubhu16
which kuthu17 beats
the rhythm of life
is held by another
dropping down bloodstream
landing in the body of her womb
her vision recedes
a touch
from inside
remembers the navel
whose cord
holds dreams
she must be
willing to
receive

15 In the philosophy of Ubuntu: A person is a person through other people / I am because we are.
16 Double-headed Nguni drum.
17 Fast musical beat in South Indian folk dance with an emphasis on percussion.
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ENCIRCLING COLLECTIVE
LIBERATION
We’re almost there, dear comrade. “Crossings are
never undertaken all at once, and never once and
for all” (Alexander, 2005: 318). The journey from
enunciation to reception is a necessary “crossing”
and one which we will have to make many times, for
we still have to deal with our complicity as we work
for institutions, buy to feed and clothe ourselves,
rent to shelter ourselves. The microaggressions are
ongoing, the abuses never ending, but we have a
choice – we can choose each other, we can choose
to host each other in our non-dominant differences,
we can choose to “hold space” (Cairo, 2021) for each
other so we may lay bare our wounds and be held in
community, so together we can call forth the spirits
of our ancestors we keep trapped in the carrying
over of our generational trauma.
The private-propertied-self has led us up a
treacherous path, fear keeps our eyes transfixed on
our feet, as we are convinced of our eventual downfall
when we forget that the mnemonic fugitive is always
with us. From this vantage point, comrade I ask you
to look up, there in the distance do you see that
bright rainbow. “How?”, you ask, you have never
seen it like that before. Rainbows are not actually
bows but full circles, the other half is what our eyes
perceive as invisible, yet is always there. It is the
degrees of separation which prevent us from seeing
the full circle. Likewise, dear comrades, our position as
private-propertied-self has prevented us from seeing
the relationality of our existence, the other half of
the rainbow. When we choose to perceive through
the mnemonic fugitive, to express our knowledges
through poetry, ku femba, izimbongi, spoken word, we
heal the wounds that trap the spirits of our ancestors,
we heal ourselves, our communities and the earth
- we come full circle. Look around you comrade, we
stand shoulder to shoulder on this treacherous path,
you were never lone revolutionary, hand in hand
asambe siye ekhaya18. Together we can remember
the way back…
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INTRODUCTION: CREATING
AND CURATING NEW ARCHIVES

T

he Black Power Station (TBPS) is a
space in Makhanda in the Eastern
Cape that has been reclaimed and
occupied for inter-generational acts
activism. TBPS is also a philosophy
for knowledge transmission, built to
stand among the next generation of Pan-African
performance auto-archives, becoming part of the
deep legacy of sharing visions and values between
Africa and the United States. In this article, we
consider the significance of TBPS as a model for
liberated arts activism, based on ongoing and
long-term collaborations between the authors and
the space and its collective. We present a series of
witnessed vignettes linking the diverse artistic work of
TBPS, while also considering how its creative modes
help deconstruct Western-dominated elitist archives
by building an inclusive template for locally situated
Pan-African ideals.
In her analysis of transnational Black solidarity and
resistance expressed through African American
music, Tsitsi Jaji argues that “very few popular media
(Western or otherwise) regularly present images
of innovation, progress, technological advance,
experiment, or invention emerging from Africa” (2014:
212). She detects in Cape Town’s Pan African Space
Station (PASS) – an internet-based radio station “a
periodic, pop-up live radio studio; a performance
and exhibition space; a research platform and living
archive,”1 – a focus on “‘genre-busting musical outfits’”
that “frustrate categorization” as a corrective to
previous colonial abuses. She hears this - as opposed
to a focus on ethnicity, race or nationality - as a
much stronger way to “to conceive of ‘global Africa’”
(ibid.: 235). Alice Aterianus-Owanga’s ethnographic
research with the Chimurenga collective that
founded and runs the PASS analyses how the group
documents, transforms and remixes the history of
Pan-African festivals – dating back to the eighteenth
century – by focusing on the 1977 Second Festival of
Black Arts and Culture in Lagos. For Aterianus-Owanga, Chimurenga deliberately eschews “the idea of a
complete archive” (2020: 262), and instead “propose a
virtual space which allows (South) Africa to imagine its
global solidarities, including different times, different
spaces and different worlds” (ibid.: 266). Founding
editor Ntone Edjabe has explained that Chimurenga’s
own library is “an attempt to take seriously the idea
of people as knowledge and infrastructure” (2019:
283), by gathering and recirculating the stories of
people who meet in archives and libraries and blurring
the distinction between memory and history. An
“evidentiary genocide”, according to Xolela Mangcu,

takes place with “the denial of the role of the Black
Consciousness Movement and the Pan Africanist
movement in the narrative of democracy in South
Africa” (2011: vii). Decolonisation of an archive now
extends well beyond the contents to interrogate
the idea of an archive itself, and might also seek
ownership of other spaces.
For historian Toyin Falola, ritual archives embrace
the past, the present and the future. They “are huge,
unbounded in scale and scope, storing tremendous
amounts of data on both natural and super-natural
agents, ancestors, gods, good and bad witches, life,
death, festivals, and the interactions between the
spiritual realms and earth-based human beings”
(2020: 473). Imagining, producing, curating and then
auto-archiving multi-modal forms of knowledge is
both vital and elusively difficult to do well. When
anthropologist and poet Rose Boswell warns us of
the patterned dangers of scholarly exclusion, she
suggests that this may be more realistically avoided
through “reasonable” over “high” theory (2016.: 6).
This idea is shared by Francis Nyamnjoh, who argues
for a more convivial scholarship grounded in popular
ideas of reality and social action where “conversation
is privileged over conversion”, and argues against
a quest for completeness (2016: 205). So, where
do gods, death, festivals, conviviality, improvisation,
community practice and performed fragments find
their place of belonging and continue speaking
beyond archival shelves? It will usually take burning
and original vision to actualise, demonstrate and then
normalise this. Enter TBPS.

1 https://panafricanspacestation.org.za (accessed October 4, 2021)

Hip-hop artist and community organiser, Xolile “X””
Madinda, is the founder of the Black Power Station.
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BECOMING THE BLACK POWER
STATION: A BRIEF HISTORY
Located in Makhanda in South Africa’s Eastern Cape,
The Black Power Station stands at the outer edge
of the sparse and sprawling reclaimed industrial area
of Waainek, close to the N2 in the hills overlooking
Rhodes University, and the town and the townships
across the other side of a valley. It is a grassroots
and world-class intergenerational space, devoted to
exploring and amplifying values of ubuntu, gender
equity and self-sufficiency through inclusive arts
practices and programming. A way of life for the
times, decades and generations in the making, TBPS
is ambitious enough to aspire to build and generate
its own economy and help uplift a province. This
independent, community-run arts-activist-education
collective space was conceived by hip-hop artist
and community organiser Xolile “X” Madinda from
Fingo Village, the oldest township in Makhanda, and
one named and known for independent thinking.
As a founding member – alongside beatmaker and
sound curator Mxolisi “Biz” Bodla – of DefBoyz, a
well-respected Eastern Cape hip-hop crew, for most
of his life X has been blending hip-hop ability and
sensibility with youth education.
The founder of multiple community initiatives,
from Save our Schools and Communities to Fingo
Revolutionary Movement and the Fingo Festival which runs concurrently with Makhanda’s National
Arts Festival but remains set squarely within the local
townships - X established Aroundhiphop, his own
company dedicated to producing and promoting art
that remains true to the independent spirit of hip-hop.
Everything was run from DefKamp, a small hand-built
single-room bedroom studio in Fingo Village that was
a thriving hub of beat-making and poetic energy.
The space had to be both true to, and outside of,
the hustle of the townships, and while searching for
a bigger space X was repeatedly refused permission
to occupy a range of other viable spaces in town,
until in 2012 – through connections made producing
community events and festivals - he eventually found
a derelict space inside the vast husk of a red-brick
building, part of the old power station complex on
Rautenbach Road. Standing atop the south-western
slopes at the edges of Makhanda, the skeletal remains
within a decaying industrial suburb created in the
1920s appear to be simultaneously dissolving and
re-emerging. A place for growth.
TBPS aspires at once to be intensely grounded in
the local while reaching for global resonance, and
builds alongside a long lineage of Pan-African arts
festivals, spaces and initiatives. Fluidly absorbing
historical and contemporary influences ranging from
the Second World Black and African Festival of Arts
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and Culture (FESTAC ’77 in Lagos),2 to literary and
theatrical festivals such as the Pan African Historical
Theatre Festival (PANAFEST),3 all of which continue
to directly and indirectly inform and shape content
programmed at the annual National Arts Festival
(NAF) in Makhanda, TBPS also works alongside local
initiatives such as the annual Puku Story Festival for
children.4 After X visited the United States in 2014
as part of an artists and social change programme,
he returned fully inspired by community-building
art spaces like Busboys and Poets in Washington
D.C. and Warehouse 21 in Santa Fe, New Mexico,
especially when he saw resources being mobilised for
youth creativity where people were empowered to
create their own projects. X saw the relevance to his
own initiatives back in the Eastern Cape, and when
he returned home he pursued his search for a space
with renewed purpose. In 2016, he was granted
a lease with permission to occupy and develop a
room within the former power station complex, now
owned by the NAF. Tony Lankester, CEO of the NAF
for 12 years up to 2019, had known X for years and
was ultimately “swayed by his earnest determination
and focus”5.
The coal-fired power station was created in 1922 to
supply the White side of town only, and was then
further expanded in the 1960s but closed in the
1970s after the national grid was extended and the
station was no longer able to remain competitive. In
the 1980s the building complex was leased by craft
groups who worked with an NGO called the Social
Change Assistance Trust, which aimed to protect
Black-run organisations against politically motivated
evictions. According to a report written as part of a
proposal to regenerate the complex by a company
owned by the NAF, “the complex is rare as most
other buildings built similarly for the generation
of electricity in South Africa in the first half of the
twentieth century have been demolished”6.
X and a small team of artists, friends and family
started work on their new space, initially spending
many months sweeping the dust of decades outside
the main door, before priming the walls to hang locally
engineered visual art, then salvaging pallets and scrap
wood to build a stage and reading corner. Slowly,
and deliberately under the radar, Aroundhiphop Live
Café emerged, a mixed gallery and performance
arts-education space. However, many of the local
artists who were working relentlessly to reclaim the
area – most of whom travelled to Waainek from the
townships and back each day - informally called their
place “The Black Power Station” until the title was
formalised after encouragement from singer-songwriter Msaki, a friend to X since her time studying
at Rhodes.

3 https://panafestghana.org/ (accessed October 4, 2021)
4 https://www.puku.co.za/en/what-is-puku/ (accessed October 4, 2021).
5 https://www.facebook.com/tonylankester/posts/10156907223646841 (accessed August 1, 2021).
6 www.thepowerstation.co.za/ (Statement of Significance PDF, p.9) (accessed August 11, 2021).
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During the past five years, thousands of creative
hours have revolutionised the space from a
wind-whipped dusty shell into a uniquely stylish,
organic, open-source venue that is constantly
evolving, transforming, and shapeshifting. TBPS
rarely looks or sounds the same from one day to
the next. Before the pandemic made us all virtual,
the space was open and used on an almost daily
basis, hosting community film screenings, lectures
and art exhibitions, as well as curated festival content
such as the Makhanda Edition of One Shushu Day
Movement’s “ALT.BLK” led by Msaki in July 2019.
Art therapy workshops, cyphers and mini hip-hop
festivals, performance art interrogating the songs of
Tiyo Soga, conversations on women’s rights, isiXhosa
stage plays, and ceremonies and rituals to honour
departed family and friends regularly filled the venue.
Most people who visit TBPS return as often as
possible, drawn for many reasons, not least the
intimate inspiration heard daily in the Book’ona,
a library and reading corner nestled around the
hearth and internal chimney stack. The placing is
both deliberate and symbolic, since X’s purpose
as a young artist was transformed the moment he
was introduced to Steve Biko’s writings on Black
Consciousness by his uncle, Alistair Maxegwana7.
X explains:
My uncle didn’t like what I was doing, he didn’t
like hip hop, he didn’t like anything I was doing
that was including hip hop, so he started teaching
me about Black Consciousness and how he
was afraid that I was going to become like an
American, you know – lose my identity. So he
gave me a lot of books … he gave me Steve Biko’s
book and when he gave me the book he said I
must go and read it for a week and come back
to him.8
In the corner, leaved in books and reaching up towards
the high ceilings stands Solwazi – a recycled tree –
branching towards a sharing seat built from another
fallen tree trunk and now named Sombovani in honour
of the ants evicted during the re-purposing. Books
on all aspects of African history and creativity sit on
circular shelves radiating around Solwazi’s branches,
alongside multiple works on art, Black Consciousness
and the local and international politics. X often claims
that “a book is the highest currency”, meaning that
anyone unable to afford the cover charge - when
there even is one - can simply bring and donate a
book, adding intellectual currency to the stocked
shelves that also function as sound absorption for
the resonant space. The message is that artists are
researchers, and researchers are artists, and that
knowledge can be found and shared in this corner just
as readily as inside the Cory Library or seminar rooms
at Rhodes, except here inside TBPS knowledge can

also be sampled, performed, remixed and streamed
live all day every day. Book’ona readings open and
close all events at TBPS, including the multiple online
and in-person classes that are taught in collaboration
with The University of Virginia (UVA) and elsewhere.
Part hip-hop, and completely improvised, this mode of
performing into reading always feels both liberating
and purposeful, an enabling means of entering with
ideas from new vantage points, triggering thought
patterns that many may not have felt possible before.

Imagining,
producing,
curating and then
auto-archiving
multi-modal forms
of knowledge is
both vital and
elusively difficult
to do well.
The creative working modes of TBPS speak to many
of the current developments in curatorial and archival
museum practices. In the South African context in
particular, there is an ongoing call for an inclusive
archiving to reflect everyday realities. “With the dawn
of democracy,” writes archival scientist Mpho Ngoepe,
“the archival scene in South Africa was supposed to
transform and reflect the diversity of the country,
but it is still mainly the Western-dominated global
mainstream” (2019: 151). As more inventive moves
are taking place to decolonise existing archives and
create space for more open-ended “archives without
archives”, Ngoepe draws attention to the importance
of participatory documentation, decentralized
curation, radical user orientation, and – under the
prevailing rhetorical slogan of “taking the archives
to the people” – argues for the need for public
repositories to be “transformed into social space
for storytelling rather than be equated to stillness
in the graveyards” (ibid.: 163).

7 Alistair Maxegwana died on May 26, 2018. www.facebook.com/aroundhiphop/posts/2085549498436166 (accessed August 11, 2021)
8 www.thinkfest.wordpress.com/2014/08/04/my-journey-started-with-a-book-xolile-madinda-on-hip-hop-art-and-steve-biko (accessed August 11, 2021).
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The relentlessly fluid stream of productive work
at TBPS already operates firmly within these
self-liberated modes, while also developing an
idealised festival for inclusiveness that is created and
enacted every day. Ngoepe argues for the inclusion
of non-public and community archives within the
national archival system, and for a more participatory
documentation system that “acknowledges all parties
to a transaction as immediate parties with negotiated
rights and responsibilities in relation to ownership,
access and privacy” (ibid.: 161).
Of the multiple values and ethics enacted and
performed at TBPS, perhaps the deepest is a
communally protected atmosphere embracing the
space that nurtures, extends and opens the possibility
for conversation, where in so many ways and places
this seems to have become near impossible. TBPS
is a space where different modes of knowledge and
understanding can co-exist, respect and learn from
each other, a place which respects every community
member for participating in its transactions. It is
this multi-modal approach to learning, teaching
and transmission that retains the real potential
to decolonise and transform all manner of more
institutional agendas and curricula. In his capacity
as global mentor at UVA – a cohort of nominated
experts who “come from across the world and work
in arts, music, environment, refugee rights and
health”9 – X regularly advises and guides a range of
students from music, global development, studio art,
anthropology and elsewhere, sharing expertise from
community arts activism and the work manifested and
shared at TBPS. Students are invited to collaborate on
a full range of creative work from beat-making and
lyric writing, to community planning and organisation,
and stage and soundscape design for projects at both
TBPS and venues in Virginia. Before the pandemic
rendered most travel inadvisable, several small
cohorts of UVA students had visited Makhanda in
person in 2018/19 to help design and prepare festival
content alongside TBPS which currently continues in
the online platforms of Zoom and WhatsApp. Most
lessons and exchanges end with X reminding students
that some of the most important commitments and
contributions they can make will be to first consider
the life they can build outside the classroom with
their own communities.

INTERROGATING
GRAHAM’S LEGACY AND
MAKHANDA’S FUTURE
On 29 June 2018, “Grahamstown” was officially
renamed to “Makhanda”. On 15 August 2018, TBPS
hosted “Graham’s Legacy, Makhanda’s Future”, a full
afternoon and evening of creative performances

and conversations designed to interrogate the right
to re-name and own a history within a historic
town. Campaigns and legal challenges opposing
the re-naming were still active at this time, and X
decided to use performance to amplify and share
the issues with local communities. Towards the
mid-point of the event – and presented alongside
live isiXhosa poetry, hip-hop, and performance art
engaging concepts of self-identity, self-possession,
and belonging – historian Julie Wells of Rhodes
University gave a generous lecture on the history of
Makhanda the person. Wells, whose book The Return
of Makhanda attempts “to reconcile both the popular
and the written histories surrounding Makhanda and
the battle of Grahamstown” (2012: 16), had barely
finished speaking when her talk was met with an
improvised response by an imbongi (praise poet).
Thandazile Madinda sprang up from within the back
of the packed audience, acknowledged the lecturer
with both of his hands in thanks, and then prowled his
way through the entire space, shaking the walls and
with his izibongo (praise poetry), roaring his reminders
in isiXhosa that the community had its own way
of keeping, sharing and understanding knowledge.
The performance drew a rapturous response from
the audience of school children, artists from the
townships, and other community members.
The meeting of these different expository modes
was remarkable both for the improvised nature of
the izibongo responses, and the layered co-existence
with a text-based talk given in English. Jeff Opland
and Patrick McCallister present the imbongi as a
liminal figure and trickster, a sacred mediator who
both upholds the status of the chief or king while
acting as a social critic for public reflexivity, and
who “in performance was accorded the licence to
speak his mind as he saw fit in the language of his
choice”, being free to voice “criticisms and comments
that could not otherwise be articulated in public, at
times trenchant and explicit, at times sly and oblique”
(2010: 159). Madinda’s performance was an exciting
and powerful contrast to the more academic mode,
and instantly recharged the venue with an energy
that lifted children out of their chairs, whistling and
cheering. He later reflected:
What made me stand up and to recite that poem, I
was trying to emphasize … what is important is what
we have, how we define ourselves, no matter it is
relevant to those who know these things - who are
from the West by the way - but I was trying to show
what is important is for us to define ourselves as we
like to show the world, because now is the time for
us to identify ourselves as people who are civilized,
as people who can be among the other nations in
the world.10

9 https://global.virginia.edu/start-new-relationship-global-mentors (accessed August 13th, 2021)
10 Personal Communication, March 7, 2021.
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Throughout most of the afternoon, young children
listened as they played and painted in the Book’ona
reading corner, and students and faculty from the
UVA listened and were also invited to perform their
own work.

ARTS ACTIVISM AND
MULTI-MODAL TEACHING AT
THE BLACK POWER STATION
The Black Power Station has been running interactive
live art, beat-making and international dialogue
sessions, hosted on Zoom to reach overseas classes
and communities long before Covid forced much of
the world to retreat online inside virtual rectangular
boxes. For the past five years, TBPS has operated as a
professional community partner to work with a range
of undergraduate and postgraduate students, faculty
and artists at UVA to share and teach creative arts
practices and help transform university curricula to
value multi-modal arts outputs. Students now work
on beats and multi-lingual songs linking isiXhosa and
English and Urdu, imagine and build physical sound
installations linking Virginia and Makhanda, while
exploring theatrical staging for live performance. In
the spring of 2019, a collaborative class was designed
and hosted to place 30 undergraduate students in an
African electronic music class at UVA in live creative
exchanges with X, two other artists from TBPS –
visual artist Andiswa “Bliss” Rabeshu and beat-maker
Mxolisi “Biz” Bodla – and Elijah Madiba, ethnomusicologist and studio manager at the International
Library of African Music (ILAM). The interactive Zoom
class linked several studio and art spaces across both
countries, enabling the live creation and swapping of
beats, rhymes, song lyrics, and visual art – all created
in response to some fragments of ethnographic
sound sourced from isiXhosa recordings made by
Hugh Tracey, the Englishman who founded ILAM,
during the 1950s.11 As fragments of ethnographic
recordings and original beat stems flowed between
producers in studios linking both countries, Madiba
demonstrated the playing techniques for the isiXhosa
instruments uhadi and umrhubhe to one group of
students, while he and X simultaneously led a joint
conversation on the history and ethics of sampling
African field recordings. The discussion, which took
place synchronously as recordings from ILAM were
being sampled live, explored the ownership of
histories, the right to self-representation, and the
dangers of neo-colonialism. During part of the class
conversation, X was already reflecting on the process
with students who were curious to understand the
reasons and terms for this collaboration.

is bhuti [brother] Elijah explaining how the music
was acquired, and now we have Biz at the back
– he has made a beat out of the samples and
on that side [UVA] there is Ryan [Maguire} and
others at the studio,12 and there is Bliss on the
other side [outside the studio at ILAM] doing the
artwork. So I guess the experiment here is – how
do you actually continuously tell the story in
different forms … how do you continuously tell
the story visually? Because Bliss she is drawing
and we are here busy trying to talk about it and
actually find ways.13
The work of TBPS as a virtual partner with UVA
progressed further in the autumn of 2019, when
a class titled “Curating Sound” was offered within
the music department. Students within this class
were given the opportunity to co-create work with
TBPS, designing and creating a project that could
connect the two worlds of Makhanda and Charlottesville using sound and technology. Inspired by
a “false door” installation created behind the stage
at TBPS, prototypes of a physical door emerged with
embedded technology to create an interactive mobile
hotspot, an installation and destination to upload
and exchange sounds with TBPS while situated on
UVA’s grounds.
The spring of 2020 deepened the presence and
influence of TBPS, as X and Rabeshu were hosted
at UVA for a month-long joint arts residency. This
in-person visit led to many new friendships and
bore fruitful multi-modal projects. McGuffey Arts
Center dedicated an entire floor to hosting “Arts
Beyond the Streets”, the first international exhibition
of a project launched by TBPS in the townships of
Makhanda. Pop-up open mic take-over evening
events occupied seminar rooms, and a trip was
taken to the Urban Hang Suite in Richmond, Virginia,
to stage the “Trans-Atlantic Turn-Up” designed by
alumna Lindsey Shavers in a local Black-owned space.
Within days of X and Bliss arriving back in Makhanda,
the pandemic swooped and forced much of the world
to shut down. This period of global isolation and
lockdown completely re-wired social realities and
livelihoods for most people, obliterating in-person
visits for the foreseeable future, and rendering remote
learning online almost mandatory in our “new normal”.
Many students ended up finishing their collaborative
projects online with TBPS, using their newfound
international friendships to strengthen the quality and
depth of their work: beats were co-created virtually
alongside musicians at TBPS, and a series of new
podcasts was created to explore conversations with
TBPS.

I think what is the beauty of what is happening
today is these three stages that we have: there

12 Ryan Maguire – or R.P.M – is a composer and beatmaker from the U.S. who visited Makhanda in July 2019. Tragically, late in 2020 Ryan died suddenly. A ceremony was
held in his honor at the Black Power Station, welcoming him as an ancestor. www.ryanmaguiremusic.com/ (accessed August 13, 2021).
13 “African Electronic Music’ Zoom class hosted between ILAM and UVA”, April 1, 2019. The quote is taken from video recordings of the exchange.
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LOST CONVERSATIONS AT
THE BLACK POWER STATION
Open source, improvised and deeply embedded
in local traditions, there are always powerful value
systems permeating and communicated through all
the work and events produced and hosted by TBPS.
When Toyin Falola conceives of ritual archives, he is
asking us to think and translate both outside and inside
the academy, challenging the dominant Western
institutional modes of collecting, constructing, and
producing history while also applying archiving
techniques to rituals. He insists that “we must never
lose sight of that dimension of archive that is never
(fully) collected but retains power and agency in
invisible ways” (2020: 473). X and a small cast of actor
friends had long been imagining re-telling Makhanda’s
histories to include new stories that could intersect
with colonial, postcolonial and precolonial ideas.
Their research continued in libraries, delving into
the discovered manuscripts of Ndushane, Makhanda’s
military advisor, while also discussing the ideas with
elders and other community members. Months of
writing, scripting and rehearsals took place before the
first episode of Lost Conversations, went live online,
premiered on 28 September last year. Open source,
improvised and deeply embedded in local traditions,
there are always powerful value systems permeating
and communicated through all the work and events
produced and hosted by TBPS. When Toyin Falola
conceives of ritual archives, he is asking us to think
and translate both outside and inside the academy,
challenging the dominant Western institutional
modes of collecting, constructing, and producing
history while also applying archiving techniques to
rituals. He insists that “we must never lose sight of
that dimension of archive that is never (fully) collected
but retains power and agency in invisible ways” (2020:
473). X and a small cast of actor friends had long
been imagining re-telling Makhanda’s histories to
include new stories that could intersect with colonial,
postcolonial and precolonial ideas. Their research
continued in libraries, delving into the discovered
manuscripts of Ndushane, Makhanda’s military
advisor, while also discussing the ideas with elders
and other community members. Months of writing,
scripting and rehearsals took place before the first
episode of Lost Conversations, went live online,
premiered on 28 September last year.
This first visual presentation by TBPS is one of a
projected series of 38 episodes, and was developed
during the virtual NAF, a Covid-19 enforced shrinking
of a major arts festival back inside the digital domain.14
Written by X and produced by Adon Geel’s production
company The Groove RPBLK, this play stars local
actors Thandazile Madinda as King Makhanda and
Lucky “Tolo” Ngcani as Chief Mdushane. Everything

is filmed on a single camera in a stylish black and
white, turning TBPS into a stage set, lit only by the
presence of low-flickering candles while imphepho
burns as original compositions and small fragments of
Xhosa recordings collected by Hugh Tracey glimmer
inside the intense dialogue. Lost Conversations
re-imagines how military strategies were developed
in the days before the amaXhosa army would attack
the British garrison at the frontier town in the Battle
of Grahamstown on 22 April 1819 during the Fifth
Xhosa War, “the most ambitious undertaking in Xhosa
military history aimed at eliminating the colonists
from the area” (Stapleton, 2015: 184). Often
dismissed as a superstitious betrayer of his people
and simultaneously idolised as immortal, Makhanda
is now re-cast as a strategist with precise and clear
vision, an un-settler of settler history, a liberation
hero fated to die with others at Robben Island and
see his legacy resurge 200 years later.
The Lost Conversations series continues. In a Facebook
Live video posted on 15 July as part of the NAF
online, Makhanda and Chief Mdushane are joined
by Tshatshu, a missionary visiting Makhanda, played
by Efese Betela. The cast performed a short scene
on stage at TBPS, before hip-hop music breaks in
and X arrives to introduce the cast and explain what
they are all trying to achieve together. “The Lost
Conversations,” X says, “is trying to bring dignity.”
He talks about how the stories both written and
orated about Makhanda do not resonate for him and
many others, referring especially to the theatrical
battles staged on Freedom Day at Egazini memorial
in Fingo Village which he labels as “insulting”. Instead,
he urges, it is time to re-imagine Makhanda as a
leader of intelligence, interrogating his planning, his
consultation with communities and advisors, and to
stage his conversations for a new listening audience.
The whole play takes place in Makhanda’s study, not
in the bush or on the battlefield. X asks the cast to
the stage and then to discuss some further brief
scenes, reminding the online audience that they are
all hip-hop artists and MCs, and so they collectively
want to write the scenes in a new way, focused on the
articulation of speech, verse, flow and intelligence.
The cast were dressed in formal wear such as suits
and ties for this very reason. Betela explains:
We decided … let’s go like with a British formal
[style] you know since Makhanda
was
colonized mostly by the British. So we use those
tactics in terms of like attracting the audience
…, because when we tell our African stories,
they’re gonna expect for us to wear cowhide,
have spears, you know live in a hut. But instead
we were like ‘no you know what let’s go formal
shirt you know, your crisp belts you know, the
hats from the 60s, you know.

14 www.nationalartsfestival.co.za/show/we-exist-we-live-amongst-you/ for The Black Power Station’s dedicated page in vNAF 2020.
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Have guns, you know. Have some proper wine
and have a proper cigar or pipe. So that when
the people are watching … they [will] see a quite
modernized aspect of Makhanda himself.”15
The Lost Conversations series operates not only as
a theatrical performance in Makhanda, but also as
a celebration of oral history from the Eastern Cape,
unearthing and representing some of the untold
stories about a nation of people who have long been
resisting colonisation. Actor Lucky “Tolo” Ngcani
(“T.O.”) states:
“This history … of this Makhanda story here …
there are a lot of things that you are not learning
in history. You see because history is written by
a lot of folks...white people ... there are secrets
that they don’t know. So that is why we say it’s
a ‘Lost Conversation.’ So we are trying to do
those secrets.”16
These conversations performing oral history and
archival research together are intended to spread a
significant message to the youth across South Africa,
as T.O. continues to explain:
“We are also aiming to … teach people or the
young ones because the only thing they know
its … like it’s [from] white people. … So we are
doing this project because believe me it’s gonna
be the young generation’s history.”17
Not only does this rewriting of history serve as a
primary record for the younger generations, but it
also serves as a liberating medium for each actor to
explore their own personal journeys. “We also wrote
it,” says Efese, “with an aim to find ourselves within
this situation we’re in … and within this community.”18
Indeed the primary language used for the series
is unapologetically isiXhosa, without translations,
sub-titles or captions.
This is also a series that seeks to connect local and
global stories, and in Spring 2021 X chose to use his
global mentor platform at UVA to continue expanding
the scope of the Lost Conversations performance
series, recruiting a dedicated cohort of fifteen UVA
students drawn from a range of classes, including
African electronic music, sound studies, and public
speaking. The cohort was also regularly joined
by several UVA alumni, and other international
professional artists, who are also part of a network
working with TBPS. In a series of story-telling

workshops, creative prompts enabled all participants
to share personal stories from Virginia, Florida, Italy
and beyond. Experiences of racism and oppression
against Islam, labour displacement in the mountains
of West Virginia, and pioneering personal and familial
achievements in Black American history in the South
and the broader diaspora circulated. X and the cast
continuously introduced us to other stories, sounds
and images from their own histories, statues, and
reclaimed spaces in Makhanda, while tasking the
group with collecting local sounds, narratives, and
images related to water and land for composing a
shared dreamscape. This composition was designed
to be heard by an igqirha (healer) on stage at TBPS
who – once awakened – would interpret the
stories and histories flowing between Virginia and
Makhanda, in a new scene from a new episode of
Lost Conversations.

CONCLUSION
This article has explored some of the history, artistry
and values central to the growing influence of The
Black Power Station, a remarkable grassroots model
for arts-activist education. The space that is always
transforming from classroom into festival venue, from
arts gallery into hip hop studio, and theatrical stage
back into a space to honour rituals, demonstrates
and exhibits the cutting edge of original independent
curatorial practice. Through the intimate use of online
platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, WhatsApp
and Instagram, the vibrant content and values
transmitted through the performance of these stories
are resonating locally and internationally as Xhosa
music, performance, conversations and artistry are
used to bring people together and explore points of
cultural similarity and divergence. For Toyin Falola, the
identification of ritual archives serves both to honour
the origins of African epistemologies, and the larger
project that is “the insertion of the entire range of
vernacular epistemologies into formal educational
institutions” (2020: 483). An intensely welcoming and
inclusive environment for knowledge transmission,
created and hosted both in-person and virtually in
Makhanda, TBPS continues to grow as a hip-hop
archive, a ritual sanctuary, and an international
destination for synchronous modes of performed
learning

15 Brown, Jordan, host. Interview with Efese Betela for the “Field and Lab” graduate studies class at Florida State University in the spring of 2021. Intended for future
publication on “Speaker Notes” podcast. Conducted via Zoom on March 5th, 2021.
16 Brown, Jordan, host. Interview with T.O. for the “Field and Lab” graduate studies class at Florida State University in the spring of 2021. Intended for future publication
on “Speaker Notes” podcast. Conducted via zoom on March 5th, 2021.
17 Ibid.
18 Ibid.
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his article interrogates the state of
the art of haiku in South Africa: firstly,
it provides an overview of haiku as a
poetic form in the English language;
then, it showcases a group of new
South African haijin (haiku poets),
with a special focus on their works published in The
Mamba. Journal of Africa Haiku Network, the most
authoritative haiku journal in the continent1; finally,
it suggests directions and perspectives for a larger
dissemination of haiku in South Africa’s educational,
literary and poetry spaces.
As a haiku lover, writer, teacher and a promoter of
this fascinating art form in South Africa, I believe that
it is necessary to launch this conversation by tackling
the old-age 5-7-5 dilemma.

DEBUNKING THE 5-7-5
“URBAN MYTH”
My 14-year-old daughter and I have a daily ritual:
every afternoon, after school, I ask her what she
has learned; one day, a couple of years ago, I was
particularly happy and surprised to hear that she
had learned about haiku. The dialogue unfolded as
follows:
Me: “This is awesome, and what have you learnt
about haiku?”
Daughter: “It’s a three-line poem, with 5-7-5 syllables”
Me: “Nice. And what else do you know about it?”
Daughter: “It’s a traditional Japanese poem”
Me: “Great, nothing else?”

wrong? The answer is: zero!
This little personal story is exemplary, because it
exposes how both the educational systems and
popular culture enforce the false myth that the most
important aspect of haiku in English is its syllabic
structure.
Since then I have told my daughter about the different
characteristics of this poetic form, and we have read
countless haiku together. Nine times out of ten she
figures out that these poems do not follow the 5-7-5
scheme; yet, despite being intrigued by them, she
stands her ground: “If it’s not 5-7-5, then it is not
a haiku!” is her default closing remark. It is a losing
battle… At least with my daughter…
A poetic form must be evaluated in the language it
is written, and must be attuned to the rhythmical,
prosodic and grammatical needs of such language.
Let us look at the most celebrated Western poetic
form, the sonnet, as a blueprint: it originated in 13th
century Italy, but had to be readjusted by wordsmiths
such as Wyatt, Sydney and Shakespeare to adequately
serve the English language. The same applies to the
Arabic ghazal adopted by Spanish (via Federico
García Lorca), the Greek epigram adopted by Latin
(via Martial), and so on. Metres change when they
cross frontiers, and the examples of poetic forms that,
through history, have transitioned from one language
to others, transforming their hallmarks in the process,
are countless. Despite this self-evident observation, in
the 21st century English-speaking world, approaching
haiku merely in terms of its syllabic structure is a
mistake as common as speaking of “haikus” (the word
“haiku” is both singular and plural).

Daughter: “Nope”
Me: “And what if I told you that a haiku doesn’t have
to have 5-7-5 syllables?”
Daughter: "That wouldn’t be a haiku... Plus, do you
remember what Randy says?
on the longest day
two hands reach towards heaven
we enter the clouds
... check this out… 5-7-5, it’s a haiku!”
She was quoting from one of our favourite comedies,
Balls of Fury, in which the protagonist, washed-outping-pong-champion-turned-FBI-spy Randy Daytona,
solves a riddle that his slow-wit colleagues are unable
to decipher, thanks to his knowledge of Japanese
poetry. And that was a knock-out punch! How many
chances did I have to convince her that both her
English teacher and one of our comedy heroes are

Metres change when
they cross frontiers,
and the examples of
poetic forms that,
through history, have
transitioned from one
language to others,
transforming their
hallmarks in the process,
are countless.

1 11 issues of The Mamba journal, plus 5 African haiku ebooks, can be downloaded for free at the Africa Haiku Network website: https://africahaikunetwork.wordpress.
com/contact/.
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As my daughter correctly pointed out, haiku is a short
Japanese poem. In Japan, it is usually written in a
single line that can be broken into 5, 7 and 5 sound
units. The last two words are italicised to stress the
point that “syllable” is essentially an inaccurate term
to describe the actual metrical units of Japanese
poetry. This happens because Japanese haiku counts
sounds, not strictly syllables (the linguistic term is
mora, Japanese being a moraic language, not a syllabic
one)2. As Henderson aptly points out in his classic
An Introduction to Haiku. An Anthology of Poets and
Poems from Bashō to Shiki:
If anyone wishes to do “syllable-counting”, he
should remember that Japanese count in “ji-on”,
which corresponds only roughly to English
syllables […] In Japanese the effect of definite
form is given by an alteration of five and seven
syllables; in English this method is impossible
(Henderson 1958: ix)

form is “asinine” (Black 2015: 105). It is, indeed, a
mumpsimus that hinders the appreciation of haiku
in the English-speaking context.
If the arguments provided so far are still insufficient
to crack the dogmatic views of the 5-7-5 purists, one
can study the most famous haiku of all time, written
by Japanese master Bashō, for further evidence:
furu ike ya
kawazu tobikomu
mizu no oto
The original Japanese version is composed of 17
sound units/syllables; however, the English translation
by Robert Aitken (the most popular and accredited,
amongst many translations3), counts 12 syllables
(3-4-5), which corroborates Imaoka’s notion reported
above:

The vast majority of translators, linguists, scholars,
and leading haiku poets maintain that about 10 to
14 English syllables is approximately equal to the
17 sounds they count in Japanese haiku (and not all
haiku in Japanese are 17 sounds, either). Therefore,
a 17-syllables English poem encloses significantly
more content than a 17-sounds (“syllables”) Japanese
poem. In the light of this, it is generally accepted
writing 5-7-5 syllables haiku in English is a violation
of the original form rather than a preservation of it.

the old pond;

In his essay Forms in English Haiku Keiko Imaoka
contends that:

a frog has jumped from the shore.

[…] something in the vicinity of 11 English
syllables is a suitable approximation of 17
Japanese syllables. This length conveys about
the same amount of information as well as the
brevity and the fragmentary quality found in
Japanese haiku. As to the form, some American
poets advocate writing in 3-5-3 syllables or
2-3-2 accented beats. While rigid structuring
can be accomplished in 5-7-5 haiku with relative
ease […] such structuring in shorter haiku will
have the effect of imposing much more stringent
rules on English haiku than on Japanese haiku,
thereby severely limiting its potential (Imaoka
1996).
Insisting on the 17 syllables scheme in English is
a pedestrian conformity to the Japanese original.
With regards to this, Ghanaian poet and scholar
Kwame Dawes pertinently argues that persisting
in this shallow treatment and engagement with the

a frog jumps in –
the sound of water.
These three lines say everything the poet has to say
(and more!), and they say it succinctly, hauntingly and
vibrantly. On the other hand, Eli Siegel’s translation
obstinately preserves the 5-7-5 scheme:
pond, there, still and old!
the splash can be heard.
Assuming that one of the decisive elements that
separates poetry from prose is a sustained focus
on the economy of language, one concludes that
Siegel’s translation is prosaic, verbose, overwritten,
less musical, less evocative and less incisive than
Aitken’s. In other words, poetically speaking, the first
haiku is much better than the second one.
At this point, one can safely assert that counting
syllables is not a major target for English haiku (if
at all); but then again, which criteria should one
take into account when engaging with this form?
If the syllabic pattern is secondary, “if minimalism
alone does not define haiku, what aesthetic qualities
are indispensable to haiku? […] what, in terms of
aesthetics, makes one haiku stand out over the rest
and why?” (Antolin, 2016: 23).

2 This crucial aspect of Japanese language needed to be clarified, in order to sustain the main argument of this section. However, in order to avoid hyper-technicism and
over-specialisation, the term syllable(s) will still be still used throughout the article.
3 Matsuo Bashô: Frog Haiku (Thirty-two Translations and One Commentary) http://www.bopsecrets.org/gateway/passages/basho-frog.htm. The web page features also a
precious commentary by Aitken himself (Aitken 2003).
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THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS
OF HAIKU
Poets and critics constantly debate the nature of the
aesthetic of haiku, which mutates by country and era;
this instrumental function is true for the Japanese
masters (Bashō, Buson, Issa and Shiki) as it is for
contemporary English-language poets. However, the
recurring patterns that define the form are summed
up in the ensuing list:
Haiku…
•

are untitled: titles are explanatory and, when
added, they compromise the intrinsic “openness”
of the form;

•

rely on brevity: haiku carry the principle of
economy of words to its ultimate extent, by
focusing on one or two images. In English,
images are often separated with a dash or other
punctuation;

•

are built upon fragmentary grammar: in haiku
adjectives, auxiliary verbs, adverbs, and articles
are omitted, thus disrupting conventional English
grammatical structures;

•

create a backdrop against which an action takes
place, by making use of rensō, or association of
ideas: static and dynamic images (“fragment” vs
“phase”) are juxtaposed to create an “internal
comparison” of ideas;

•

lack rhyming: rhymes make haiku intolerably
monotonous and are systematically eschewed;

•

create a connection with nature: haiku habitually
include a kigo, a word taken from the natural
world that sets the poem in a particular season
(ex.: cherry blossoms);

•

describe a single, small event in the present
tense (the “haiku moment”): attention is placed
on ordinary, delicate objects over the spectacular
and sublime;

•

invest on sensuous details: emotions, when they
are mentioned directly, are not dwelled upon,
but are stated plainly and directly;

•

give a clear-cut picture of a high moment that
serves as a starting point for a train of thought
and emotion;4

•

depend on the power of suggestiveness: haiku do

not put words “between the truth and ourselves”;
the images are filled with overtones that allow
the reader/listener to imagine an entire scene,
or even multiple scenes;
•

go in-depth: the emphasis on unadorned
immediacy (shasei) and sensory imagery allows
the reader to sense a deeper meaning. Images
are often symbols of universal themes (life,
death, birth and rebirth, interconnectedness,
love, sorrow, etc.) and the poems reverberate
universal emotions (joy, stupor, melancholy or
even despair). The most accomplished haiku can
evoke an entire way of life.

Reflecting on pivotal structural differences between
English and Japanese language brings one to the
conclusion that the 5-7-5 syllabic pattern perfectly
fits the latter, but sounds awkward when applied
in the former. In addition, haiku’s appreciation and
writing radically improves when one switches the
focus from form to content, i.e. from the juvenile
discipline of counting syllables to the mature
discipline of perfecting the fundamental techniques
abovementioned. Mastering haiku’s vital aspects,
being in command of its rhetorical qualities and
philosophical values is a complex task, and this makes
this art much more challenging than most people
realise.
Certainly, in the English-speaking world there is space
for haiku that religiously follow the Japanese syllabic
structure: journals, magazines and contests which
do not tolerate deviations from this formula exist
and have estimators. However, these self-enclosed
spaces that the “classicists” have created for
themselves represent a tiny niche, one unworthy
of persistent literary consideration. What deserves
the consideration of poets, scholars and the readers
of this issue of Imbiza is the exploration of this art
form in the South African literary landscape. This is
the topic under scrutiny in the sections that follows.

HAIKU IN AFRICA AND
SOUTH AFRICA – A CURSORY
EXPLORATION
This section takes cognisance of “haiku-ish” poetry
traditions in Africa and maps the evolution of “Afriku”
(i.e. “African haiku”), a term coined by Ghanian poet
and scholar Adjei Agyei-Baah, the co-founder of
Africa Haiku Network and co-editor with Emmanuel
Jesse Kalusian of The Mamba journal. Attention is
hereby placed on haiku in South Africa, in particular
on a group of under-studied South African haijin.

4 Shiki’s famous “advice to beginners” are cited in Henderson, pp. 161-2.
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In a seminal 2019 paper, Agyei-Baah charts the
development of haiku in the African continent.
The document – a must-read for any poet/
scholar interested in this topic – is divided into
four geographical sections (“Haiku Activities in
West African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in East
African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in South
African Countries”, “Haiku Activities in North African
Countries”), plus a closing section which offers an
overview on “Haiku Societies and Associations in
Africa”, “Haiku Books/E-Books from Africa/Reviews”
and “Africa Haiku Journals and Reviews”.
In framing a disquisition on a poetic form
characterised by extreme succinctness, Agyei-Baah
astutely refers to an African progenitor of haiku in
West African cultural loric material: “Senegal has a
tradition of “short talk” poetry, with no rule relating to
syllable count as in haiku, but with rhyme and rhythm
repeated, and engaging in much word play. Such
poems were recited at occasions such as weddings
and baptisms”
Other notable short poetic forms from Africa are
balwo and shirib, both from Eastern Africa (Somalia,
Djibouti). Balwo is commented in Johnson (1998) and
Andrzejewksi (2011), amongst other works; shirib is
examined by Somali legend, Prof Ali Jimale Ahmed,
and is an African poetic form that has
… some uncanny resemblance to the haiku, and
not only in terms of its antiphonal structure, its
provocative amplifications and implications, but
also in the way both forms communicate a feeling
or impression in the most succinct and taut
manner […] The shirib […] has been in existence
for more than 180-200 years. Like other poetic
genres in Somali tradition, the shirib follows
strict rules of prosody, especially, alliteration and
meter. Unlike other poetic genres or subgenres,
however, the shirib is accompanied by jaan, the
rhythmic unity of clapping and footwork. The
combination of clapping and footwork coupled
with the sound of a horn-trumpet gives the shirib
its rhythmic balance. The horn is blown only after
the poet has recited his verses. Nothing should
compete with the delivery of the verses. There
is complete silence during the poet’s delivery of
the verses. That is because the shirib verses are
taut, pithy, subtle, and condensed, and demand
the undivided attention of all participants and
spectators. […] The original form of the genre
consisted of four long lines, each couplet
consisting of 11 syllables. The current popular
form consists of two lines of 16 syllables, each
line consisting of 8 syllables. We could perhaps
say, the long shirib is to the current form what
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the waka, 31 syllables, is to the haiku. That said,
both the shirib (two lines, each consisting of 8
syllables) and the haiku (three lines, consisting
of 5-7-5 syllables) […] allow their practitioners
to crystallize their thoughts. They use evocation
while at the same time evincing events yet to
come. In the Somali case, the poet is said to
share characteristics with a bird called dhebad
(hoopoe), said to be privy to events yet to come.
[…] Farah Seefey is perhaps the most versatile
of all shirib poets […] his verses are […]: “I see
a pregnant world / For which [alas] there is no
midwife in sight”. (Ahmed and d’Abdon, 2017:
90-95, emphasis added)
The South(ern) African segment of Agyei-Baah’s
article commences with an honourable mention to
late iconic poet and activist Dennis Brutus (who “as
a political racial advocate employed this terse poetic
genre to communicate his intimate moments”) and
proceeds by briefly introducing local haikuists who
“have published work”, namely
Wilhelm Haupt, “who wrote in Afrikaans
and published in the Netherlands” […] Moira
Richards from George (Eastern Cape) [who] once
served as renku editor for Simply Haiku […] Gus
Ferguson […] an African cartoonist, editor and
pharmacist from Cape Town [who] edited the
poetry journal, Carapace […] Steve Shapiro [who]
published two haiku books, In A Borrowed Tent
(1994) and Of Little Consequence (2007) […] Dr.
Marie Heese [who] published Haiku for Africa
in 2014 [with] Unisa Press […] Daniel Hugo, an
Afrikaans poet [who was] responsible for the
literary programmes “Leeskring” and “Vers en
Klank” [and] was also an editor at the publishing
house Protea Boekhuis […] Clifford W Lindemann
[…] whose haiku began appearing in journals in
2015 or so. (Agyei-Baah 2019)
The section below expands Baah’s paper by
familiarising the reader with new South African haijin
whose works have been published in The Mamba.

THE NEW HAIJIN OF SOUTH
AFRICA
Issue 2 to 11 of The Mamba showcase five South
African haijin: Raphael d’Abdon, Maria Steyn,
Samantha Renda, Fumane Ntlhabane and Bongani
Masilela5. Their selected poems, grouped below, meet
the criteria employed to identify a well-crafted haiku:
they display a high degree of lucidity, conciseness
and creativity, and occasionally dispense glimpses
of undiluted brilliance.

5 This brilliant haiku by South African Ayesha Kajee was one of the finalists of the 2016 Afriku contest organised by Uganda-based Babishaiku Poetry Foundation. It appears
in Prah (2017: 85):
when the rain-drones drop
kaleidoscopes explode from
Namaqualand’s soul
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The first South African haikuist to be published in
The Mamba was d’Abdon. His haiku celebrating the
majestic African snake after which the journal is
titled was chosen as the epigraph to issue n. 2, an
issue featuring Nobel Prize Laureate Wole Soyinka,
amongst other poets:
black mamba
coiled in sugar cane field
scythe glistening (issue n. 2, p. Xvi)6
With 10 haiku published across six issues of The
Mamba, Steyn is the most prolific - and one of the
most skilled and imaginative - poet of the group.
In the chosen pieces below the haikuist’s artistry
reaches its peak, in terms of nuances, balance and
originality:
shanty town
satellite dishes
face the morning sun (issue n.3 p. 25)
we place a bucket
under the leaking roof
evening news
bubbling stew
her hand reaches for pepper
as the in-laws arrive (issue n. 7, p. 3)
almost spring
my daughter restores
great-grandma’s sewing machine (issue n. 10, p. 10)
lockdown dusk
a V of geese heads
to the lake (issue n. 11, p. 24)
Renda’s first haiku catapults the reader into the harsh
reality of black South Africa’s “informal settlements”;
it is subtle, melancholic, and wittily imbued with a
feminist/womanist discourse:
distant thunder
the rocks holding down
her tin roof
According to tsistsitas poet Lance Henson “poems are
stories […] that reflect the human experience. And
the best poetry expresses or mirrors the relationship
between a human being and the forces that surround
his or her life” (2002). Renda’s second haiku echoes
Henson’s words by deftly capturing a volatile instant

in which two apparently separated naturalistic realms
fuse into one:
just for a moment...
where the dragonfly
meets the sky (issue n. 4, p. 25)
Ntlhabane’s haiku have a robust emotive force: their
imagery is so vivid that the reader instantly becomes
one with the redolent African landscape the poet so
fondly observes and elegantly inhabits. Both pieces
powerfully combine the foundational aspects of the
form:
dry harmattan
drops of rain
turn dust into pebbles
returning to South Africa —
the scent
of sunflower fields (issue n. 5, p. 27)
Masilela’s captivating pastoral poem succeeds in
verbalising the continuum existing between the
human and non-human world and the landscape,
a typical trait of accomplished haiku. The goats are
personified to deepen their spiritual connection
with the first-person speaking poet, in a formally
impeccable piece:
KwaMhlanga village goats yawn at me
in the morning (issue n. 11, p. 34)
This section opened with a tribute to the renowned
poet Denis Brutus. The road that leads to the
conclusive part of this article is paved with three
outstanding haiku by underrated Cape-based poet
Natalie Railoun (2015)7:
shutting down the blind
slowly descending into
my aching body (p. 49)
a moth stops struggling
spider waits for me to leave
to inspect her meal (p. 67)
cooking in silence
a woman’s meditation
salt for her pot (p. 89)

7 Thirty-three haiku by Railoun are included in For The Duration, an all-female poetry anthology published in 2015 by indipendent publisher Botsotso, featuring also Jana
van Niekerk and Rosemund Handler.
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES
Asked about what inroads haiku has made into
Western culture, Gary Snyder answers as follows:
I think it’s on its way, but I wouldn’t say it’s
anywhere near yet. This doesn’t translate into
consciousness and respect for haiku in the
English department, or in the comparative
literature department, or in The New York Review
of Books, where they want to see more irony
and intellect. The post-modern mental habit
is anti-simplicity, among other things (Carolan
2016: 38).

in this country: the art of haiku must be taught
professionally in schools, universities and poetry
organisations; poetry festivals must invite haijin to
be part of their line-ups, they must organise haiku
competitions, and make space for haiku round-tables
and workshops in their programmes; high-quality
haiku must regularly grace the pages of the major
academic and literary journals because, despite timid
attempts made by South African journals such as New
Coin and Poetry Potion to circulate haiku, its status
in printed publications is still that of a lesser child
to lyrical poetry.
The outcome of this myopic attitude is that haiku
poetry is virtually absent from live events and

In line with this argument, Dawes agreeably argues
that the poetry establishment does not grant haiku
“a tremendous amount of respect” (Black 2015:
105). This is a preoccupation shared by many haiku
enthusiasts around the world, and is certainly a valid
one when one considers the South African context.

poets who know how to write good haiku are
sending them to haiku journals and poets who do
not know how to write haiku are submitting them
to mainstream poetry journals, creating a bad
reputation of haiku among editors of non-haiku
poetry journals (Kolodji: 68-69).

In African countries such as Nigeria, Ghana, Uganda
and Kenya, haiku is taught in schools by competent
educators and haiku poets are invited to give lectures
in universities, to perform in festivals and to judge
poetry contests. In South Africa, conversely, haiku is
frowned upon by both the literary and the educational
establishments and hijin are largely ignored in the
public space.

This article argues that a large, widely-accepted haiku
community made of poets, teachers, editors and
event organisers must be built in South Africa. This
will boost the creation of safe, culturally-enriching and
empowering platforms, and enable poets, readers and
audiences to explore new territories of the African
imagination. The point of arrival of this process could
be the creation of a South African Haiku Society
(shaped after similar organisations already existing
in countries like Japan, Sweden, and United States,
for instance) and, hopefully, the establishment of an
annual live event dedicated to haiku.

In my haiku writing courses at the Mzansi Poetry
Academy (a Public Community Learning Centre), I met
budding poets who had been previously introduced
to haiku in workshops organised by local poetry
platforms. What was evident from my conversation
with them was that the study of the central aspects
of haiku had been neglected or treated superficially,
and excessive consideration had been given to the
syllabic structure of the form. In order to allow them
to re-discover haiku and enable them to appreciate its
true essence, I had to make them unlearn what they
have been mistaught, and start the writing process
afresh. Fortunately, this sort of “re-education” proved
fruitful with two young poets in particular, Fumane
Ntlhabane and Solly Ramawatsi. The former has been
praised in the previous paragraphs, the latter is a slam
champion, who performs regularly in poetry shows
and open mic circuits. He started reading his haiku
into these arenas (much to audiences’ surprise… and
to my satisfaction!), and some people even started
to call him “the haiku poet”.

Much gratitude to the pioneering South African haiku
writers mentioned in this article, who have paved the
way for other poets to follow, and a special thanks
to Imbiza for providing a prestigious stage for this
long-overdue discussion. It is a step, albeit small, in
the right direction… As the Italian proverb says: se
son rose fioriranno…

One of the main objectives of this article is to partially
fill the cognitive and cultural gap existing in South
Africa around haiku. A large-scale strategy needs to
be implemented, if haiku literacy is to be increased
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Fumane Ntlhabane is one of the
young Haiku poets in South Africa.
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outhful poetic voices have been silenced
in the South African curriculum for
secondary school English as a First
Additional Language (EFAL). The
Curriculum and Assessment Policy
Statement (CAPS) for EFAL classes
focuses exclusively on learners mastering prescribed
content and achieving predetermined aims.
The CAPS document for EFAL for Grades 10-12
level states that the study of the formal aspects of
poetry must “explain choice and effectiveness in
poetry of how elements support the message/theme.
Elements may include figures of speech, imagery,
structural elements, and sound devices, e.g. rhyme,
refrain, rhythm, alliteration” (Department of Basic
Education 2011: 32). Primarily British and American
poems, such as William Wordsworth’s “Composed
Upon Westminster Bridge” and Alice Walker’s “How
to Write a Poem” and verse by an older generation
of indigenous poets such as Mongane Wally Serote
and Oswald Mbuyiseni Mtshali are prescribed for
study in the classroom. Therefore, learners’ vibrant
voices are missing from the teaching and learning of
poetry, and they do not see their life-worlds reflected
in the prescribed poetic texts.
It is crucial to note that poetry written by learners
carries their cultural and literary identities (D’Abdon
and Newfield 2015; D’Abdon 2016; Genis 2020),
so including their poetic voices may contribute
to the decolonisation of the school curriculum by
re-centring their creativity. The authors of this article
are all members of ZAPP (the South African Poetry
Project), whose primary aim is to investigate and
encourage the teaching and learning of South African
poetry in secondary schools. In order to support
our claim that learners’ poetic voices can make a
significant contribution to school curricula, we use
the Thebuwa multimodal poetry assemblage created
by learners at Ndofaya Lamula Jubilee High School
in Soweto (2005) as an entry point into exploring the
poetry anthology entitled Potential Unleashed (2019),
compiled by the Poetry Club at Wallmansthal High
School in Soshanguve in a school in Gauteng. Our
analysis of these texts shows how learners’ poetic
voices can be reclaimed in the classroom. These
poems flesh out and embody the poets’ multimodal
experiences and allow them to reclaim their individual
and collective voices, drawing on cultural memory,
in their classrooms. Furthermore, this paper explores
how these poems link the learners’ home literacies
and literary-cultural traditions with classroom
literacies and the curriculum.
The relevance of poetry for the classroom is
conceptualised through affect theory (Massumi
1980, xvi; Gregg and Seigworth 2010: 1) and various

approaches that consider literature, experience and
memory as processes of embodiment (Genis 2020;
Hodge 1998; Lo Liyong 2018; Newfield and Bozalek
2018). These theories and approaches hold that
the teaching and learning of poetry should be a
multi-sensory and multimodal experience (Newfield
and Maungedzo 2006; Newfield and D’Abdon
2015). We combine the close textual analysis of
poems with input from interviews with learners
as our methodology in an attempt to serve as a
conduit through which youthful poetic voices are
introduced and re-introduced for enlivening the
school curriculum.

Learners possess
untapped poetic abilities
that can emerge if they
are given the chance
to express their sociocultural identities and
home literacies.
AN EMBODIED POETRY
PEDAGOGY
The multimodal and cathartic quality of poetry lends
itself to the embodiment of learning in the classroom.
These vocal, musical and bodily expressions convey
the community’s historical and cultural memory
and allow for communion with the ancestors and
gods (Manathunga et al 2020; Ndlovu 2020, 16-17;
Opland 2004). In the classroom, spoken-word poetry,
especially, serves as a conduit of the multi-sensory
embodiment of language (D’Abdon 2016): the poems
are spoken, enacted, listened and responded to by
the audience. It enhances multimodal learning to have
learners writing and performing their own poetry, as
it accommodates various learning styles; learning
takes place not only through the linguistic semiotic
mode, but also through the audio, visual, gestural and
spatial multi-modes (Anstey and Bull 2018, 59-60;
80-124; Kress 2009; Van Leeuwen 2014; Stein 2007;
Newfield and Maungedzo 2006).
Research in South African classrooms has indicated
that the multimodal embodiment of poetry leads
to greater learner interest and engagement with
the genre; spoken word poetry by young poets and
indigenous5 poetry are especially popular (Mavhiza
2019; Newfield and D’Abdon 2015; Newfield and
Maungedzo 2006).

5 We acknowledge the contestation around the term “indigenous”; for the purposes of this article, we understand “indigenous poetry” to mean poetry that is written by South
Africans in any language. Such poetry is deeply embedded in the history, culture and literacy traditions of the country.
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Engagement with indigenous South African poetry
embodies the multimodal expressions or designs of
South African learners’ cultural heritage (Newfield
and Maungedzo 2006). Consequently, introducing
indigenous poetry in the classroom enhances multiliteracies or multiliterate learning spaces, which
stimulate the development of multicultural literacy
practices and multimodal learning.
This confluence of the various senses (visual, aural,
gestural and sonic) through multimodalities in the
classroom also serves a cathartic effect, which can
bring about psychological healing among learners
(Ndlovu 2020: 15-16; D’Abdon 2016: 47). Ned
(2019: 229) indicates that including indigenous
knowledge in the classroom can contribute to
learners’ psychological healing:
This body, mind and spirit [of the learner] cannot
be engaged without the ancestral life which is a
representation of a conscious engagement with
one’s history and identity as anchored in the
indigenous education philosophy.
Restoring learners’ pride in their individual and
cultural identity is closely aligned to the concept of
bibliotherapy. This approach uses books, including
literature, to assist learners in dealing with trauma
(Marais and Evans 2017: 67-70), and corresponds
to the reader-response approach. The process of
engaging in bibliotherapy allows learners to share
their responses to a text through the schema of their
life-worlds and home literacies and literatures: the
learner symbolises her trauma by engaging with a
similarly traumatic literary theme through the lens
of her cultural experiences (Van der Walt, Evans and
Kilfoil 2017: 199-202). The text is made relevant to
the readers or learners and enables them to connect
their lived experiences, interests and traumas to the
prescribed text (Pahl and Rowsell 2013), which may
even belong to the “difficult” poetic genre.
Many learners, teachers and students consider the
poetry that is prescribed in South African classrooms
as difficult and alienating (Mavhiza 2019; Newfield
and D’Abdon 2015: 511-13; Cooper 2020). This is
in part because the topic, mode and register of the
poems are removed from their literacy and literary
traditions and young life-worlds. This leads to a
mechanistic poetry pedagogy; the poem, such as
William Wordsworth’s “Composed Upon Westminster
Bridge”, is presented as a dead text on a blank
piece of paper, accompanied by a myriad technical
questions for learners to answer, such as “Identify
the metaphor in line 6” and “Which two things are
being compared in the simile in line 10?” (Kearney
2008; Mavhiza 2019: 86-88). Poetry lessons usually
consist of the teacher providing an introduction to
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the life of the poet, then reading the poem and
posing numerous short questions on the text: this
linear approach fractures the unitary meaning and
multimodal experience of the poem (Kearney 2008:
266–67). This mono-modal approach shatters the
learners’ and teachers’ enjoyment and appreciation
of poetry. We agree with Stein and Newfield (2006:
10) that “learners engage with different modes
differently: they have different relationships, histories
and competencies in relation to modes”. Stein and
Newfield (2006: 8) further argue: “Teachers and
students are designers of meaning. Meaning-making is
premised on how people choose to represent it from
the range of possible options” (original emphasis). This
highlights the importance of different modalities and
literacies in the literature classroom.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Our theoretical framework derives from the theories
of affect, multimodality and memory (Erll 2010;
Feindt, Krawatzek, Mehler, Pestel and Trimçev 2014;
Radstone 2011; Bloomfield and Hanson 2015). Affect
theory has helped to shape our thinking about the
phenomenon of teaching and learning poetry in
South African secondary schools. The theory of affect
derives from Spinoza’s Ethics, which defines it as
the capacity to affect a body or a mind (which, for
Spinoza, is the idea of a body). Deleuze and Guattari
(1987: 162) build on Spinoza’s foundation and, like
him, locate affect in the body. They hold that affects
are flows of intensity that are registered corporeally
rather than rationally or emotionally. In ZAPP’s
research at a Gauteng township school in 2018, one
teacher explained in tremulous tones that she avoided
teaching poetry because she did not understand it.
Her aversion to the genre was palpable from her tone
and body language. Affect is “sticky”, in Sara Ahmed’s
words: “Affect is what sticks, or what sustains or
preserves the connection between ideas, values and
objects” (2010, 29). When EFAL teachers see poetry
in this way, the negative affect, which is part of their
bodily response to the genre, passes between all the
participants in the classroom, especially the learners.
The “object” of poetry is continuously conditioned
by this value and is associated with negative bodily
sensations and experiences.
Unlike the negative affect that adheres to the teaching
and learning of poetry in many EFAL classrooms, the
act of composing poetry may be accompanied by
completely different affects. As we explain later, a
teacher at a township school in Gauteng established
an informal Poetry Club, which has met every week
for the past four years, where they can read their
work and critique others’. At Poetry Club meetings,
there are no downcast eyes or lowered voices.
Learners vociferously read their own poems and
comment on others’.
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Such meetings are marked by intensities of excitement
and the passion of creativity. These intensities spur
the creation of more poems and a desire to perform
them for the club. In this way affect becomes a motive
and a driver for self-expression through poetry.
Writing and literature are connected with mapping or
fleshing out the body. Deleuze and Guattari (1987:
518) use the metaphor of the intricate rhizome to
conceptualise the unending weavings of textual
embodiments as “Open rings” of signification. Hodge
(1998: 31) maintains that the bio-psychological body
represents “a system of inscription” on and through
which words are inscribed through cyclical memory.
The latter is “the retrieval of a past into the present,
suggesting a cyclical motion to time, from event, to
forgetting, to retrieval”, that is “remembering” (Hodge
1998: 38). This links to the concept of “Writing the
body” (Hodge 1998: 32). Taban Lo Liyong (2018)
asserts that indigenous literature represents a living
or animistic trace: it is a soul with conscious memory
within an immortal body. These concepts align closely
with the indigenous conception of time, space and
experience as a circular construct: the present and
past, the world of the ancestors and the progeny
are mirror images of the same reality (Newfield and
Bozalek 2019).
New Literacy Studies refer to embodiments of writing
as “artifacts”, which represent cultural designs of
meaning (Pahl & Rowsell 2013). Indigenous poems are
part of these cultural-specific artifacts of signification.
This weaving of bodies through indigenous poetry
connects the learners’ life-worlds with those of the
text. In our work, we have observed learners writing
poems to mark important events in their communities
and families’ histories, and sharing these stories with
their peers and teachers. This encourages a more
empathic and communal embodiment of learning.
Such meetings are marked by intensities of excitement
and the passion of creativity. These intensities spur
the creation of more poems and a desire to perform
them for the club. In this way affect becomes a motive
and a driver for self-expression through poetry.
Writing and literature are connected with mapping or
fleshing out the body. Deleuze and Guattari (1987:
518) use the metaphor of the intricate rhizome to
conceptualise the unending weavings of textual
embodiments as “Open rings” of signification. Hodge
(1998: 31) maintains that the bio-psychological body
represents “a system of inscription” on and through
which words are inscribed through cyclical memory.
The latter is “the retrieval of a past into the present,
suggesting a cyclical motion to time, from event, to
forgetting, to retrieval”, that is “remembering” (Hodge

1998: 38). This links to the concept of “Writing the
body” (Hodge 1998: 32). Taban Lo Liyong (2018)
asserts that indigenous literature represents a living
or animistic trace: it is a soul with conscious memory
within an immortal body. These concepts align closely
with the indigenous conception of time, space and
experience as a circular construct: the present and
past, the world of the ancestors and the progeny
are mirror images of the same reality (Newfield and
Bozalek 2019).
New Literacy Studies refer to embodiments of writing
as “artifacts”, which represent cultural designs of
meaning (Pahl & Rowsell 2013). Indigenous poems are
part of these cultural-specific artifacts of signification.
This weaving of bodies through indigenous poetry
connects the learners’ life-worlds with those of the
text. In our work,6 we have observed learners writing
poems to mark important events in their communities
and families’ histories, and sharing these stories with
their peers and teachers. This encourages a more
empathic and communal embodiment of learning.

METHODOLOGY
The data for this article was gathered through a
combination of textual analysis and interviews with
learners. The two anthologies of learners’ poetry
which we discuss here were produced as a result of
research projects that aimed to infuse vibrancy and
enthusiasm into the teaching and learning of poetry
at secondary schools.
The Thebuwa project, undertaken by Robert
Maungedzo and Denise Newfield between 2002
and 2005, demonstrates the significant impact
that connecting learners’ life-worlds with the text,
through the act of writing poetry, can have on
shaping of their individual identities, as well as their
creative expression. The name “Thebuwa”, which
means “to speak” (Newfield and Maungedzo 2006:
78), was coined from “the three main languages
of [Maungedzo’s] Grade 10 class – from Thetha
(isiXhosa), Bulabula (Xitsonga) and Buwa (Pedi)”
(Newfield and Maungedzo 2006: 78). Maungedzo,
who, at the time, served as an English teacher
at Lamula Jubilee High School in Meadowlands,
Soweto, had expressed frustration at his students’
disinterest in engaging with literature. For many of
these students, English served as a “third or fourth
language” (Newfield and Maungedzo 2006, 80)
and, therefore, the English writers and poets that
were prescribed to them in the English classroom
represented “an elite community from which they
had been totally excluded” (Newfield and Maungedzo
2006: 80).

6 The authors of this article have been involved since 2017 in research with learners at secondary schools in Gauteng under the aegis of ZAPP, the South African Poetry Project.
ZAPP has conducted considerable research (see Genis 2019, 2020, 2021; Prozesky and Mavhiza 2020; Naidu and Newfield 2020; Cooper 2020; Newfield and Byrne 2020).
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Together with Newfield, a researcher from the
University of the Witwatersrand, Maungedzo
began an intervention that used poetry as a point
of departure through which to improve his students’
literacy skills and encourage a culture of literary
engagement. In their study of this intervention,
Maungedzo and Newfield observe how they utilised
a “multimodal pedagogy, in which a range of modes
and languages would be permitted in the exploration
of poetry” (Newfield and Maungedzo 2006: 75).
In encouraging the use of “a range of modes and
languages”, Maungedzo and Newfield also facilitated
a dynamic in which students could, on one hand,
explore their individual identities and, on the other,
develop a lens through which to engage with and
articulate their cultural memory through creative
expression.
The second anthology we discuss in this article,
Potential Unleashed (2017), was produced as a result
of an informal research project undertaken by Eunice
Phiri at a school in Soshanguve. Phiri was motivated
by the pressing need to popularise and make poetry
interesting and decided to introduce a poetry club.
The learners at this school, which only offers Grades
10 to 12, have always written poetry as part of their
home literacy practices. The poetry club was formed
at the beginning of 2016 so that interested learners
could focus on writing and presenting their poems
in a weekly two-hour session after school, during
which the teacher wrote with them. A group of
46 learners joined, but there were only 20 regular,
active and consistent members showing interest,
enthusiasm and commitment in 2016. The school
only offers poetry in Grade 10 and Grade 11 classes
because the Grade 12 teachers find it “too difficult”
for their learners to master and fear that poetry might
lower the school’s success rate in the matric exam.
Nevertheless, Grade 12 learners continued attending
poetry club sessions as active members.

THE THEBUWA ANTHOLOGY
Our theoretical framework derives from the theories
On the other hand, the Thebuwa project produced
two outputs. The first is what the students referred
to as the Thebuwa cloth (Fig. 1), which they put
together for Maungedzo to present at an education
conference in China. The large cloth was a “collective,
multi-semiotic assemblage” (Newfield and Maungedzo
2006: 77) that was formed by stitching 22 smaller
cloths together. Each cloth contained one or a group
of students’ clan or praise poems written “in their
indigenous languages” (Newfield and Maungedzo
2006: 77). The cloth’s combination of different
cultural texts, subsequently, offered a rendering
of South Africa’s cultural memory that allowed the
multiple voices that shape the New South Africa
to co-exist with one another and simultaneously
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emphasise their own distinct identities and narratives.
This dynamic was further at play in the project’s
second creative output, a poetry anthology entitled
Thebuwa: Poems from Ndofaya Lamula Jubilee High
School Soweto, which was published in 2005.
The anthology comprises poems written by the
learners, which express both their individual and
cultural identities. The learners’ voices shape every
aspect of the anthology. Newfield emphasises this
in the anthology’s introduction when she notes that
the poems are “largely unedited, save for minor
corrections, as we wanted to preserve the voice,
idiom and style of the writers” (Newfield 2005 in
Thebuwa, vii). The anthology spans a wide range of
subjects which are culturally and historically specific,
including township life, identity politics, South African
culture and history, as well as age-appropriate topics,
such as friendship and sexuality. It is divided into
separate sections for each poet, each of which is
preceded by a photograph of the poet, accompanied
by a biographical note. These biographical notes
are written by the learners themselves, bringing
emphasis to the diversity of poetic voices and
experiences that inform the text. The learners write
of their love for poetry and stories, indicating the
significance of these in shaping their engagements
with and understandings of their life-worlds. Thando
Tshabalala, whose poems open the anthology, for
instance, states in his biographical note: “I’m madly
in love with poetry and very enthusiastic about living
life to the last breath. I spend my time listening to
my grandfather and, if not, I write life away on a
page, I write poetry” (2005 in Thebuwa, 2). Thando
explores the notion of writing “life away on a page” in
his poem “Stories”, where he critically reflects on the
role of stories in the formation of our lived realities.
The speaker in the poem is an individual who denies
the value of stories. The speaker claims that “life
is not a story. It’s a struggle” (5). He suggests that
those who are invested in stories do not take action
in building our society in the present, implying that
stories are merely associated with the act of dreaming
and imagination. Yet, towards the end of the poem,
Thando subtly embeds a critique of the speaker’s
words. In the final stanza, the speaker proclaims “a
story is history/ history is the past” (5) and concludes
with the words “It’s a story nothing but a story” (5).
The irony in these words is that history is, in fact,
very much part of shaping and influencing how we
navigate the present. Therefore, the stories which
may appear to exist only as words “on a page” are,
in fact, integral to the shaping of our lives.
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Khusela Alfred Xonya, who goes by the pseudonym
“Judge Love”, demonstrates a similar affection for
poetry and literature as he indicates in his biographical
note that he desires to write his own book of poems
and lists Jamaican poet Mutabruka, Alan Paton,
Robert Frost, Mzwakhe Mbuli and WH Auden as his
role models. Like Tshabalala, Judge Love also reflects
on the value of storytelling through his poetry. In “A
Poem (Excerpts)”, he defends his desire to write poems
that reflect on the bleaker realities of his life, stating
“Do you want me to lie,/ and say these things/ ‘When
I was a kid I used to ride my own bicycle.’/ ‘I used to
have new clothes for every Christmas and New Year’”
(44). Yet, Judge Love’s poems also provide him with
a space through which to explore and question his
identity, specifically in relation to his country. In the
poem “Should I?”, he probes how to situate his voice
and identity within a political system that he believes
has disadvantaged him and his people. The poem is
framed by questions and reflections, as Judge Love,
who refers to himself as “an example of a ghetto boy”
(42), asks “Should I speak what’s in my mind?/ Should
I be the eye of the blind?/ Should I open my heart
about cruelty in this land?” (42). With these words,
he reflects on the possibility that his personal and
communal experiences, as well as his thoughts, could
perhaps position him as an agent of change within
his society. As the poem develops, he explores this
possibility further, acknowledging that in the eyes
of his president, he is merely “a student who needs
to be taught” (42). Yet, the questions he continues
to pose imply the depth of his intellect as he makes
observations and expresses truths that the adult
figures in his life fail to comprehend or address. As
he asks questions such as “Should the congregation
allow me to ask questions in church?” (43) and “How
can the earth’s creation be the earth’s destroyers?”
(43), he invites his fellow youths to engage with these
questions, but also to pose their own questions and,
in doing so, recognise the value of their individual and
collective voices within the broader political, social
and cultural landscape of South Africa.
Apart from the themes and concerns that are grappled
with in the anthology, the learners’ individuality
and voices are also reflected in the way many of
the poems play with language and challenge the
conventions of traditional poetic forms. As Newfield
observes in the introduction, “Some poems are
structured around conventional poetic techniques
such as metaphor and simile, while others experiment
with multilingualism, township idiom and the rhythms
of kwaito music” (Newfield in Thebuwa 2005, vii-viii).
The anthology’s place poems, in particular, challenge
“conventional poetic techniques” as they juxtapose
English with African indigenous languages and
“township idiom” in order to illustrate the diverse and
dynamic nature of life in Soweto. Pheliswa Sam’s “A
place called Soweto”, for example, describes Soweto

as a “place for everyone” (81) where you “can get
ambhujwa,/ nabongwana, amapantsula in the corner”
(81). It also utilizes brief song excerpts through its
reference to the lines “bhuti, ngihamba nawe” (81)
from Afropop group Mafikizolo’s hit song “Ndihamba
Nawe”. Through emphasising the contribution of
the diverse language of the township, as well as
music, in shaping its culture, Sam demonstrates
how these aspects of township life are integral to
determining how she navigates her own identity,
as well as how she identifies with and relates to the
vibrancy of the spaces which surround her. Zodwa
Precious Madladleni’s “Life in Soweto” takes the
anthology’s linguistic playfulness a step further.
The poem offers “a synergy of tsotsitaal and text
messaging language, portraying young Sowetans as
hybrid citizens who inhabit both the township and
the global world of modern telecommunications”
(Newfield and Maungedzo 2006, 87). Indeed, as M
speaks of Soweto’s “loxion culture” (26), referencing
the “tsotsi language” (26) as she speaks of hearing
“amagents athi holla 7” (26) and concludes the poem
with the text message “I 1 2 C U B4 6am Luv Ya”
(26), she positions the Sowetan youth as a hybridised
citizen who intricately navigates between township
life and “the global world”, particularly through
language. Yet, the poem also illuminates new ways
of thinking about constructing poetic language and,
subsequently, multiple possibilities for expanding on
and revising the poetic form itself.
The Thebuwa anthology, ultimately, lays testament
to the importance of an approach to engaging with
language and poetry that provides students with
the opportunity to mould themselves as makers
and collaborators in the production of multicultural
poetic forms.

POTENTIAL UNLEASHED
Potential Unleashed (2017) is the title of a
self-published anthology of poetry written by learners
who belonged to the Poetry Club at Wallmansthal
High School in Soshanguve. The club, which meets
weekly for two hours, was started by Eunice Phiri in
2016 and is still running. Soon after being established,
the club became a space for free expression, writing,
sharing and presenting poems written by highly
motivated learners. The safety of the poetry club
created a breakthrough that unleashed potential that
was previously hidden. . In the poetry club, learners
bring their home literacies into the school’s extracurricular arena. The two spaces – home and school
– are not isolated entities; they influence one another
in a way that impacts strongly on the development
of learners. The change brought about in learners
who have attended the poetry club supports our
contention that the indigenous culture of the home
should be extended and affirmed in the school.
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Potential Unleashed links the learners’ home literacies
and literary-cultural traditions with classroom
literacies and the curriculum. A close analysis of the
poems shows diversity; it touches on domestic issues,
trials and tribulations, loss, celebrations, and initiation,
and shifts these matters from the periphery to the
centre. In the following discussion, the analysis of
poems is intertwined with material from interviews
with the young poets, which shed light on the poetry.
The combination of these two sources indicates how
rigid boundaries are created within the school, while
freer spaces are created in the poetry club, and the
rationale behind developing a more informal and
collaborative context.

And if you need my future to be bright

In the poetry club, the learners reclaim multicultural
and multimodal voices that are absent from their
classrooms. Phiri, as a teacher, mediates between two
domains: the classroom syllabus, whose requirements
she has to meet, and the extracurricular space, where
learners are agents who own and share their work. As
with the Thebuwa poems, the 60 poems produced
by learners in Potential Unleashed creatively disobey
the rules that usually govern language. All words
come loaded with polysemous meanings; the young
poets use these meanings to enrich their symbols,
comparisons and similes; they draw on the literal
and figurative meanings of words to create vivid
images. The poems written and presented in the
club evoke many emotions: they challenge, comfort,
disturb, delight, confuse and amuse the audience. The
members of the club use their craft to make meaning
of the world and their lives. The poetry written by
learners carries their cultural and literary identity. The
topics of their poems range from romance, humour,
challenges, domestic issues to sharp commentary on
life. The following poem by Karabo William Monama
explores family relations:

And last but not least

Father’s Day
Dad life with you is complete
But without you life is like a gun without bullets
Dad when I am not with you I can’t say a word
But when I am beside you
I can say a sentence
Dad in an economic want and needs
I eventually put you as my provider
I am a golf ball and you are a golf stick
Without you hitting me
I would never explore how life is out there
And succeed
Dad I’m like a shoe
And you’re a polish
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You have to polish me after every step I take
Dad I don’t know if it’s true
But many kids say if you have money
You have everything in the world
But I disagree with them
Because when I have you I feel
I own everything in the world
Dad you are my friend, my brother, my uncle
My father, my grandfather
Dad you are my friend
And I would never cheat on you!
(Le’Maire 12-13)
This poem weaves a strong intergenerational bond
by showing how the young poet regards his father.
The father represents a close link with the poet’s
ancestors and cultural lineage. He acknowledges
the presence, the importance and the role played by
his father in his life. The simile “I’m like a shoe / and
you’re a polish” evokes the unique contribution of the
father in constructing, burnishing and protecting the
son’s identity. In addition, the comparison of the poet
to a shoe emphasises his mobility and life trajectory,
while the reference to polish acknowledges his interdependency on his father. He derives fulfilment and
reassertion of his identity through his father figure.
The poem “Dreams over nightmares” by Ntombizodwa
Phiri also builds on the theme of memory:
Dreams over Nightmares
Many dreams make us enraptured
A sprinkle of nightmares
Make us melancholic
Dreams do us jubilant
Nightmares take away our spirit of happiness
How many times do we have
those sweet dreams?
How many times do we have those
worst nightmares?
How many times do we dream
without being asleep?
How many times do we think
of the worst?
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Dreams are not only dreams of sleep
They are guidelines to our future
Dreams are not only
those sweet ones.
Dreams are the ones that
lead us to our career
But are we really going to give up
on our dreams because of an obstacle
If so worst failures of our own journey
to success.
(Le’Maire 25)
The titular “dreams” link this poem to the collective
unconscious of the speaker’s community. The speaker
is positioned as the recipient of intergenerational
fears and desires (Jung 2003: 1961). Phiri uses
the poem to juxtapose dreams and nightmares,
reality and fantasy. She realises the duality of life
and acknowledges that life presents itself in many
different ways. She summons the reader to make
an informed choice in order to succeed. Indeed, the
poem testifies to the poet’s quest to succeed. When
interviewed, Phiri said that writing her own poems
provides her with guidelines on how to live her life.
Poetry inspires her and brings comfort to her when
she experiences doubt and turbulence. This poem
testifies to the healing power of poetry (cf. Ndlovu
2020) in addressing trauma, difficulty and fear.
As with the Thebuwa anthology, the poems in Potential
Unleashed provide the learners with multicultural
voices. The process of writing the poems allowed
them to explore their life-worlds and identities in a
safe space. This act of poetic creation encouraged
the embodiment of the learners’ cultural literacy and
literary practices.

CONCLUSION
Our analysis of the Thebuwa anthology and Potential
Unleashed has shown that learners possess untapped
poetic abilities that can emerge if they are given the
chance to express their socio-cultural identities and
home literacies. In the two projects we have outlined,
learners were given platforms to explore and express
themselves creatively, away from the regulations that
characterize traditional classrooms. They chose to
construct their own poems to represent the meanings
that are relevant to their life-worlds instead of the
stale and alienating content of classroom poetry. In
light of our discussion, we recommend that these two
texts are brought into other classrooms to enliven
the teaching and learning of poetry, and that the
same approaches to learning that gave rise to the
two anthologies are encouraged in other classrooms.

This can create multimodal, poetry-friendly classroom
spaces that encourage joy, creativity and a community
of learning.
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“There is really no such thing as the voiceless. There are only the deliberately silenced, or the preferably unheard.”
― Arundhati Roy

Q

THE BEGINNING
ueerness is not yet a palatable
concept in Africa. Yes! “Queer
Africa” herself shuns her queer
children on the pretext that they
defy the normative human and by
extension African condition. The
ostracisation is founded on and perpetuated by a
resounding anti-queer Pan Africanist rhetoric that
reverberates across Africa. This makes it hard for
queer people to live and express themselves freely
and fully. But this is not the only story.
A narrative of victimhood is not a complete one
because it obstructs us from the other stories. Stories
of hope, stories of resistance. African queer people
are in the midst of it all finding means and ways to
challenge the exclusion and dehumanisation through
various means and strategies. Among these, poetry!
The thrust in this article is to explore how poetry
has been and continues to be utilised by African
queer individuals to unmute their voices, challenge
homophobia in Africa as well as decolonise the
gender and sexuality knowledge systems in Africa.
I do so with the aid of selected poems that were
written by queer youths that I worked with in an
anti-homophobia project called Nhanho [Strides]
in Zimbabwe.

YOU ARE MY MOTHER
AFRICA!
Africa you are my mother
For nine months I was held within your interior…
I fed off your stomach
I drank from your intestines
I lived on your breath
I was fearfully, wonderfully and beautifully
formed within your womb Africa
In you I danced, I dined
I slept, I played
I cried, I laughed
According to your heartbeat
Why disown your own now Africa?
Why hate your own now Africa?
Why fear your own now Africa?
Why kill your own now Africa?
You are my mother Africa!

I am fruit of your seed
Watered to growth by your blood
My name is queer
My surname is Africa!
–

Sibanda (2020)

I thought it prudent to begin this narrative about the
resistances of queer bodies in Africa through poetry
by a poem that boldly associates Africanness and
queerness. The poem epitomises the “unmuting” of
voices to resist systems and narratives that facilitate
oppression and subjugation. Whereas the dominant
narrative suggests that to be queer is to be unAfrican,
this poem boldly declares that to be queer is to be
very African. The persona here is deliberate in their
attempt to displace the history that dissociates the
queer body from Africa and Africanness.
By boldly asserting that she is Africa’s child, and
that it is her womb that incubated her existence,
the persona seeks to reconnect the queer African
body with Africa(ness). Much like Frank Malaba’s
work, among them, I Am a Gay African (2010), in
which he writes, “I am born of every African womb,
I suckle every African womb. I am African and I am
gay”. He rebuts vociferously the idea that to be gay
is to be unAfrican by declaring that he himself is
African and gay! This is an exemplar of how African
queer bodies are decolonising the matrix of heteronormative power that oppresses them. As Sabelo
Ndlovu‐Gatsheni aptly posits, decoloniality is “part of
the continuing search for a new base by the excluded
and subordinated subjectivities from which to launch
themselves into a new world order that is humane and
inclusive such that they can regain their ontological
density, voice, land, history, knowledge and power”
(2015:23). Poetry is, thus, an important contribution
to the decolonial work of rewriting stories from the
standpoint of the marginalised and reclaiming space.
Not just physical geographical space, but a space in
the archives and memory of African existentiality.

SHUT UP AND LISTEN!
In 1988, Gatriyaki Spivak asked a pivotal question,
“Can The Subaltern Speak?” in her very popular essay
under the same title. Her question was pivotal in light
of the fact that one of the strategies employed by
the oppressor is to instil fear and silence dissenting
voices. . Queer people in Africa are among the groups
whose existence and voice has been and continues
to be muted across Africa (Epprecht, 2008; Brown,
2019; Bhana, 2014).
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However, queer individuals are finding ways and
means to transcend these boundaries. Among them,
Chesai Moyo, through his poem, Shut up And Listen.
He answers Spivak’s question; Yes! The subaltern
can speak:
I have heard you talk

You don’t know how it feels

I have seen you staring and laughing

To be a subject

And all I did was coil and burn inside

Discussed during supper

All I ever did was listen to you, watch you and
weep

Whispered about during the night

But now I am saying

Either in front or behind me

Shut up and listen!

But you don’t know what it feels to be

You have already defined me before knowing me

A topic for discussion

You harass me, call me names and it eats my
person

You don’t know how painful your eyes are

Unbearable pain is loaded in within
Will you let me, be me?
You have robbed me of my freedom
Washed away my dignity
I cannot walk hand in hand with the one
Who my heart longs for
I have dreams and hopes too
A memorable wedding
With my handsome spouse
Countless walks in the park
Loving and kissing
Without you persecuting us
I also want to talk about him you know
– Chesai Moyo (2014)
Just the title itself, before you delve into the other
contents, limns agentic action. Agency is critical in
displacing oppression. He, as a gay man from the rural
areas of Zimbabwe, occupies a peripheral position
in society. Class, race and sexuality are intersecting
determinants that place him at the margins of the
margins. Meanwhile he demands that the “centre”
shuts up and listens to him speak. He transcends
the culture of silence and fear that the oppressor
has instilled in
queer communities in Africa.
In asking the world to let him be him, he is also
extricating himself from the coloniality of being that
(Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2013b) refers to. In stating that
the environment has robbed him of his freedom
and dignity, he also asserts critical consciousness.
Critical consciousness is the “ability to recognize and
analyze systems of inequality and the commitment
to take action against these systems” (El-Amin et al.,
2017:18). Paulo Freire (1970) considers the ability
to transcend fear and the culture of silence and
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to see and name oppression as the first steps to
liberating the marginalised. His other poem “You
Don’t Know How It Feels” is another expressive piece
in which he finds his voice and speaks directly to the
“homophobes”:

Oh, yes all you do is talk

When they follow me
I am an endurer of pain and accusation
A talk of the nation
A ‘disgrace’ to the dynasty
Of male dominance
An abomination to creation
OH Clap your hands…
I have chosen to be celibate
So that you clap your hands
Double the times you clapped before
You don’t know how it feels
To be trapped in the wrong house
You don’t know how it feels
To be different from everyone else
You don’t know how it feels to be
Read like an essay, measured, calculated and
underlined
Like an equation
Why do you judge me
When I never judge you
You have forbidden my love
You have pledged a war to destroy my feelings
You have trapped me
Do you know I am also human?
You just don’t how I feel.
– Taken from Chesai Moyo’s journal entries
(2014)
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The persona recognises and names the multiple
forms of oppression and dehumanisation that he is
subjected to everyday. His lament is directed at the
homophobes themselves. Herewith, invoking the
concept of “dialogic interaction” that is espoused in
Freire’s Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1970). If the
oppressors are sometimes unaware of their oppressive
ways, then being brought to that knowledge in the
manner that Chesai does is critical. Sama Ranaka,
one of the participants in Project Nhanho, revealed
how crucial it was for cis-gender, heterosexual people
to tap into the experiences of Zimbabwean gay
subjectivities, post our participatory theatre project:
The more pronounced effect of the project
is that it gave ‘foreigners’ of this lifestyle and
orientation front row seats into the day-to-day
encounters and feelings of LGBTI people. It
offered a real-life view of the LGBTI community
outside some stereotypes brought about by the
media pop culture depictions of flamboyant
LGBTI’s that live in a freely accepting life. There
was a real-life variety perspective of the daily
battles, emotions, self-condemnation, the family
dynamics, the good, the bad and the ugly of
our lives in Zimbabwean society (Sama Ranaka
interview 27 April 2015).
This brought me to the understanding that most forms
of queerphobia are a result of ignorance, a reality
that could be shifted when there is an insight into
the lived experiences of the “other”. Chesai Moyo’s
poem embodies these possibilities. As he invites the
“homophobes” into his shoes, he reveals to them
how their gaze, their judgement and unawareness
of his struggles and feelings pain him. Indeed, the
idea of gay identities as (unwanted) masculinities,
abhorred sexualities that are subjected to surveillance
and the “panoptic gaze” (Foucault, 2007) is a notion
that ought be toppled. Chesai interrogates it in the
process. Such narratives provide a space for humanity
and seeing one another beyond the veils of heteronormativity that obstruct the lens of society.

like the Sodom and Gomorrah episode, Leviticus 18
verse 22, 2 Peter 2 verse 7, and the frequently quoted
Romans 1 v 271 are quoted to justify homophobia.
In Africa, Christianity is one of the dominant religions
and it is implicated in perpetuating homophobia on
the continent. Clergymen like Desmond Tutu have
criticised this position of the church as hypocritical
and dissonant considering that Christianity is a
doctrine of love, acceptance and care (Germond
and De Gruchy, 1997, Gunda, 2016). Some queer
people who are Christian have also problematised
the alienating doctrine and continuously refuse to be
told that their sexual orientation is a sin. “Disobedient
bodies” disobeying norms? To begin to reclaim the
voices, dignity and humanity of queer bodies who
defy normative ways of being is, in my thinking, a
form of “epistemic disobedience” (Mignolo, 2009). It
is in this light that I consider poetry by queer bodies
(disobedient bodies) as disobedient poetry. Sama
Ranaka, a gay Christian man’s poem, “Woe Is Me My
Mother; Thou Hast Borne Me A Man Of Strife And A
Man Of Contention To The Whole Earth” is a good
example of this disobedience. He writes:
“Woe Is Me My Mother That Thou Hast Borne
Me A Man Of Strife And A Man Of Contention
To The Whole Earth”
Your obsessive need to get birth
To yourself that made me this way
A way for the other kids
To tread and piss upon as dust turns into MUD
I am left, stuck in the mud like the kids’ play
Only that I watch from afar
For no one chooses me for their team
Now I’m grown and they say I play
I play for the losing team
That girl you needed in the litter
Of boys you bore…is a boy

OF “DISOBEDIENT” BODIES
AND “DISOBEDIENT” POETRY

My fault now I know is that

Biblical representations of Christianity deem
homosexuality an unnatural and demonic orientation.
According to Alex Montoya, “the true biblical teaching
on the subject of homosexuality requires the church
to condemn the sin of homosexuality, convert the
homosexual, confront erroneous teaching and cleanse
itself” (2000:155). Thus, queer bodies are considered
to be “aliens in the household of God” (Germond and
De Gruchy, 1997). Statements like “God created
Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve” and scriptures

From anyone else in the list

I like a boy
But then I know not why I am different

I checked the doctors list
I found not my condition
Yet the preacher insisted
I get treatment
Treatment I sought on the list
Boy did the team know

1 It says, ‘likewise also the men, leaving the natural use of the woman, burned in their lust for one another, man and a man committing what is shameful and receiving in
themselves the penalty of their error which was due” (Gideons International: 279).
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There was no way

So shhhhh

I was to leave
The mud
So in the solitude I now exist
I find my solace in Jeremiah’s scripture
And continuously
In a faint voice
I echo…
“Woe is me my mother that thou hast borne me
a man of strife and a man of contention to the
whole earth”
– Taken from Sama Ranaka’s Journal (17
September 2014)
In this poem, which is directed to his mother, the
persona laments his ordeal as a gay man. He touches
on both the internal and external pressures of being a
gay man. How he does not have a sense of belonging
among his peers and has constantly had to question
his sexuality which he considers as “mud”. It seems he
has also flirted with the idea of seeking treatment, for
the “preacher has insisted” he gets treatment. In spite
of it all, his refuge is the Bible, and he echoes the
words of the prophet Jeremiah in Chapter 15 verse
10. Here he also exposes the paradox of Christianity
as a liberator and oppressor as identified by Paul
Germond and Steve De Gruchy (1997).

POETRY AS A PEDAGOGY OF
LOVE
I smile
Deep down from the heart
I know my happiness shows
And indeed I am happy
I love this person
The person loves me like I have never known
What we have
Overrides the hate we face
I’m folded and fitted
In this person’s warm heart

(Ndaramayashe - 02 September 2014).
African queer narratives are fraught with tales of
sorrow, pain and solitude. It almost reads like tragedy
porn. This is mostly a consequence of the levels of
trauma and oppression perpetrated against queer
bodies in the continent. However, to make that
the only story would be an incomplete one. In the
thickets of the hatred and phobia, queer people
also experience pockets of joy and happiness.
Ndaramayashe’s ode here ushers us into that
thinking. He tells a beautiful love story coloured by
happiness and fulfilment. Their love for each other
provides an escape from the hate they face and he
(Ndaramayashe) considers his lover ‘the only shelter’
he has. Notions of healing are invoked in this piece.
Healing that is found in and of each other. Of course,
the denouement presents another problematic – his
fear of telling the world that his girlfriend is a boy.
But that does not take away the resistance couched
in his momentary bliss. He transcends the African
condition that censures queer love and censors the
writing on that love. Antonia Darder’s words that
“wherever oppression exists are also to be found the
seeds of resistance at different stages of expression”
(2002:61) prove their poignancy here.
Sometimes resistance is or comes in the form of
love. It does not always look or sound like, “shut
up and listen”.

ZERO TOLERANCE TO
HOMOPHOBIA!
We are not dogs
Neither are we pigs!
We are not aliens
This is our motherland
For we all belong
We cannot be castigated in our own motherland
Nyika yedu yechipikirwa [our destined land]
Nyika Yambuya Nehanda [The land of Mbuya
Nehanda]
Zero tolerance to homophobia!

I’m sure I will never leave
It feels like the only shelter I have

– Project Nhanho participants (2014)

I always feel like

This poem was a group creation that we recited in
the closing of our play. Couched in such simplicity,
the nine lines summed up the complex realities of
queer people in Zimbabwe. It also sums up the major
themes engaged in this article.

Telling the world
But reality rings a bell
My girlfriend is a boy
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The first lines, “we are not dogs, neither are we
pigs” are a rebuttal to Robert Mugabe’s vitriolic
speech that gay people are worse than pigs and
dogs” (Muparamoto 2020; Sibanda, 2020a; Shoko,
2010). Robert Mugabe earned himself the identity
of a homophobic protagonist through his infamous
anti-gay speeches. As such homosexuality topped
the agenda in Zimbabwe during Mugabe’s tenure as
the Zimbabwean president. Most scholars converge
on the idea that it was an escapist strategy meant to
divert people from the pressing issues in Zimbabwe
(Mabvurira et al., 2012; Shoko, 2010).
That the poem was performed to a group of
community, traditional and religious leaders on
“homophobic” Zimbabwean soil and under Mugabe’s
rule, lands it into the domain of “hidden transcripts”.
According to James Scott, hidden transcripts are
“weapons of the weak which are crucial to the
construction of a resistance culture that may
eventually become capable at certain historical
moments of acting as a catalyst of broader, more
openly oppositional liberation movements” (Scott,
1990: 227).
Moving on with the narrative, the personas go on to
claim space in the motherland. Through the “nyika
yambuya nehanda” line they invoke the narrative of
nationhood and belonging. Mbuya Nehanda was a
powerful woman spirit medium who was instrumental
in organising and giving advice to the guerillas during
the nationwide resistance to colonial rule during the
First Chimurenga (1986-1897) war of liberation. She
is most revered for her prophetic words, “Mapfupa
angu achamuka” [My bones will rise again] (that is,
to fight the settlers) which were her last before she
died. Since Zimbabwe went on to gain Independence
in 1980, it is believed that her prophecy came true.
For that reason, she is revered as a resistance
heroine, founder and guardian of the Zimbabwean
nation (Arnold and Wiener, 2007)). Thus, for them
to claim that they shall not be castigated in their
own motherland, Mbuya Nehanda’s land, is to forge
themselves into the narratives of a country that
expunges them. This is against a background where
Zimbabwean citizenship is constructed around heterosexuality.

SEEING THE HOMOSEXUAL
THROUGH A DIFFERENT LENS
A day in the shoes of the “other” can do so much
in shifting perceptions and challenging negative
perceptions. Stereotypes about people and places
skew our imaginations, plant fear and reinforce the
“us and them” binary that makes us see only one
narrative as “truth”. Only when your gaze extends
beyond your screen to “the back of your television

set”, do you get to appreciate there are other “truths”.
This is the message that Black Pearl, a Zimbabwean
poet drove home in her recital at the 2014 edition
of Poetry Africa festival.
An excerpt from the poem goes:
Because of these borders that God knows who
created
These politics and poll tricks that limit me to a
specific time and mind frame
These gates that keep me from seeing the back
of my television set
I almost didn’t get up from that couch
To feel the ocean breathe, to rub shoulders with
my sisters
I almost didn’t see Azania’s face
I almost didn’t get the opportunity to just look
at Kwazi’s hair
And feel the history of its growth
I almost didn’t take a walk with Page
I almost didn’t meet Africa
I almost wasn’t here.
Stereotypes about South Africa had marred her
perceptions of the country and its people and planted
fear in her that almost robbed her of interaction,
connection and ubuntu. Dispelling myths, stereotypes
and dogma is a way of re-righting the errors that
have spanned eras. Gender and sexuality in Africa
is one area that needs rewriting as it is fraught with
myths and misconceptions (Tamale, 2011). Having
the marginalised subjects write about their own
stories from their own perspective is one such way.
As I conclude this article, it is my hope that I managed
to substantiate how African queer individuals are
fashioning and yielding alternative resistance forms
such as poetry to trespass the system that oppresses
them. But also how they use poetry to not only resist
but rewrite and re-right their stories as they forge
themselves into the African imaginary. Thus, it is
important that we heed Stella Nyanzi’s (2020:12)
poem that we, “Teach The Nation Poetry”.
Teach the nation poetry.
Deployments of anti-riot police
Cannot shoot tear-gas at rhymes
Nor disperse the rhythm of our poems.
Teach the nation poetry.
Forgotten masses will pack our pain in stanzas
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That will pierce the core of the tyranny.
Raw poems hit harder than your platitudes.
Teach the nation poetry.
Handcuffs cannot contain the potency of poems.
Arrest warrants cannot disappear memorised
verse.

of an Idea from the Age of Exploration to the Age of
AIDS, Ohio University Press.
Foucault, M. 2007. Discipline and Punish: The Birth of
the Prison, Duke University Press.
Freire, P. 1970. Pedagogy of the oppressed (MB
Ramos, Trans.). New York: Continuum, 2007.

Poetry can never be detained in gaol.
Teach the nation poetry.
Investigating detectives and crime solvers
Cannot decipher metaphors, similes or symbols
Their charge sheets will never make sense.
Teach the nation poetry.
To write, recite and interpret it.
Poems of the oppressed will oppress the
oppressor.
Poems will transport us to freedom
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A search for validation
and hope

Book title: Wild Imperfections: An Anthology of Womanist
Poems (2021)
Publisher: Penguin Random House, South Africa
Editor: Natalia Molebatsi

T

his book and its foreword honour the
lives and work of women, non-binary and
female-coded bodies. Professor Bernardine
Evaristo writes passionately about how
she knows or has crossed paths with many of the
contributors, seeing these women/womyn/womxn
and their work. The terms “women” and “womyn” and
“womxn” are inspired, for me, by Evaristo”s Booker
Prize winning book Girl, Woman, Other (2019). They
are an invitation to see the multiplicity of who we are,
who we used to be, and who we are (un)becoming.
In her book, Evaristo illuminates the lives of queer
and straight women, and non-binary people across
generations. Through her craft she turns the mundane
and the seemingly insignificant moments of existence
into breathtaking acts of bravery, validation, and hope.
Wild Imperfections recognises and contributes to this
tradition of validation, courage and self-naming.
On these pages I have gathered poets who either
consider themselves women or are read by the
world as such (even if they differ) from across Africa
and its diaspora. Some of these poets are iconic
and celebrated globally, while others are already
moving towards iconicity; either way, they all add
to a growing list for poetry lovers and collectors
and satisfy Bibi Bakare-Yusuf”s ideal of curating
“the archive of the future”.1 This collection is
also an attempt to bring the work of women and
non-binary people together so that they can be in
conversation and dance with one another on the
page, (re)introducing readers to the work of these
forty poets. The work seeks to validate our cultural
output, by bringing our collective stories, dreams,
memories, desires and ideas to the centre for
meaningful (ex)change. Through this book, we as
poets remind ourselves and our readers that the act
of writing for ourselves is a liberatory strategy in a
1 * Bibi Bakare-Yusuf, Archival Fever keynote address, Abantu Book Festival,
Soweto, South Africa. December 30, 2018.
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world that is not only anti-Black but is as misogynistic
as it is homophobic.
The book opens with poems that honour different
generations of ancestors who were at the forefront
of struggles against racial and gender discrimination.
Women like Sarah Baartman (1789–1815) and
later Rosa Parks (1913–2005) and Albertina Sisulu
(1918–2011) are honoured by feminist/womanist
poets who use the intricate language of poetry to
pour homage on their memories. Such an opening
reflects contemporary feminists’ remembering of our
foremothers while asserting the revolutionary power
of love, agency and our being-in-the-world. The
poems then go on to question and to disrupt the rules
of patriarchy, heteronormativity, White supremacy,
gender hierarchy and how they continue to translate
and work themselves into and through the lives of
women, womyn, womxn and non-binary people.
The poems collected here offer teachable moments
by answering questions like: Who are the Women
of Xolobeni? Who was/is Dulcie September? What
are dirty/pretty things? What are vulva volcanoes?
Who and what are pussy gate-keepers? Before you
get to these questions, you might first ask what is a
wild imperfection/perfection?
The (im)perfect that I have in mind here is a feminist
poetic language wrested from the violence of
patriarchy and racism; a language that accounts for
the body’s trauma and its limitations while reaching
beyond for something yet to be formed. Feminist/
womanist poets use this form of (im)perfect language
as transgression against misogyny and a reclamation
of self and ownership of all the bits of themselves.
These poems show how women reclaim language,
words that are used against them, language that
places us in boxes to make us disappear.
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This book brings together evidence of this Black
womanist/feminist poetic language while crafting
a lexicon and guide to its depth, dimension and
range. This collection is an invitation to spark new
conversations and continue existing ones where the
poets create space for the “wild” and “unruly”, the
“loose” and “dirty”, the “witches” and “bitches” who
are perfect in their brokenness and who are no longer
seeking permission for their rage, healing and joy. The
poems assembled here are about (re)membering what
our bodies and their dreams have marked, what they
will mark in days to come. They are about honouring
those who come before us - the women, the womyn
and the womxn, and those who eschew the gender
binary logic - as well as making new connections
across generations and memories. These poems resist
the discourse of “fitting in” to the status quo and
therefore (re)define the notion of the wild, the perfect
or imperfect. With their words, the contributors are
making interventions in a world where patriarchy
and racism remain sites of struggle in our lives. The
poems on these pages reflect spaces that women and
non-binary people still must fight for, starting with the
right to own their bodies even as they resist external
inscription on their bodies; and make decisions about
our lives and the spaces we want to occupy or not.
These poems speak about birth and death, fertility
and infertility, rape and genital mutilation, war,
police brutality, exile and forced migration, among
other realities. In these words, we also revel in our
joy, desire and sexuality even as we know that our
bodies are always turning up dead for being queer, for
being read and positioned as woman, for demanding
more, for asking awkward questions, for wanting to
love and be loved differently and on our terms, for
leaving abusive relationships or for transgressing
respectability politics – for wanting to live free.

is taken every day from women/womyn/womxn and
all non-binary people. The contributors here are (re)
claiming their power of agency and taking up space
as they insist on the priority of their freedom so that
they can keep dreams and dreaming alive.

In this book we are also holding space for each
other’s rage and madness, inherited from a deeply
racialised and gendered, unequal and sexist world.
The contributors give insights on what feminist/
womanist poets insist on writing about because of
what they see in their world. Whatever the theme,
each poem reflects the lived realities of most, if not
all women, as well as non-binary people, particularly
those born Black and poor. This is an offering and
a call to the reader who wants to be part of this
interpretive conversation that opens space for new
questions and ideas to flourish. This book is a call to
our ancestors – those who see and hear us – that we
acknowledge the sacrifices they made with their lives,
with their bodies, so that we could give our voices a
fighting chance. The poems here are our response to
the calls and work of the ancestor. This book is also a
gathering where we ask questions about how power

This is an extract from the Editor’s Note in Wild
(Im)perfections. www.wildimperfections.co.za

The process of compiling and editing Wild
Imperfections started in mid-2019, while publication
was scheduled for early 2020. None of us expected
our world to be radically interrupted by a global
pandemic. Publication was thus moved up by a year
as everyone wrestled with the uncertainties and the
trauma of our new reality. In most cases the pandemic
amplified Black suffering and revealed how poor
people got even poorer, have even leaner access
to basic needs and resources. In some instances,
the global lockdown gave us a blessing (albeit in
disguise) to reformat our lives, to pause and to
take a slower and more reflective gaze at our lives
and work. I had the opportunity to relook at the
manuscript and while initially the book would have
had twenty-nine contributors, the call was reopened,
and eleven more poets responded. Although initial
submissions did not feature writing on the impact
of Covid-19, the poets who joined us during the
Covid-19 crisis submitted poems that spoke to and
about the pandemic in ways that only a poet can.
Poets like M NourbeSe Philip and Jumoke Verissimo
give form and shape to the embodied narratives of
Black women and non-binary people from across the
world on the pandemic and how it landed on their
lives and livelihood. As stories have done before
and will do in the future, it is my belief that these
poems, and their message, will outlive us. It is my
hope too that these poems touch you differently,
more gently, in a world “of endless hardness”.2

2 *See Popoola (p94)
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Poetry of decolonisation
through the ages

Book Title: Years of Fire and Ash: South African Poems of
Decolonisation
Author: Wamuwi Mbao (editor)
Publisher: AD Donker

Reviewer: Nomakhwezi Becker

Y

ears of Fire and Ash: South African Poems of
Decolonisation (2021) is an assemblage of
decolonisation poetry from a milieu of poets
through several decades of South African
history, curated by distinguished literary scholar
Wamuwi Mbao. As a short fiction writer, lecturer
and well-versed literature critic with a key interest in
South African post-apartheid literature, architecture
and popular culture, Mbao has brought into
conversation the post-apartheid poetic identification
of decoloniality with that of the pre-democracy era.
Within his comprehensive introduction, not only
does he bring to light the resurgence of interest in
decolonisation as a term and theory in post-apartheid
South Africa, but he also delves into the role of poetry
and what he terms “poetry of decolonisation”1. This
term is to be understood as the poetry that recognises
dissatisfaction with what the present state of being
is and then becomes a tool to create this as a shared
starting point for rethinking the world into what it
should be. He also outlines the aim of the anthology
to ask the question; “What does decolonisation look
like in the world of poetry?”2.
The poetry has been ordered chronologically
according to key moments in South African history
and categorised into sections: Pre-Sharpeville, PostSharpeville, Post-Soweto and Present Day. These
groupings serve as a way to anchor the reader in time
and context of the poet and identify this collective
point of dissatisfaction being observed in the poetry
and how it is informed by the key events chosen. This
choice also goes on to draw direct links that mirror
present day events that have drawn parallels with that
of our apartheid history. For instance, the Marikana
Massacre at the Lonmin platinum mine in 2012 has
often been likened to the Sharpeville Massacre of
1 See Wamuwi Mbao (Pg 14)
2 See Wamuwi Mbao (Pg 9)
3 See Mrs AC Dube (Pg 25)
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1960 just as the #RhodesMustFall and #FeesMustFall
movement echoed the pleas and violence from the
1976 Soweto student uprisings for many.
Upon reading the various poems by the likes of JJR
Jolobe, H.I.E. Dhlomo, Es’kia Mphahlele, Ingoapele
Madingoane, Vangile Gantsho, Lebohang Masango
and Kadija Heeger, the passage through time
becomes strangely blurred. The echoes of the same
cries against the colonial force simply taking on new
forms and tonalities in the words of the poet and
repeatedly beg the reader to keep checking whether
they are reading from the apartheid or post-apartheid
era as so much of what was said many years ago
could have been written just yesterday. While this
exasperation at the feeling of political stagnation
since the dawn of democracy has been made clear
countless times, seeing it through the mind and raw
expression of artists reflecting the world around
them since 1890 to current times leaves one deeply
unsettled.
The first poem in this anthology is Africa: My Native
Land by Mrs AC Dube, which begins “How beautiful
are thy hills and thy dales!”3 - a completely unexpected
use of old English to depict the African continent in
an anthology of poetry of decolonisation or what that
terminology may bring to mind. The poem maintains
this use of the language and almost sonnet-like form
but after much adoration expressed for Africa, despair
and yearning for the loss of the right to feel at home
in this land is clear. The following poems continue
to draw attention to language, be it through the
fragmenting and rewording of a well-known Christian
prayer to speak against colonial injustice by LR or
through only the English translation of a poem by
JJR Jolobe being included versus the poem in its
original language.
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As the anthology moves forward in time, the poems
selected increasingly break traditional structures and
make a grand departure from the example of the first
poem. The proemdra called Ngwana wa Azania by
Mothobi Mutloatse in the Post-Soweto section is a
form which came into being through the combination
of prose, poetry and drama in the 1970s with the rise
of performed poetry and protest theatre as a tool
for protest and change. Later, a similar form used
which mimics letter writing or short story form in
the poem The Forgotten by Sthembiso “Sthe Khali”
Khaliswayo in the Present Day section creates a bridge
through these different moments in time, not only
through form but subject matter around the future
and present experience of a youth in South Africa.
In the Present Day sections we also see the inclusion
of texts that mix vernacular with English as well as
a poem by Siza Nkosi Mokhele included in both its
original language, isiZulu, and the English translation.
This choice is commentary and a reflection of the
current nuances in conversations around language
and meaning versus those that took place in the past.
This careful selection of poems also subtly questions
whose point of departure, language and tradition is
in fact used to begin reshaping the way things are
into how they should be.
The journey on also depicts how certain issues such as
the politics of indigenous names vs European names
have evolved. The poem My Name by Magoleng wa
Selepe shows how the speaker was stripped of her
Xhosa name with all its history and meaning only
to be given an English name in order to be simpler
for a White bureaucrat to pronounce and identify
her. In the Present Day section Lebohang Masango,
amongst other elements of identity, reclaims the
wealth of praise names and their richness as a poetic
tool of archival in the poem john 1:1 and me. With
the intermingling of races in the democratic era, the
politics of naming continued to be an issue through
predominantly names from indigenous languages
being shortened in ways that stripped their meaning,
making them unrecognisable and in turn removing a
part of the owner’s identity and history. This in order
for the name to be more palatable for the teachers
or colleagues who did not take the time to learn
the pronunciation. An undercurrent of systematic
colonial dominance and the subconscious comfort
that nothing can hinder the way a White person may
operate in the world by not knowing any indigenous
languages or names versus what it means to not be
palatable in an English-speaking world because of
your name and identity.

The poems throughout the anthology have been
curated to reflect the biases and tonalities of the time
in various ways which add a secondary layer to what
the poems themselves hold. From the apartheid era
poetry being mostly spoken in the collective voice in
call to action to talking back to the collective enemy
of apartheid and other branches of colonialism. Even
the poetry chosen is mostly written by men, which
also highlights the gendered nature of the apartheid
struggle and which voices were given more weight
and are remembered even today. However, as we
approach and enter democracy, more poems written
by women are gradually included.
The tonality shifts towards the individualised
experiences of the greater politics and the cause
of dissatisfaction with the state of being spreads
into the various cracks that appear from the now
broken collective voice. Be it a frustration with
reductive versions of identity and race, a reclaiming
of traditional healing within a colonial religious system
or cry for women to take up space in rooms not built
for them but that now only tolerate them; the poetry
is that of reflection, frustration, question and the
anxieties of living.
These examples are only a few of the many transformations that the poetry of decolonisation takes
form in but all these reflections can be anchored
in the poem Nineteen Seventy-Six by Oupa Thando
Mthimkhulu from which the anthology title is drawn.
It expresses how the year of uprisings that was
meant to shake the apartheid system to its core
was “not revolutionary enough”4 to succeed, which,
for me, resonates strongly in the final poem’s lines
of Masai Serupu who today asks: “Is this all my art
is for? Protest and reiterate what has already been
said before. There must be more, surely”5 but then
continues to call on the strength of activist artists
gone before him to remember his work has only just
begun. And in this thread between the poems of
then and now we see how even within the fatigue of
revolution and decolonisation, poets continue raising
questions and calling attention to the state of dis-ease
until they can one day write that it was revolutionary
enough and indeed there is more to hope for.

Nomakhwezi Becker is a multidisciplinary artist, her work
being expressed through performance, theatre and short
story writing, poetry, theatre workshop facilitation and
arts administration. Becker lives in Durban and amidst
her creative projects she works alongside her mother
in the Gcinamasiko Arts & Heritage Trust to preserve
heritage and oral history and promote arts in education.

4 See Oupa Thando Mthimkhulu (Pg 90)
5 See Masai Sepuru (Pg 163)
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Shining a spotlight on political
and corporate corruption
Book Title: Whistleblowing
Author: Athol Williams
Publisher: Geko Publishing

Reviewer: Nelson Sizwe Hlophe

T

he first aspect of this poetry collection that
stands out is the cover. The poet’s name,
Athol Williams, appears top centre against
a light brown canvas. Under his name is an
abstract image that leans towards Cubism. On first
sight, a small image of a face with its mouth covered
with a small hand can be identified. The hand’s arm
looks like a two-way street with a broken line in the
middle. It curves clockwise to join the back of the
face’s head. On closer inspection, a secondary larger
face is present under the smaller face. The larger face
has an almost oval shaped object on its mouth. This
can be interpreted as a whistle. The overall image
is mostly constituted of geometrical shapes. The
colours found on this cover range from white, and
light to dark browns and greys. Below this image,
Whistleblowing (2021), the title of the book appears
in capital letters and large font. Below the title in a
smaller font in capitals with the word poems.
Williams’ collection of poetry in this book exposes
the reader to the extent of political and corporate
corruption. He also exposes the reader to their role
in these levels of corruption through negligence,
ignorance, direct/indirect empowerment or turning
a blind eye. Williams also addresses the fact that we
have allowed for a different kind of oppression at
the hands of our leaders and the wealthy to fester.
In reviewing this book, I have chosen three poems
(“The Whistleblower’s Wife”, “Paradise Hill” and
“Cradle of Mankind”) that stood out for me. I have
selected these poems because they represent
certain essential aspects that can be found in
Williams’ writing. The book itself is a more intricate
engagement of the themes, perspectives and
approaches discussed below.
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“The Whistleblower’s Wife” is a poem that represents
the internal conflicts an informant’s spouse embodies.
The most prominent behaviour she displays in the
poem is an obsessive diligence that borders on
paranoia. Her obsessive behaviour is justified by
the poet acknowledging that, “She knows there are
suits plotting his silence, / now that he’s declared to
carry truth on his tongue. /” (Williams, 2021: 10).
However, the poet also shows how the whistleblower’s wife contradicts her thoughts by saying, “There
probably is no sniper, but / still she insists that he
keeps away from the window. /” (Williams, 2021: 10).
These lines in the poem display the psychological toll
whistleblowing has on the people involved, especially
family members.
The poem holistically explores fear, insecurity,
imprisonment and the value of the truth. Fear can be
seen in the whistleblower’s wife’s startled reactions to
the slightest of sounds. Insecurity is displayed in how
she declines a surprise delivery from her husband.
The concept of Imprisonment or captivity is evident
in her questioning the fates of those that fight for
liberation. With regards to the value of truth, the
poem makes it clear that there are those that will
kill for it and those that will die for it.
The poet’s choice of language in this poem suggests
that the whistleblower with his wife are at war
against the “Suits”. This is evident in words such as
“sniper”, “bunker”, “drill”, “fight” and “declare” that are
strategically used in the poem. These words carry a
highly militant value. The poet has structured the
poem into four stanzas of six lines each. This rigid
structure is suggestive of the confined nature of the
characters living arrangements.

Photo: Taryn Lock
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Poet Athol Williams blows the whistle at the Zondo Commission of Inquiry Into State Capture.

In my view, this poem introduces the reader to a
perspective that is not usually explored. In a world
that gives attention the corrupt and those standing
up against it, we seldom recognise the impact it has
on the families of activists.
With Paradise Hill, Williams comments on how we
have put our leaders into power hoping for change.
He specifically looks at two characters Jacob and
Cyril. One can assume that Williams is speaking about
Jacob Zuma (former president) and Cyril Ramaphosa
(current president). In the second stanza of the poem
Williams says that, “Jacob, slave of the hilltoppers,
vowed / to flatten the hill, to share its plenty / and
reshape our days as level people. / So he climbed
onto our shoulders” (Williams, 2021: 26). This stanza
looks at how we assisted Zuma in climbing into power
based on empty promises but instead he became a
puppet for the corrupt elite. He did not distribute the
wealth as we were made to believe. This is expressed
when Williams says that, “But the hill still stands,
bounty bulging, / and we still wait, patience plunging,
/” (Williams, 2021: 26). Williams further analyses how
we have allowed Ramaphosa to take up power in
the hopes for economic change. However, the poet
considers Ramaphosa the “King of the Hilltoppers”
(Williams, 2021: 26), suggesting the improbability
of the country ever having economic equality. This
point is further driven in the poet’s use of an ellipsis
at the end of the poem, suggesting the ongoing cycle
or never-ending story of empty promises and a lack

of delivery from corrupt officials.
“Cradle of Mankind” is one of the shorter poems
in the collection. The poem is constituted of two
stanzas of three short lines each. As short as it is, it
speaks volumes. It is a very direct commentary on the
development of Africa. The continent is said to have
been inhabited by the earliest species of humankind
to evolve. However, African people have suffered
the slowest economic development at the hands of
oppression from other nations.
In this collection, Williams offers a much-needed work
that forces us as a nation to understand the depths
of political and corporate corruption. He unapologetically makes the reader confront their roles in keeping
the corrupt in power and how we have exchanged
one kind of oppression for another. The three poems I
have selected in this discussion are only but a glimpse
into the issues Williams confronts. One would have
to read the book to fully comprehend the impact
this remarkable piece of literature encompasses.

Nelson Sizwe Hlophe is a KwaZulu-Natal (Empendle
and Port Shepstone) based interdisciplinary artist. He
received his MA in Theatre and Performance from
the University of the Witwatersrand and BA (hons) in
Drama and Performance studies from the University
of KwaZulu-Natal. He currently lectures directing and
choreography on a contractual basis.
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A daring salutation to
Black women

Book Title: Hullo, Bu-Bye, Koko, Come In
Author: Koleka Putuma
Publisher: Manyano Media

Reviewer: Thalente Ndlovu

H

ullo, Bu-Bye, Koko, Come In (2021) is Koleka
Putuma’s latest poetry book, published in
April 2021. According to Putuma’s website,
the title of the book was inspired by a
phrase popularised by the legendary Brenda Fassie
in her 1992 song titled “IStraight Lendaba”. It came as
no surprise when I started reading Putuma’s collection
and found boldness and confidence in her words, as if
convinced of nothing else but that “istraight lendaba”,
that what she is here to say is worth being heard.
Hullo, Bu-Bye, Koko, Come In is a daring salutation
to Black women, to Black female artists. It dares to
boldly say I see you, and here you have space to be.
Putuma challenges the erasure of Black women in all
aspects, and brilliantly writes them in – writes us in.
We are full humans, we have faces, we have names,
and we have stories that are worthy of being written
about and names that are said boldly and proudly.
The collection is divided into four parts using the
four-part phrase as the subtitles. “Hullo” introduces
us to the erasure of Black women which is a theme
that flows throughout the book. It also greets us with
uncomfortable truths and realities that we otherwise
could or do shy away from; ranging from the erasure
of black women, poverty, fame, corruption and all
the way to gender-based violence. “Bu-bye” takes
us in an emotional journey. She furthers the themes
that she had introduced in the first part, but engages
more with the themes of grief, gender-based violence,
death, murder and trauma. Being a Black woman in
South Africa is challenging to say the absolute least,
and, as Putuma writes about women, the topic of
men killing and abusing women is one that could
not be avoided.
“South African men
Maim and murder you” (pg. 56)
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“every 3 hours, one of us does not make it”
(pg. 57).
“Koko” makes us say the names of some of the Black
women who were erased in the course of history
“you built this country with your movements, too”
(pg. 71). Putuma writes in some of the Black women
who came before us who faced erasure and became
an archive for those who live in our midst, “who
sang struggle songs with the same posture as their
great and grand” (pg. 78). “Come in”, Putuma seems
to let us in more personally, she speaks of (her)
grandmother, generational traumas, childhood, family,
and spirituality.
This collection of poetry sees Putuma engaging with
her life as a Black woman and a Black female artist.
She journeys into the writing in and the archival of
Black Women, daring to see Black women. In artistry,
she recognises the likes of Fassie, Miriam Makeba,
Nina Simone, Mam’ Nomhle Nkoyeni, who although
famous for the work that they do (or did), are not
seen for their humanity. She writes: “the media at
Brenda’s death bed, demanding an encore” (pg. 55).
She engages with excerpts from their past interviews
where the Black women can speak for themselves
and where she can be in conversation with them.
In this conversation, Brenda speaks, “people always
look at me, but I’m never looked into. People don’t
look inside me; they don’t look into Brenda” (pg. 54).
Through this we also get to hear Simone express
herself, “…they don’t know that I’m dead and my
ghost is holding on” (pg. 59). This is just some of
the ways that Putuma shows us the challenges that
Black women artists have had to face and continue
to face in the modern day.
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Over time we have developed a popular phrase,
“starving artist”. We have known greats amongst us
who were wildly celebrated but had nothing to show
for it. These are things that we know, realities that
are lived, and something we have come to accept.
Over being exploited, the artist still has to carry the
shame of this reality. We have seen this reality with
veteran actress Vatiswa Ndara, who, upon speaking
up against this challenge, was vulnerable to erasure.
At the mentioning of a bestseller,
“…you are too ashamed
to also mention
that there have been times you could not afford your
own book…” (pg. 36) the hesitation and shame is seen
even in the format of these words, again emphasising
on the praise that comes with no honor, humanity
or love. The industry continues to exploit the artists
whom it praises so much.
The layout presentation of this collection could well
be questioned if it falls under “poetry” as it does not
typically follow the structure poetry would usually
assume. This collection is not one seeking to look like,
to resemble or to even tick the boxes. This one is not
concerned with being called poetry by succumbing to
the rules and expectations of poetry. I am particularly
interested and in love with Putuma’s choices in this,
making us pay attention to each line and to each
word. She uses “backspace”, as if allowing us to be
part of her thought processes while also exploring
the possibilities of the development of her thoughts
as well as possibilities of articulation.

they again, are not governed by the common rules
and expectations of poetry. This also influences my
decision to quote Putuma’s words in their published
format as I feel that even the format is poetry, doing a
communication and performance of its own. See also,
“…no sir
raised arms
and
p-a-r-t-e-d

h - i - p – s” (pg. 22)

Putuma pays attention to each word and lets each
word and each letter live. The form follows no rules
and says what it is here to say.
Hullo Bu-Bye Koko Come In journeys Black women
from the margins to the centre. Putuma does this
brilliantly. She shows an awareness of the past and
of the present, of herself and of the Black women
around. She has an impressive way of forming words
which make them have their own dance. While she
writes about traumas, erasure, gender-based violence,
death, spirituality just to name a few, the mood of
the book is not one of sadness. It is one that gives
me a voice and language to articulate myself. This
collection is bold, engaging, and is the archive that we
seek. Black women are alive here, and Black women
are known.

Thalente Ndlovu is an MA Candidate at the University
of KwaZulu-Natal, where she acquired both her
undergraduate and her Honours degree. She is a creator,
actress, director, writer and poet.
Photo: Victor Dlamini

Here, Putuma speaks, and shows us that Black
Women have been speaking, and here these Black
women are heard. These Black women are seen.
These Black women are known. While the collection
is about Black women, Putuma does not make the
error of assuming that Black women’s narratives are
the same, instead she pays special attention to each
narrative and writes with care and humanity, able to
speak for many without assuming for all.

“The draft begins with an emerging
backspace
a black woman with potential
backspace
the draft begins with a feminist
backspace…” (pg. 16)
Her style has a non-finality that allows the words
and thoughts to live and breathe in their possibilities,
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Poets agitate for the overhaul
and healing of this world
Book Title: Hashtag Poetry
Editors: Ismail Mohamed, Tracey Saunders & Siphindile Hlongwa
Publisher: Centre for Creative Arts, University of KwaZulu-Natal
(2021)

Reviewer: Sandile Ngidi

W

riting this review soon after
a sudden massive Facebook,
WhatsApp and Instagram blackout
costing shareholders billions of
dollars overnight, I am increasingly sceptical about
the endurance of hashtags in our collective fight
against deep-seated injustices in the Global South
in particular. Not because hashtags are about to
die or to become irrelevant - but simply because I
believe that unless they are genuinely rooted in mass
mobilisation on the ground, hashtags may simply
prove to be passing fads without lasting fangs. Yet I
totally agree with editors Saunders that “the hashtag
has become the loudhailer of the 21st century”. It
is, therefore, remarkable that co-anthologists and
co-curators of the 2021 edition of Poetry Africa
found it appropriate to evoke the powerful hashtag
metaphor in highlighting some of the poets taking
part in Poetry Africa, an annual festival that marks
25 years of existence.
The times are full of excruciating pain and endemic
peril of varied descriptions and causality. Hashtag
Poetry comprises nearly 30 poets, all emerging from
the trenches of our bloodied, diseased and uncertain
times.
The poets are crying rage against the barbarism of
police violence in America – the televised murder of
an unarmed black man, George Floyd, and how this
callous act gave breath to the iconic #BlackLivesMatter movement. A war is raging like wildfire against
women, queer citizens of the world, especially in
South Africa – the poet cannot be silent, nor cheer
the marauding orgy of wanton brutality. Hear poet,
actress, facilitator, cultural activist, Khadija Tracey
Heeger, from the Cape Flats raise her unfettered
voice:
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Corrective rape/Statutory rape/Acquaintance
rape/Partner rape/ Aggravated rape/ Hate crimes
rape/Violence against infants and children/ Incest
Violence against men/ Prison rape/Women’s Groups
Reports Say A Rape Occurs In South Africa Every
26 Seconds/A Police report says rape occurs every
36 seconds.”
Heeger’s is not reading a shopping list and trying
to write the smartest lines imaginable. Hers is an
urgent register, a call to action. The founding values
that held us together when we were oppressed have
since been abandoned like excrement on a deserted
road. What time is it? Umzimkhulu’s Kwazi Ndlangisa
would like us to remember that:
we are colourful birds in the jungle of abandoned
dreams, flying in grey skies as though to wash away
memories (of our family trees).
In this potent anthology, the poets are writing the
stubborn wrenching moment. The poets featured
in this anthology are not sheer observers or
sandwich-happy travellers at sunset, but are mourners
and activists agitating to overhaul and heal this world,
for the sake of all of us and future generations. See
their fiery pens and feel their heartbeats calling on
all of us to wake up and smell the shit in the streets.
Hashtag Poetry boasts the sharpest knives on the
proverbial drawer. Seated around the poetic fireplace,
they are alive to the manifold structural problems of
South African society today. Xenophobia must be
condemned without further ado. Malika Ndlovu pays
a powerful tribute to Adrian Nguni, a Zimbabwean
man who hung himself on a tree along the Liesbeek
River in Observatory, Cape Town, in August 2008.
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Black river followed me home/ Between breaths,
thoughts, sleep/Deep cut image of a silent
brother Hanging from a tree/ Three children
in my back seat /So I sob quietly and drive by
Drive Bye bye.
We must expose and punish those who plunder
public money, thereby harming all of us. Whistleblowers such as Athol Williams are our heroes. They
should not walk alone into the anguished forests of
fear and ever-looming threats to their lives. With the
country’s criminal justice system in diabolical disarray,
as you read "Whistleblower’s Wife" it is hard not
to think of slain whistle-blowers such as Gauteng
Health Department employee Babita Deokaran. In
the poem, Williams meditates on what remains unsaid
and unsayable in his family, following his lonesome
journey as a whistle-blower and a witness to acts of
looting state capture.
For different reasons, yet equally important, Vuyelwa
Maluleke’s everything is so damaged it is hoarse & I am
so ugly the mirror cracks into a throat to say it/ cracks
into an unhappy song.
Hashtag Poetry is an open mic where every poet
included is on a warpath, the altar of expedience
and woeful timidity have no place on these restless
pages. Let the poet’s storm rage on and rise against
the folly of sheepish manners and the wearisome
dark clouds of our nightmarish present.
There is a great deal of promise in the work of poet
and rapper Shashi Simelane, a KwaZulu-Natal Slam
Champion. In "Raising Queens", she declares:
Nobody tells girls that their breasts will become
mountains of truth that men will try to lie upon.
They will crawl from the feet of your mountain to
its peak, Like monks  looking for a god who cannot
be seen Yet . . . We have been staring them right
in the eyes.’

Maakomele R. "Mak" Manaka, asks a pertinent
question:
for how long will power crucify the truth about
whose culture is really tilling the soil?
I agree with these hashtags; #Im4TheArts and
#ArtistsLivesMatter. How can I forget the enraged,
articulate and bold opera singer Sibongile Mngoma
rising against thunder and kickstarting an arts
transformation movement that held a great deal of
promise in January 2020? Renowned South African
poet and actress Lebo Mashile salutes Mngoma in her
distinctive and extraordinary portrait of a seemingly
mad and selfless Black woman holding a government
building hostage, thrown by harsh circumstances
to give voice to an emerging artists’ movement.
Mashile’s poem is written from the inside; she knows
how it feels to be in-between an oven and a frying
pen. Yet her poem is no offering of French fries, but a
measured and detachment song of love and solidarity:
Every battle is first won against the self Does the
morning bird Know who she is All songs remember
her.
The words of Molefe Pheto, a freedom fighter, poet
and committed Black Consciousness stalwart, are an
appropriate parting shot:
The artist, always the observer, will watch with
elephantine eyes. Those who were left behind by
the ‘Freedom Train’ will watch with dazzled and
painful eyes. The and many others will not watch
forever while they are labelled ungrateful barbarians.
Pheto’s warning may be relevant in the case of festival
organisers, music promoters and so on, given their
penchant for favouritism, groupism and other forms
of curatorial bad manners. Remember to make the
circle bigger and avoid the curse and dull indulgence
of the repeat button.

Veronique Japhtas, from Paarl, delivers tight and livid
lines denouncing the dogmas behind rape:

I wish Hashtag Poetry and Poetry Africa had more
writers whose work in South Africa’s indigenous
languages. Spoken words poets represent a tiny
fraction in a genre that has deep and a rich heritage
whose many talented exponents are alive and well
in KwaZulu-Natal. Their glaring omission does not
make sense at all - it must stop. Finally, Hashtag
Poetry anthology is a timely retrospective on the
state of poetry as lived art and social activism
across a wide array of platforms. Malibongwe!

A gay white man once said that if you’re getting
drugged by a man who has shown you as many red
flags that amount to the amount of times you’ve
had your periods, you’re now then asking for it. It is
no longer #metoo, but #mealso. What a privilege
a man has of saying such a thing.

Sandile Ngidi is a poet, journalist, communication
specialist and literary translator. He lives at Amahlongwa,
south of Durban, South Africa. He writes in Zulu and
English, loves birds and spiders.

Thando Fuze, another fresh voice from Durban, is
pissed off:
writing poems where women die between the lines,
but that’s where the world keeps placing us; at the
scene of the crime, being the scene of the crime.
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A deft exploration of a lived
experience
Book Title: Wild has Roots
Author: Pralini Naidoo
Publisher: Poetree Publications
Reviewer: Thobile Maphanga
Pralini Naidoo’s Wild has Roots is a collection of
short stories and poems that dig deep into the fertile
multiplicities of her makings, and plant her firmly into
a written history. Like the title suggests, this book is
about wild women, whom I first read about in Clarissa
Pinkola Este’s Women Who Run with the Wolves:
Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype.
This type of woman, as Estes suggests, lives among
us, and as Pralini confirms, we are and have always
been her as we are all so intrinsically connected.
Divided into four parts – “Papa”, “Root”, “Tarot” and
“Wild” – the first half of the book is prose and the
second poetry and shows the lengths and breadth
of wild ancestry. Although accurately described
as “explosive witchcraft”, by Wanelisa Xaba in the
foreword, her use of familial stories ground us in our
own lived experiences.
“Papa” is an extended dedication to her deceased
father that takes the form of intimate diary style
entries and letters. It feels like snatches of memory
and musings in conversation. Pralini, I imagine these
letters are a way to closure. At the Durban launch of
the book, she mentioned that this part of the book
captures the last four months of her relationship with
her papa. “Papa” is followed by “Root” which is made
up of eight little stories that burrow through those
life-changing, landmark moments in a girl child’s life.
Her stories seem to sprawl to varying depths of my
life, bringing back memories from my own childhood.
Her words are gentle and find softness between and
around the hard spaces. She deftly lets us into the
traditional rituals not followed, and despite all the
things that are not done, she still is able to show
care through the love language that is formed in the
messy binds of family.
Adolescent struggles of stolen passions push
for difficult decisions as we approach the end of
childhood. The harshness of drawing lines in the
sand to remain true to our own dreams and identity,
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rather than follow someone else’s, remind us of the
metal required to be true to the forging of our own
path. In “crocodiles” she arranges simple words with
surgical accuracy making it hard not to relate to the
blockages that defer our dreams. However, the dark
finality in “Sand & Stone” brings the possibility of
hope for new fresh growth.
“Tarot” ushers in the poetry section with an
experimental take on Tarot card reading. The poems
were used to make a tarot card set with which she
offered one-on-one readings to friends and family,
whom she names by first name only in the book. The
poems sometimes defy their forms; mischievously
turned upside down or doubled like in “haiku for
two”. We learn that love and pain are siblings that
sit side by side, sometimes scratching at each other
and sometimes just sitting quietly in each other’s
presence.
“Wild” lifts us further toward spirit and communing
with the power of nature, the earth, and the source.
This communing, having always been there to nourish
us, now receives direct messages in language easily
understood. Eyes see with a clarity that is awakening
and the healing through the divination of nature and
love brings an acceptance that is as renewing as a
baptism. If any darkness lingered in the text, the
last few pages create space for genuine smiles and
giggles and even deeper thought. This book is an
affirmation of our ways of seeing, hurting, laughing,
and knowing. An acknowledgement of the many lives
that are lived within us and the many lives we are yet
to explore. It is uncomplicated yet plural and inspires
me to continue to search within my own roots and
to boldly let their flowers bloom.
Thobile Maphanga is a Durban-based dance practitioner,
creative collaborator and emerging writer. Her current
preoccupation is with Black female narratives and how
Black women are writing themselves into history in the
'now'.
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